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Forward
Soon after the guns between the Government of Uganda (GoU) and the Lord’s resistance army (LRA)
rebels of Joseph Kony died down in 2007 there was a heavy sigh of relief that left the affected people
of the Acholi sub-region, and indeed the entire northern Uganda, numb with no thought whatsoever
of any other similar trauma. No sooner had the internally displaced persons returned to relax – homeat-last after the two decades of long suffering life in makeshift shelters – that unknown occupants of
their homes showed up to claim that the displaced persons mistook their point of return. What the
Uganda National Land Policy Frame work (2013) stated 4.2, 38 was beginning to unfold in Acholiland:
customary land tenure, wherever it is in Uganda, is insecure. So how do you secure it?
A consortium of Acholi people came together into a forum – the Joint Acholi Sub-regional Leaders’
Forum (JASLF) – with the precise scope to research in and respond to the insecurity challenges of
customary land tenure in Acholi. The first phase of research was titled Piloting the protection of rights
to customary land tenure in Acholiland, and was then retitled in its second phase as Instituting the
protection of rights to customary land tenure in Acholiland. The Forum drew memberships from Acholi
leadership of all walks of life, political, religious and civil, and even non-Acholi technocrats who
provided in-depth knowledge on Acholi politics, ethnohistory and cultural beliefs and practices. During
the two phases of project research, forty-two knowledgeable researchers of Acholi people and their
customary land tenure regime traversed the whole 28,000 square kilometers Acholi land to interview
141 clans in 20 Ker Kal, which is over one third (1/3) of the fifty-four (54) recognised chiefdoms of
Acholi. Readers of this research will find that the robust evidence-based research presented yields
the expected, viz: customary land in Acholi is still a functioning tenure regime in fact and practice; it
has and continues to succeed utilizing core principles and practices of clan-based land management
and organization widely recognised as legitimate and effective. Customary land tenure is enshrined in
the constitution of Uganda as per art 237 (1). The Land Act Cap 227 also includes customary tenure
regimes among its recognized, legal categories. The research also brought out international
precedence and legal opinions of customary land tenure.
One sticking point in this is however that even if the Constitution of Uganda equates customary Land
tenure with mailo, leasehold and freehold tenure, the formal legal procedures for obtaining trust
deeds to land-holding groups who would want it remains difficult if not impossible.
This research project hopes that the abundant findings on the workings and reality of Acholi customary
land tenure, and its organization and control can help in obtaining customary trust deeds and
institutionalizing the protection of rights to customary, clan-based ownership of land in Acholi.

Rev Fr. Dr. Joseph Okumu
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Executive Summary
Context of the Report
For the majority of Acholi, especially after the devastation and displacement caused by the 1986-2006
northern Uganda war, the rural land to which they have access and user rights remains one of their
most important assets, and one which has been under a range of both internal and external threats.
This land (ngom kwaro in Acholi Luo) is overwhelmingly customary, clan-based land – vested in, and
organized and managed by, patrilineal clans or sections of clans, with provisions to accommodate
various categories of outsiders “guests” to share in the use of the land. Unfortunately, substantive
research on this Acholi clan-based land tenure system has been limited, in both the academic and
NGO literature.
In July 2015, the Joint Acholi Sub-Region Leaders' Forum (JASLF) – comprised of district government
officials, parliamentarians, cultural, religious, and other community leaders – partnered with the Irish
NGO Trócaire to begin a joint two-year research and advocacy project to address this situation.
Funded by the Democratic Governance Facility (DGF), the overall project objectives were: (i) to
conduct intensive, locally-grounded field research documenting the current organization and
management of Acholi ngom kwaro; and (ii) to help the researched clans to secure and protect this
land, for both the present and future generations.
The initial, pilot-phase of the project was conducted in 2016.1 Following introductory contextual
sections, the current report focuses on Phase II research, conducted from April-June 2017 among 95
clan-based land-holding groups, located in 13 traditional chiefdoms (ker kal) situated across the Acholi
sub-region. This essentially doubled the Pilot-phase research sample (46 clans and seven ker kal),
resulting in a final project total of 141 researched clans, located in 20 different ker kal, representing
over one-third of the 54 recognized chiefdoms in the Acholi cultural institution, extending across 33
of Acholi’s 63 rural sub-counties.2

Methodology
As in the Pilot Project, Phase II research utilized a Participatory Action Research (PAR) methodology
that involved extensive consultation with a wide range of community groups and individuals to discuss
about Acholi customary, collective or communal land, in open and inclusive communication.
Phase II research methodology utilized a combination of four research tools adopted and modified
from the first-phase research as the main guides for collecting primary data: Tool 1 was a Community
Dialogue Guide (CDG) designed for the initial chiefdom (ker kal)-wide meetings; Tool 2 was a
Community Dialogue Guide for gathering clan-based data; Tool 3 consisted of three “Special Interest”
Focus Group Discussion (FGD) guides used for gathering information on land-related issues concerning
women, youth, and persons with disabilities (PWDs); Tool 4 provided guides for conducting Key
Informant Interviews (KIIs).
Nearly 500 of these research tools were administered to over 5,000 participants, producing a total of
over 5,000 English-language transcripts. In addition, audio recordings (mostly in Acholi Luo) were also
1

See Atkinson, Latigo, & Bergin (2016) for the final report on the field research component; see also Gimara &
Lomo (2017) and Arcadia Advocates (2016 & 2016b) for consultancy reports on legal aspects of the Pilot Project
– abstracts of all of these Phase I project reports, with links to access them, are included in Annex I below.
2

At the time of writing, discussions are underway to establish Project archives, including digital links, with
Makerere University Library, Gulu University Library, and the Refuge Law Project National Memory and Peace
Documentation Centre. The archive will include the pilot phase Final Report.

1

made of most of these data-gathering exercises. Together, this represents an unprecedented treasure
trove of primary, field-based data on Acholi ngom kwaro and the people involved in its organization
and management.

Summary of Key Findings
In this report, Phase II research key findings are rendered in the context of the 20 key findings of the
Pilot Project,3 as the research tools employed in Phase II were only slightly modified versions of those
utilized in the earlier Pilot phase. Thus, a crucial purpose of Phase II research has been to determine
the degree to which data gathered from the 13 new ker kal and 95 clans in Phase II field research,
using essentially the same research tools as previously, corresponds to or challenges the information
obtained from the initial seven ker kal and 46 clans. A final 21st Key Finding will provide an overall
summary of the degree of congruence between the two phases of Project research.
Key Finding highlights include:
▪ As in the Pilot Project, nearly all land in the Phase II research sample was identified as
customary, communal/community-based land (ngom kwaro), vested in and belonging to
recognized patrilineal kinship groups – clans or sub-sections of clans. More detail was
provided in the latter, however, about the small portions of land that did not fit into that
category.
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▪

Also, as in the Pilot Project, the particular level of clan-based organization and management
of ngom kwaro differed among the clans in the research sample, varying from the clan (kaka)
as a whole, to sub-clan (doggola kaka), to extended families (dog gang). In both phases of
research, about 70-75% of clans described their ngom kwaro as belonging to the entire kaka,
organized and managed up to that level, with the remainder functioning at lower (mainly
doggola kaka) levels. But whatever the level, and with some differences in detail from clan to
clan, the overall conceptualization and practice of how ngom kwaro are organized and
managed was highly similar, with one exception. One clan in Phase II research, Parwech in
Puranga (Pader District), reported a level of disorganization and dysfunction unlike any others
in either phase.

▪

In the conception of ngom kwaro predominant in both research phases, neither individual
men nor individual women “own” rural customary land in Acholi. Clan leaders and most
families living on ngom kwaro do not have a notion of individuated land ownership. Rather
they enjoy full occupation and land use rights, subject to the will and needs of the community.

▪

Research in both phases found many examples of ways in which women have access and other
rights to customary clan land, as well as leadership and other roles in land organization and
management. Both also, however, documented numerous examples of women having been
denied access or other rights widely acknowledged as properly theirs, or otherwise
discriminated against on land matters. Phase II research, with its more extensive and
structured focus on women – particularly in Special Interest Group FGDs and a commissioned
consultant’s report – included more data on both positive and negative aspects of women’s
position with respect to land than did the Pilot Project, especially on the latter.

▪

As with women, both phases of research on youth and people with disabilities indicated many
instances of access and rights to land, while also documenting even greater likelihoods than
with women of discrimination and denial of widely acknowledged rights – especially with
PWDs. Phase II research provided much greater and more structured data on youth and PWDs

Again, see Atkinson, Latigo, & Bergin (2016), pp. 22-40.
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than in the Pilot Phase – again including Special Interest Group FGDs and commissioned
consultants’ reports.
▪

Research in both phases indicated that “guests” of various categories – however vulnerable
they sometimes were – are peacefully accommodated in over 90% of the researched clans;
conversely, over 80% of Pilot Project clans and over 90% of those in Phase II research identified
examples of members of their localized clan who were peacefully settled and accessing
customary land in other locations.

▪

Although land disputes, resolved and/or ongoing, were identified in all 20 ker kal in the two
phases of research, the overall sense of the evidence suggests that these disputes did not pose
critical threats or extensive disruptions to the lives of the majority of the chiefdoms’ members.
At the same time, Phase II research suggests a possible increase in the level of disruption and
concern related to land disputes compared to Pilot-phase research, and perhaps even a rise
in numbers, with the common types of conflicts cited being internal clan and household
boundary and trespass issues, although a number of boundary disputes with neighbouring
chiefdoms were also reported.

▪

Across all 20 ker kal in the research, whatever the rate of land dispute resolution, the actors
most successful in resolving conflict were reported to be local traditional leaders, followed by
local councillors at the village and parish level, while almost no successful resolutions (from
perspectives of local leaders and communities) occurred at district level or through the formal
legal system.

▪

Both phases of research indicated that in many ways the bigger concern of people was not
disputes over land per se, but rather failures by elders and other cultural and local political
leaders to adhere to widely accepted Acholi principles and practices on land matters, and
instead to ignore cases of eviction, intimidation, or other loss or denial of land access suffered
by vulnerable individuals and groups. This was especially noted as an ongoing concern in the
Phase II Special Interest Group FGDs.

▪

Whatever the concerns about the formal legal system or local cultural leadership, when clans
were asked about “registering” their land as one way to better secure and protect it, support
in both research phases for the idea was overwhelming, with nearly 90% of individuals polled
in the Pilot Project and just over 90% of clans in Phase II research indicating yes.

▪

This wide-spread support for “registration” – whether at the entire clan, sub-clan, or extended
family level – was qualified by almost total uncertainty among those in both phases of
research about how such registration might be done, what it might mean, and what form it
might take. This uncertainty includes questions about the extensive steps that clan-based
land-holding groups must take in order to incorporate as a legal body, which is necessary
before they can demarcate and register their land, and whether such incorporation should be
done as a Communal Land Trust (CLT) or Communal Land Association (CLA). This issue is
complicated by a widely expressed preference among Acholi political leaders for CLTs, even
though details are lacking about both procedural issues with registering land trusts with the
Ministry of Lands and how Trusts can be structured in ways that both minimize the danger of
elite capture and reflect the core elements of land organization and management practiced
by nearly all the researched clans.

▪

Such uncertainty was a major factor underlying concerns about and/or opposition to
registration. Whatever these concerns, however, respondents in both research phases
3

emphasized that any form of registration should only be undertaken with input and support
of all the clan members – reflecting the way in which they conceive, organize and manage
their particular customary land.
▪

Ultimately, however, almost all in both phases of research expressed a strong desire for
information sharing, so that people might understand the process of registration and the learn
pros and cons for doing so.

▪

In addition to the overwhelmingly favourable support for registration, community dialogues
in both research phases indicated a strongly positive view towards “development” – as long
as the local community had a voice in the process and derived community benefits.

▪

Taken together, these Key Findings indicate a striking and important feature of ngom kwaro
in Acholi, and about the underlying strength of contemporary Acholi society and culture more
generally. In less than ten years after the end of a devastating conflict and extended
encampment, most Acholi have returned, resettled, and are currently utilizing clan-based land
on which they have recognized customary rights. Within this remarkably short period, this
customary land has been largely reconstituted, organized, and managed along lines that
embody principles and practices that are both long-established and broadly accepted.

▪

Finally, all 20 Key Findings from Pilot Phase research, with minor moderations, have been
compellingly corroborated in Phase II research, adding a level of credibility to the overall
research project. Moreover, the total of 141 researched clans is sufficient to make the case
that the extensive and detailed depiction of the organization and management of the ngom
kwaro in the research sample accurately reflects Acholi ngom kwaro overall.

Concluding Remarks and Recommendations
The Concluding Remarks and Recommendations section of this report focus on two recommendations
to the JASLF that would enable the extensive and high-quality work that has gone into the Project to
have a continuing relevance and positive impact after the Project’s close. The first would be to ensure
that the wealth of information generated by Project research on Acholi clan-based customary land
(ngom kwaro) is preserved and made publicly available – most importantly to the people of Acholi and
its leaders, but also to researchers and national and international organizations who study and work
with customary land matters in sub-Saharan Africa and beyond. To this end, we urge the JASLF to
establish both digital and hard copy archives – along with continuing to pursue, with Trὀcaire,
establishing archives at Makerere University Library, Gulu University Library, and the Refuge Law
Project National Memory and Peace Documentation Centre (as indicated in n. 2 above). Ideally these
archives will include both paper and electronic copies of project and consultancy reports, research
transcripts, and other Project material, along with all audio recordings made.
Secondly, and of even greater importance and urgency for the vast majority of Acholi whose lives and
livelihoods depend directly on their respective ngom kwaro, would be seek organizational and funding
support to establish an initiative that would literally follow up Project research on the ground by
providing information and practical assistance to help Acholi clans who would like to pursue formal
registration of their ngom kwaro, beginning with the clans and communities who participated in
Project research.
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1.

Introduction

1.1 Immediate Background
This report focuses on field research conducted in the second phase of a research and advocacy
project under the auspices of the Joint Acholi Sub-Region Leaders’ Forum (JASLF) and Trócaire, funded
by the Democratic Governance Facility (DGF). According to Uganda’s 2014 national census, the rural
Acholi people of northern Uganda, who are the primary clientele of this Project, number
approximately 1.2 million. This represents 4.4% of Uganda’s total rural population of 27.2 million,
while the land they occupy covers nearly 12% of Uganda’s land area.4 For two decades (1986-2006)
the Acholi sub-region was at the epicentre of one of the most vicious and protracted civil conflicts in
Africa, at the height of which in 2004-5 some 90% of the population, over a million people, had been
forcibly displaced by Ugandan government policy into internally displaced persons’ camps.5 Not until
2008, two years after conflict ended in Uganda, did Acholi begin to leave the camps in large numbers
to resettle their pre-displacement land or go elsewhere. Not surprisingly, especially over the first
four or five years, this process was accompanied by numerous land-related problems and challenges,
including land disputes (and sometimes violent conflicts).6 And although such disputes and conflicts
have been declining overall, they are still affecting many Acholi households and land areas, including
such long-running disputes as those in the Apaa and Lakang areas of Amuru District.7
It was in this context that in June 2012 the Joint Acholi Sub-Region Leaders' Forum (JASLF) –
constituted the year before and comprised of parliamentarians, district government officials, and
cultural, religious and other community leaders from across the sub-region – initiated a process
directly focused on Acholi customary land, which is overwhelmingly organized as clan-based
collective/communal land. The Forum appointed a Technical Committee on Land (TC), under the
leadership of Fr. Dr. Joseph Okumu, comprised of community leaders knowledgeable about Acholi
land matters, who were tasked to develop and coordinate a project of research, consultation, and
advocacy pertaining to customary land tenure as currently understood and practiced in the subregion. The overarching goal was, and is, to better understand not only the core principles and
practices of Acholi customary land tenure but the complex local-level variations that exist across the
sub-region, for the purpose of enhancing the protection and security of customary land rights and
land use for both Acholi individuals and Acholi communities.
In July 2015 JASLF, in partnership with the Irish NGO Trócaire, began implementation of a joint pilot
research project, also funded by the Democratic Governance Facility (DGF). The overall objective of
the Pilot Project was conduct initial evidence-based research – and policy advocacy based upon that
research – that would contribute to the protection and security of rural customary land (ngom kwaro
in Acholi Luo language). This research had two related components, presented in separate reports:

4

Uganda’s 2014 census enumerated Uganda’s total (as opposed to rural) population as 1,500,770, 4.2% of
Uganda’s total of 34,634,650. The population data cited here comes from the Uganda Bureau of Statistics
[UBOS], in Republic of Uganda (2016), pp. 51-52, while the Acholi and Uganda land area totals are in Republic of
Uganda [also UBOS] (2014), pp. 20-21.
5

For background on the northern Uganda war, see Finnstrӧm (2008); Dolan (2009); Allen & Vlassenroot (2010);
Atkinson (2010b), pp.275-335; Branch (2011); Lamwaka (2016).
6

Although not widely recognized at the time, evidence from across the sub-region showed that land disputes
were in decline since at least 2012; see Hopwood & Atkinson (2013). For a recent newspaper account noting a
2/3 decline of land disputes in Nwoya District between 2010 and 2016, see “Nwoya district registers decline in
land disputes,” New Vision (19 April 2016).
7

See, for example, Refugee Law Project (2012a), (2012b), Atkinson & Owor (2013).
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1) To investigate and document through intensive, locally-grounded field research on the ways
in which Acholi customary land (ngom kwaro) are organized and managed, by and for whom,
in seven selected traditional chiefdoms (ker kal), one in each district of the sub-region. This
approach made it possible to begin capturing both broadly-shared and local variations in the
organization and management of rural customary land as currently understood and practiced
across Acholi, as well as what people might want to do to secure and protect that land.8
2) To utilize the expertise of a legal consultancy team to investigate and document legal
mechanisms for protecting and securing customary land and land rights in other parts of subSaharan Africa and the wider world – particularly customary land held collectively by kinshipbased groups – and propose ways that these can inform and assist such security and
protection in Acholiland, taking into account the legal land tenure regime currently in place in
Uganda.9

1.2. Introduction to Phase II Research
Pilot-phase research resulted in a number of key findings and recommendations that pointed to the
need for follow-up field research (pp. 21-44). Consequently, a second Phase project entitled
“Instituting the Protection of Rights to Customary Land Ownership in Acholiland: A Research Project of
the Joint Acholi Sub-Region Leaders’ Forum (JASLF) and Trócaire,” was approved by DGF, with Phase II
field research conducted from April – July 2017.
In addition to the two major components of Pilot Project research noted immediately above, the key
findings and recommendations from this research pointed to an additional goal of Phase II Project
work: to provide the 46 original clans with information and assistance to help them understand and –
for those who wished – to pursue the processes required to obtain legal protection by registering their
customary clan-based land. As noted above, in order to obtain formal registration for any clan-based
customary land (ngom kwaro) in the name of that clan, it is first required by law that the clan be
incorporated as a legal entity, either as a Communal Land Association (CLA) or a Clan Land Trust (CLT).
Only after such incorporation can a clan apply to formally demarcate the boundaries of their clanbased customary land (ngom kwaro) and then register that demarcated entity under the clan name
by obtaining a Certificate of Customary Ownership (CCO) or a Land Title. In this regard, it was hoped
that all the 141 clans in the research project area (from both phases I & II) were to be sensitized, with
the involvement of Ministry of Land’s technocrats, to understand the legal options and processes
required, and to receive the necessary statutory forms and instruments, including a Model Communal
Land Association Constitution to guide the writing of each respective Clan Constitution.
By the project end date of 31 December 2017, 12 clans had requested and received application
materials needed to incorporate as a legal entity and were moving ahead in completing this process,
after which they could submit their incorporation documentation for approval by the relevant
Registrars of Titles. Unfortunately, and for many reasons, even these beginning steps did not progress
very far before the year’s end. These reasons included the fact that the national Ministry of Lands had
never before attempted to conduct (and facilitate) this process for clan-based customary
collective/communal land, in Acholi or elsewhere. Thus, by the time the Ministry became heavily
engaged in mid-November the available time remaining was too limited. This left the finalizing of
incorporation and then the remaining processes of demarcating and mapping the boundaries of each
clan’s ngom kwaro – following agreement on these boundaries with all neighbouring clans – after
which clans who had completed all these steps could apply to the Ministry of Lands for Certificates of
8

For the final report on Pilot-phase field research, again see Atkinson, Latigo, & Bergin (2016); summary versions
of the report were subsequently produced in both English and Acholi Luo.
9

For consultant reports, again see Gimara & Lomo (2017) and Arcadia Advocates (2016a, 2016b).
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Customary Ownership (CCOs) (or Land Titles) in the names of the respective clans. Once approved and
issued, the registered clan-based customary land will be legally secured, and various forms of Inclusive
Business Models (IBMs) could be rolled out to put the land to use for the benefit of the entire clan
membership and the wider society.
In addition, Trὀcaire hopes to obtain funding to assist, along with the JASLF, a sample of at least three
clans to go through the entire process of incorporating, demarcating, and formally registering their
clan land, and urges the JASLF to continue seeking funds outside the recently finalized project to assist
additional clans in this effort.
Phase II field research maintained the fundamental focus of the Pilot phase I, namely: “to investigate
and document how Acholi customary communal [or collectively-owned] land (ngom kwaro) is
organized and managed, by and for whom, in all its variations.” But it essentially doubled the sample
size of the Pilot Project research, from seven chiefdoms (ker kal)10 and 46 clan-based land holding
groups, by adding 13 new ker kal and 95 clan-based land holding groups. For convenience sake, the
latter will often hereafter be referred to simply as “clans” (or by the Acholi Luo term “kaki”; sing.
“kaka”). This substantially increased research coverage and outreach within Acholiland, while also
increasing the research sample size to a more representative level, making it possible to better capture
both shared norms, customs, and practices in the clans’ organization and management of their
respective ngom kwaro and variations among them. In addition, this doubling was a response to the
expressed desire of many chiefdoms (ker kal) and clans (kaki), not part of the original research, to be
included.
As in the Pilot Project, Phase II research began with a scoping study that identified new chiefdoms (ker
kal) to be researched, with at least one in each of Acholi’s current eight districts. Subsequently, field
research began with a chiefdom-wide meeting in each of the identified chiefdoms (ker kal) under the
leadership of the respective chiefdom’s traditional ruler (Rwot Moo – anointed “Chief”), during which
up to seven clans were selected as primary research sites in each chiefdom. This brought the total
research location sample size to 20 chiefdoms (ker kal), within which 141 clan-based land-holding
groups have been researched. The total of 20 ker kal in the research sample represents more than a
third of the 54 recognized chiefdoms in the Acholi cultural institution, Ker Kal Kwaro Acholi, extending
across more than half of Acholi’s rural sub-counties (33 of 63, or 52%).
The new Phase II research was guided by a refined and expanded version of the Participatory Action
Research (PAR) approach and tools utilized in the Pilot phase. Information was obtained from a wide
cross-section of individuals and groups involved with organization, management, access, rights and
use of Acholi customary land (ngom kwaro). The research tools utilized included:
(i)
an inaugural Chiefdom (Ker Kal) Community Dialogue Guide (CDG);
(ii)
a clan-based Community Dialogue Guide for gathering information about land management
and organization in each clan in the research sample;
(iii)
Special Interest Group (SIG) Focus Group Discussion (FGD) Guides targeting youth, women
(including widows and other unmarried adult females), and people with disabilities (PWDs)
respectively; each of these “Special Interest Groups” represents a vulnerable, or potentially
vulnerable, category of people, with culturally accepted land rights that are sometimes
ignored or abused in clans with weak, corrupt or ill-informed leadership; and

10

Although the term “chiefdom” is not the only possible rendering for the more than than 60 politically
independent precolonial polities – ker kal – present when colonial rule was established in Acholi in the early 20th
century (see Atkinson 2010a, pp. 337-43), for convenience it will be one most often used in this report. Ker
Kwaro Acholi (or Ker Kal Kwaro Acholi), the Acholi cultural institution, includes 54 ker kal in their membership,
although these ker kal are often misleadingly referred to in English as “clans.”
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(iv)

Key Informant Interview (KII) Guides to provide a template for individual interviews with clan
and other cultural leaders, local opinion leaders, and local government technical and political
leaders.11

Both the extensive group interactions included in the research design and the KIIs produced invaluable
data on the ways in which the wide range of sampled individuals and groups engaged experienced,
think about and understand their clan-based customary land (ngom kwaro), and about what directions
they would like to take regarding its protection, organization, management, and use for development
purposes. Many respondents also expressed a sense that they perceived their interactions with the
field researchers as a welcome, mutual learning experience, which generated a level of familiarity,
trust, and local guidance that could be crucial not only for productive follow-up work with these
particular groups, but for others in Acholi who might be a part of any such future work.

2.

Project Context

2.1 Immediate Background and Circumstances
Despite all the disruptions caused by twenty years of war and up to a decade of displacement, followed
by the many challenges of return noted above (including land disputes), the rural land reoccupied by
most Acholi after leaving the camps was, as it had been before the war, overwhelmingly customary,
communally- or collectively-owned land (ngom kwaro).
Such customary land (ngom kwaro) is vested in and belongs to a patrilineal clan or section of a clan,
who are responsible for protecting, organizing, and managing their respective land on behalf of their
kin group – including those who have died, those currently living, and those yet to be born. It is
important to note, however, that in addition to clan members, Acholi customs and norms allow for
the allocation of portions of the group’s customary land (ngom kwaro) to a range of others for their
access and use – for example those associated with the clan through marriage, affinity, or friendship
– while also including provisions for accommodating government projects such as schools, health
centres, roads, etc.
Regrettably, sources that describe this Acholi customary, clan-based land tenure system in substantive
detail have been limited, not only in the academic literature for the precolonial and colonial period,12
but in both the academic and NGO literature in the more recent past.13 However, both the first phase

11

In addition, a number of consultants were engaged to report on particular or related aspects of the Phase II
Project. These included Martin (2017) on women and land; Otim, Itiamat, & Ilima (2017) & Kakuru (2017) on
youth and land; Namukasa (2017) and Acen & Numukasa (2017) on people with disabilities (PWDs) and land;
Ojok Advocates (2017) on a guide to dispute resolution; Alobo and Apio (2017) on a guide to customary land
registration; Babu & Okumu (2017) on the capacity and practices of Uganda’s land registration system in the
Acholi sub-region; Ssuna & Osol (2017) on an organizational assessment & capacity building plan for the JASLF;
and Jagwe & Burke (2017a, 2017b) on developing “inclusive business models”(IBM) to leverage investment and
development in Acholi. Abstracts and links to all of these Phase II reports are in Annex 1 below.
12

Descriptions of Acholi customary communal land tenure and use – both colonial and precolonial – include
Girling (1960) – the standard ethnography of Acholi, with information on land throughout; Ocheng 1955); Bere
(1955); Bere (1960); and Atkinson (2010a), esp. pp. 54-61, 75-77.
13

Sources focused on Acholi customary land and land tenure over the past dozen years include an overview
document produced by the Acholi cultural institution, Ker Kwaro Acholi (2008), although rather than a detailed
codification of Acholi customary land tenure this sets out basic (though in some instances disputed) principles.
One objective of the present Project is to use the broad-based, thoroughly grounded information obtained from
the present field research to revise this document. See also Adoko & Levine (2004); Atkinson (2008); Burke &
Egaru (2011); Mabikke (2011); Anying (2012); Nyakai (2012); Hopwood & Atkinson (2013); and Hopwood (2015).
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of project research, and a study produced just before project research began, indicate that up to 90%
or more of rural land in Acholi is currently held, organized, and managed on a collective or communal
basis by clan-based land holding groups, with individuals and individual families/households having
access and user rights – but not individuated ownership.14 Significantly, variations on this sort of kinbased (and thus collective or communal, rather than individuated) customary land tenure remain
wide-spread in much of sub-Saharan Africa. Indeed, as recently as 2003, a World Bank report
estimated that a mere 2-10% of land in sub-Saharan Africa was then formally titled; most of the
remainder was held collectively or communally under customary systems.15
Uganda’s 1995 Constitution and then the 1998 Land Act both recognized customary land as one of
four legal tenure systems in the country – the others being freehold, leasehold, and (in Buganda) mailo
land.16 This legal recognition of customary tenure and the provision for local-level land administration
that accompanied it won considerable praise and initial optimism from a number of African land
experts.17 But initial optimism for this far-sighted Act with respect to customary land tenure was shortlived, as two fundamental stumbling blocks have undermined the utilization of this seemingly
progressive inclusion of customary land tenure in contemporary Uganda’s land law to actually
recognize, promote, and protect customary land.
The first has been a huge mismatch between the high financial costs necessary to create and support
the required institutional capacity and effective structures on the ground and a persistent lack of
funding to achieve those ends. Perhaps the most glaring financial and institutional shortcoming of the
Land Act was its “requirement to establish 4000+ Parish-level Land Boards, which had apparently been
foreseen by neither DFID [Britain’s Department for International Development], which had funded the
drafting of the Act, nor government.”18 In addition, the dismantling of former land administration
mechanisms created a major vacuum, while two additional shortcomings of the Act resulted from its
oversimplified, essentially one-size-fits-all approach to dealing with customary land:
Inadequate attention was paid to the very significant regional differences in land
tenure and land use (e.g., intensive smallholder arable production and extensive
pastoralism) which, in turn, called for different implementation strategies and
arrangements; some areas were urgently in need of the land tenure reforms, others
were not.19
The financial and capacity problems apparent from the outset of the passage of the 1998 Land Act
have continued to plague Uganda’s Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development (MLHUD or
the Ministry of Lands) up to the present. To highlight the extent of these problems, it was estimated
during a 2016 meeting of the Northern Uganda Land Platform (NULP), a group of nearly 50 NGOs,
researchers, and others involved and or working on/ with land issues in northern Uganda – a meeting
that included a number of MLHUD officials – that the Ministry of Lands budget allocation was then
less than 0.1% of the national budget.20 And just a few years earlier, in the 2013 Uganda National
14

Atkinson, Latigo, & Bergin (2016); Hopwood & Atkinson (2013).
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Land Policy document produced by the MLHUD, Ministry officials expressly acknowledged that the
land administration system for which they are responsible “is inadequately resourced, which has
resulted in performance below expected standards.”21
This context of long-term under-resourcing of the MLHUD is a crucial underlying factor in the findings
of Byakagaba and Twesige in their case study of customary collective or communal land in the Hoima
and Buliisa districts of the Bunyoro kingdom located to the immediate south of Acholi. There, nearly
20 years after the 1998 Land Act, “the provisions of the law relating to communal tenure have largely
remained unimplemented.” And while recognizing that one important reason for this is “lack of
awareness of the value of formalizing ownership from community groups,” they also emphasize a key
consequence of chronic MLHUD underfunding: “At the same time the government has not put in place
the necessary structures and guidelines to operationalize registering and administering land under
communal tenure,” making customary communal land susceptible to alienation or abuse.22
A second, and related, problem undermining the effective promotion and protection of customary
land in Uganda, despite its legal recognition in the 1995 Constitution and 1998 Land Act, is the widelyheld assumption – and prejudice – that customary land of whatever nature is anti-development,
especially customary land that is held collectively or communally as in Acholi.
This prejudicial belief has a long past, stretching back to the Crown Lands Ordinance of 1903. This
Ordinance designated most land in colonial Uganda as “Crown land,” which indigenous Ugandans had
a right to occupy in accordance with their customary land tenure.23 But this right was severely
circumscribed, as John Mugwamba points out, by the Ordinance also giving the Governor “the power
to sell or lease such land to any other person without reference to the customary occupants of the
land.” Moreover, Mugwamba continues, compensation “was payable to the displaced occupants at
the discretion of the Governor. The only right the customary occupants had was to remain in
occupation of the land until arrangements, approved in writing by the Governor, were made to relocate them to other land.”24
This circumscribed view of customary tenure in Uganda was formally extended by the East African
Royal Commission (EARC) Report of 1955, although the Report simultaneously also undermined
customary land in ways even more fundamental than the 1903 Ordinance.25 It did so, first, through
its assertion “that customary land tenure was based on the needs of a simple subsistence economy
and the social relationships that were associated with land use in such an economy,” followed by a
series of arguments against such customary tenure, especially because, as Mugambwa writes, “it was
of communal nature.”
Consequently, there was no incentive for individuals to invest in the land to increase
its productivity or make long-term improvement in the land. Individuals were also
discouraged from investing in the land they occupied because the tenure system did
21

Uganda Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development [MLHUD] (2013), p. 4. Both this National Land
Policy and the follow-up publication The Uganda National Land Policy Implementation Action Plan, 2015/16 –
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not provide individuals with sufficient assurance that their long-term land rights were
secure. Moreover, customary landowners could not use their land as collateral for
agricultural loans because financial institutions did not recognise customary titles. The
EARC Report was also critical of the fact that under customary land tenure, land was
not treated as a commodity that could be sold, leased, mortgaged or otherwise dealt
with commercially. Hence, it had no commercial value. . . . Accordingly, it
recommended that the administration adopt land policies aimed at the
individualisation of land ownership and the mobility of land transfer.26
Forty years later, with financial and other inputs from the World Bank, donor countries, and Ugandan
and international consultants, independent Uganda’s 1995 Constitution enshrined customary land as
one of the country’s four legal land tenure systems. Similar to what happened with customary tenure
under the EARC Report, however, this legal recognition of customary land tenure “did not necessarily
translate into a pro-customary land tenure policy. Indeed, the position is quite the contrary.”27
And the arguments underlying this essentially anti-customary land tenure policy, not surprisingly,
reflected then-orthodox World Bank neoliberal views concerning customary land, views shared by
President Museveni and many other Ugandan elites. This included the authors of the 1992
Constitutional Commission, which guided the land policies adopted in both the Constitution and the
1998 Land Act, who wrote that:
The great disadvantage of the customary tenure is that it tends to emphasise cultural
values more than the economic and financial gains from the land. This retards
development. Land users are not encouraged to make long-term investments in the
land; nor can they take good care of the land as they would have done if they had clear
titles to it.28
The dual negatives of long term and persistent MLHUD underfunding and the even longer-term
negative views of customary (and particularly customary communal or collective land) have almost
surely influenced why the Ministry has until recently promoted Certificates of Customary Ownership
(CCOs) – the only instrument identified in the Constitution and Land Act to formalize and register
customary land of any type – for individuals and individuated families/households. This was despite
the fact, as indicated above, that they can be issued to communities of any type, including clan-based
communities such as in Acholi.
The promotion – and related wide-spread perception – of CCOs as pertaining solely or mainly to
individual or individuated family-level customary land was the driving force behind the JASLF’s
decision in 2012 to press the Ministry to suspend their announced project to issue CCOs in the Acholi
sub-region, a position essentially endorsed a year later for northern Uganda in general by the Northern
Uganda Land Platform.29 The same perception (as well as the fact that a CCO can be converted into a
freehold title, giving an individual full perpetual rights over such land) were major stimuli on the part
of the JASLF to develop (eventually in collaboration with Trócaire) the current land research Project.
Meanwhile, the Ministry of Lands was working on a new National Land Policy document, produced in
2013, followed up by its Implementation Action Plan (2015). These set out ambitious goals over the
next decade and proposed several potentially positive policy reforms and strategies that could lead to
26
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more culturally appropriate Ministry approaches to the legal status and administration of customary
land, even customary communal land. These goals included a feasibility study on establishing
customary land registries, as well as designing, implementing, and reviewing pilot studies over the
next 4-10 years on communal land rights and customary tenure rules in Acholi, Lango, and Teso.30
Over the past year, this explicit inclusion of customary communal land in the recommendations and
proposals incorporated into these recent MLHUD documents has been accompanied by a series of
JASLF/Trόcaire and Ministry discussions and meetings that by November 2017 led to active
cooperation and collaboration. As a result, in December, a team of Ministry officials deployed for
several days to Acholi to work with Project staff and researchers to assist at least some of the 46 clans
in Pilot Project research to initiate the processes required to incorporate as a legal entity, after which
they could apply to demarcate and register their clan-based ngom kwaro. Unfortunately, as noted
above, this exercise did not progress beyond preliminary stages before the project ended on 31
December 2017.
Despite being short-circuited by the ending of the project, the timing of the effort was propitious. A
2013 study conducted under the auspices of the World Bank – Improving Land Governance in SubSaharan Africa: A Ten-Point Program to Scale Up Land Policy Reforms and Investments – indicates
a significant shift on the part of this bastion of neoliberal thinking that has long promoted individuated
titling of land. Written by Ugandan Frank Byamugisha, the study lists t h e f o l l o w i n g as the v e ry
first of ten key elements important for improving land administration in Sub-Saharan Africa:
“improving security over communal lands,” including “organising and formalising communal groups,
demarcating communal land boundaries and registering communal rights.”31
The recently concluded project research being reported upon here provides the foundations for what
could be – if funding can be secured to continue and extend it – a community- and research-based
exercise that could do precisely what Byamugisha identifies as not only a key element for improving
land administration in sub-Saharan Africa, but the very first of such elements. In the process, this work
could produce one of the most comprehensive, culturally-sensitive, and practically-oriented
investigations into a specific customary, communal or collective land tenure system in Africa, thus
providing a possible model for other such systems across the sub-continent.

2.2. Synopsis of Historical Acholi Customary Land Tenure
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, before colonial rule, customary land tenure among the
people evolving into an Acholi ethnicity was vested in exogamous, localized, patrilineal and patrilocal
clans (kaki; singular kaka), each of which provided the core of a fenced village (gang). These villages
were such a notable feature of precolonial Acholi that many neighbouring peoples called them “Logang”: people of the fenced village.32
Acholi villages even caught the attention of the British explorer, adventurer, and anti-slave trade
campaigner, Samuel Baker, whose racism and egotism often contributed to his missing or
misrepresenting many details about the African peoples he came across.
Entering Acholi in 1872 from the north, he writes:
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After leaving the vast expanse of empty territories where wild tribes, without any
permanent habitations, graze their invariably sickly cattle, we entered Shuli [Acholi]
territory up to the plateau. It was . . . a pleasant climate with cool breezes. The first
rains had started a few weeks earlier and turned the previously shrivelled vegetation
into Luxuriant Green. There was a striking difference not only between the hot dusty
air of Lowland and the affable climate up the plateau, but also in the pattern of land
tenure. Shuli are farming communities who live in permanent settlements, separately
built two or three miles from one another. One side of each settlement is kept
exclusively for cattle grazing and the other side is taken up by neatly cultivated plots
of simsim, finger millet, cowpeas, groundnuts and other green vegetables.33
If Baker got the existence of Acholi’s village-based land tenure and mixed-farming economy right in
this passage, he missed two crucial elements of the precolonial Acholi socio-political order. He did
not recognize the village-based communities he depicts as being based on clans; he also failed to note
that these clan-based villages did not exist independently. For nearly 200 years, varying numbers of
such villages – from one or two to fifty or more – had increasingly been joined together in chiefdoms,
each with a royal clan (kal), under the authority of an hereditary, anointed ruler or chief (rwot moo).
Even within a chiefdom, however, these fenced village-clans provided the social, economic, and
ideological foundations of an emerging Acholi identity. Perhaps most importantly in this regard,
communal land rights were vested – for settlement, agriculture, grazing, hunting and other purposes
– in the core clan of each village.

Photo 1: A current typical Acholi homestead site. By James Latigo/Trócaire

These communal land rights were organized and managed, not
only for the benefit of the living but for future generations, by
the hereditary head of that clan, assisted by clan elders. And
while male heads of households who were members of the core
clan had the most obvious rights to use – but importantly not
individually to “own” that land – such user (or usufructuary)
rights also existed for widows and orphans of clan members
who remained on the land. Moreover, the wife or wives (in the
relatively rare instances of polygamy in precolonial Acholi) in
each household had designated individual plots on which staple food crops were grown. At the same
time, however, especially for labour intensive tasks such as clearing and harvesting, farming
frequently involved cooperative, communal village-clan labour (tic aleya), rotating among household
plots; hunting and herding also included cooperative labour, as did labour service for the rwot, as part
of tribute (tyer) that he was due from all those in his ker kal.
But such villages were rarely, if ever, occupied solely by members of the core clan and the women
married into it. There were typically fluctuating numbers of others, some temporary and some who
remained for generations. Many of these “outsiders” were linked to the core lineage though marriage
ties, others were friends or clients of a clan member, refugees, or war captives – or descendants of
any of the above. Once accepted by the clan head and elders, however, such outsiders were allocated
a portion of the host clan’s land that they, and their descendants, had the right to live on and use as
long as they remained compliant to the host clan’s norms and values – but not increase without the
clan’s permission.34
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Though the fences surrounding these clan-based villages gradually came down during colonial rule
and the households that made up villages became more dispersed, villages and the clans that were at
each village core continued to be important. Anthropologist F.K. Girling observes of the Acholi of the
1950s that “the village is a living reality, it is the social group into which they are born and spend the
greater part of their lives, [and] it plays a major part in regulating their relations with other Acholi.”35
During the nearly 25 years that passed between Uganda’s independence in 1962 and the outbreak of
war in Acholi in 1986, population growth, along with an indeterminate degree of population
movement and fragmentation of communal land, undoubtedly occurred (though virtually no research
has been conducted on the latter two topics). Still, even after the disruptions of years of conflict
and displacement, the 2012-13 Acholi-wide land research by Hopwood and Atkinson indicated
clearly that land rights in Acholi continue to be organized communally. As part of this research,
hundreds of local participants were gathered together to meet in parish-level groups in rural subcounties throughout Acholi. Collectively, these groups provided data on land tenure organization in
nearly 80% of the more than 3,000 rural villages in the sub-region. In over 90% of these villages, land
rights were reported to be based primarily on communal or collective customary tenure, with land
rights organized at the clan (kaka), sub-clan (doggola-kaka), or extended family (dog gang).36
What this research did not do (and was not meant to do) was to examine how these clan-based
land-holding groups – which clearly varied significantly in numbers, geographical scale, and
undoubtedly many other ways as well – worked in detail. That is, however, precisely the focus of the
field research that is the subject of this Report.

2.3 Women and Land in Acholi: Introductory Remarks
The topic of women in relation to customary communally- or collectively held land in Acholi was
specifically identified as an important component of the project field research. This was especially the
case with Phase II research, where more questions specifically related to women compared to the
Pilot Project were included in the clan-based Community Dialogue Guide and many more Special
Interest FGDs were specifically targeted at women (in all 14 ker kal-wide meetings and 67 of the 95
researched clans.37

Photo 2: A Typical Acholi Granary in Paimol. By Denis Kilama/Trócaire

“Women hold exclusive rights to control and manage the granary which stores all produce.” Mzee E.Y. Komakech

The present overview presents some broad, contextual information and reflections, beginning with
the ensuing general observation by Hopwood and Atkinson:
How best to protect the rights of women to access land in Africa has been much
contested. Overwhelmingly, customary practices are reported to involve patrilineal
35
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and patrilocal inheritance of land, while women’s land rights are typically gained
through marriage. This has led to the widespread misapprehension that “only men
can own land.” In fact, under most customary land regimes [including Acholi] the
notion of “ownership” – by either women or men – is not applicable. Rather . . .
complex systems of evolving principles and often negotiable practices around the use
of resources by different classes of land-holding community members grant different,
but not inevitably lesser, rights to women than men.38
In their study of effective practices of land dispute resolution in Acholi, Burke and Egaru write that
“Acholi customary law also grants women significant land rights, and the Constitution mandates that
state law prevails where it contradicts with customary law.” But, they continue, there is controversy
about how effective either the customary or state system is in protecting women’s rights, identifying
widows and unmarried women as especially marginalized and vulnerable. “While widows should take
over the land from the deceased husband an unmarried woman should receive land from her
parents,” they contend that “family members often conspire to deny their rights.”39
This contention is supported by evidence on women and land in multiple documents generated in
Phase II research, which provide many examples of women’s land rights being abridged, and is also
acknowledged by Hopwood and Atkinson: “There can be no doubt that women are often denied land
rights that are properly theirs under Acholi customary, communal land tenure.” But the latter argue
that this is frequently the result of particular circumstances – including scarcity of land in some places
or beginning commoditization of land in others (for example, near urban areas) – that can result in
widows, divorcees, and other unmarried women “being unwelcome, despite recognised rights in
Acholi customary land tenure principles in either their marital or paternal clans.”
And, they continue, it is not just women who are affected by such situations, but “indeed anyone with
less than first-rank land claims.”40 Some such ranked claims are generally clear and relatively fixed,
though almost all are flexible, subject to particular circumstances, and the assessment of those
responsible for organizing and managing whatever portion of clan land that is in question. For
example, the claims of “sons” born into the clan-based land holding group of a particular ngom kwaro
are, in general, among the very highest ranked. But the strength of even these claims is not absolutely
fixed. Older male clan members long on the land typically have stronger claims than younger ones.
And a son of the clan who has been long absent from that clan’s ngom kwaro (or perhaps not even
having been present there) will have much weaker claims, possibly, even probably, weaker than many
others – including women of various categories.
Importantly, Hopwood and Atkinson’s research findings overall indicated strongly that while rights
and access to customary land widely considered as legitimate were certainly sometimes denied, both
to women and others, such denial was not the norm when they wrapped up research in late 2012.
And with respect to women in particular, this was supported by information provided in the clanbased Community Dialogues, where nearly 75% of responses (69 of 95) to the specific question of
women being denied access to clan land said “no,” (though, as discussed further below, more nuanced
responses to a range of more questions about women’s access and other rights to land in the Special
Interest Group FGDs specifically on women put this specific evidence in broader context).
38
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Hopwood and Atkinson conclude their discussion on women and land in Acholi by positing that even
in those cases where a woman’s (or other’s) rights to customary land in Acholi was denied, “the issue
may not essentially be about women or vulnerable individuals’ rights,” but rather about the failure of
those rights to be (properly) recognized and supported by relatives and local cultural leadership:
Successful land access, through safeguarding recognized land rights, relies in turn
primarily on effective local leadership (especially, but not only customary or traditional
leadership) who possess acknowledged integrity and moral authority. This is
particularly so when women or other individuals or groups are denied access (often by
in-laws or other relatives) to customary land to which they have recognisable rights
under customary principles and practice. A strong argument can be made that in such
instances, the successful, secure and sustainable realisation of land rights is much
more likely to occur if supported by local leadership than a distant and often suspect
formal legal system. Indeed, this has been asserted both for women’s access to
customary communal land in general, and specifically in Acholi.41

2.4 Youth, People with Disabilities, and Other Vulnerable Groups: Introductory Remarks
Issues related to youth and people with disabilities (PWDs) with respect to customary clan-based land
in Acholi also received greater attention in Phase II research than in the Pilot phase, with 14 Special
Interest Group (SIG) FGDs specifically targeted at each, and many more youth-related questions in the
95 Phase II clan-based Community Dialogues than in Pilot Project research. Phase II research thus
provides extensive and especially useful information on the issues surrounding youth and land in
Acholi, underscoring the complexity and contradictory experiences and perceptions experienced by
both youth and their elders. Unfortunately, there were no questions in the Community Dialogues on
PWDs, although consultancy reports were commissioned on both groups based on the SIG FGDs.42
The extensive data generated in these multiple sources on youth and PWDs points to three
generalizations that can be confidently stated here: (i) that there are indeed many challenges facing
both youth and PWDs with respect to land access and rights; (ii) with youth, as with women, at least
some of these challenges are more often acknowledged and are even being more frequently
addressed than before; and (iii) the greatest challenges, and the most egregious denials of access and
rights, are those facing PWDs.

2.5 Demography, Land Security, and Acholi’s Future
This section presents basic rural demographics of the Acholi sub-region and discusses their significance
both for this project and for the future of the Acholi people. It begins with a table (Table 1) showing
the number of 2012 rural sub-counties, parishes, and villages in each of the then seven Acholi districts
in Acholi (an eighth district was added in 2016 when Gulu District was divided into Gulu and Omoro);
it then provides district and sub-regional data on rural land area, estimated 2014 numbers of
households, and 2014 rural, urban, and total population figures.43
41

Ibid., p. 16, referencing Manji (2006) for a general, Africa-wide presentation of this argument; Anying (2012)
specifically on Acholi. For a more extended presentation on the nuances and variations in women’s rights and
access to Acholi customary clan-based land, including land disputes involving women, see Hopwood (2015).
42

See Otim, Itamat, & Olima (2017) and Kakera (2017) on youth and land; Namukasa (2017) and Acen &
Namukasa on PWDs.
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The rural land data in Table 1 is derived from Hopwood & Atkinson (2013), p. 23, utilizing the Uganda Cluster
shape files (at http://www.ugandaclusters.ug), a site that has been taken down and is no longer available; these
data exclude Murchison Falls National Park land in Nwoya and demarcated forest reserves throughout Acholi.
Rural household data for all but Amuru District (which was somehow omitted) are from UBOS (2014), pp. 44,
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Even though this research focuses on rural Acholi, a column presenting urban population is included
to show ever-growing urban population growth. The administrative areas included in this column are
the four wards of Gulu Municipality, Kitgum Municipality, and areas in other districts designated as
Town Council sites. Land in these urban – and urbanizing – areas is typically organized differently than
in rural Acholi.
Table 1: Acholi (mostly rural) Demographic Data
Rural
Rural
Rural
Rural
subparishes villages area
counties
(Sq.
km)
Agago
12
54
277
3,379
Amuru 9
48
442
3,094
Gulu
13
70
888
3,027
Kitgum 4
29
317
3,281
Lamwo 9
45
344
4,605
Nwoya 4
26
130
3,046
Pader
11
49
630
3,295
TOTALS 62
321
3028
23,727
% of total Acholi population
District

Rural area Rural
(hectares) H/H
2014

Rural
Urban
pop. 2014 pop.
2014

Total
pop. 2014

337,921
309,392
302,633
328,083
460,458
304,621
329,494
2,372,602

198,799
177,395
286,545
128,455
112,637
119,913
164,602
1,188,346
79.2%

227,792
186,696
436,345
204,048
134,379
133,506
178,004
1,500,770

37,628
35,479
57,780
30,284
23,871
23,330
32,000
240,372

28,993
9,301
149,800
75,593
21,742
13,593
13,402
312,424
20.8%

The rural statistics in this table are not only the most relevant for this project, but for Acholi more
generally, as 79.2% of the sub-region’s population are rural dwellers, only marginally above the 78.6%
of Uganda as a whole.
And for this vast majority, who are overwhelmingly farmers, perhaps the most telling demographic
statistic is Acholi’s rural population density and the amount of land available to a rural individual or
household. This is summarised in Table 2, presented in both hectares and acres (as the latter is most
often used by people in the sub-region), and graphically presented in a bar chart on the next page.44
Table 2: Rural Population Density and Land Availability
District

Rural
Rural
area in area in
square hectares
km

Agago
Amuru
Gulu
Kitgum
Lamwo
Nwoya
Pader
TOTALS

3,379
3,094
3,027
3,281
4,605
3,046
3,295
23,727

Est rural Est
pop. 2014 rural
h/h

Rural
pop.
per
sq.
km
337,921
198,799
37,628 58.83
309,392
177,395
35,479 57.34
302,633
286,545
57,780 94.66
328,083
128,455
30,284 39.15
460,458
112,637
23,871 24.46
304,621
119,913
22,330 39.37
329,494
164,602
32,000 49.96
2,372,602 1,188,346 239,372 50.08

Hectares
per
person
(rural)

Acres
per
person
(rural)

Hectare
s per
h/h
(rural)

Acres
per
H/h
(rural)

1.70
1.74
1.06
2.55
4.09
2.54
2.00
2.00

4.20
4.30
2.62
6.30
10.11
6.28
4.95
4.94

8.98
8.72
5.24
10.83
19.29
13.64
10.30
9.91

22.19
21.55
12.95
26.76
47.67
33.71
25.45
24.49

(1 hectare = 2.47105 acres)
46-48, 50-51; Amuru data come from UBOS 2016 by dividing its rural population (p. 51) by its average 5.0. The
2014 rural, urban, and total population figures are also from UBOS (2016), pp. 51-52.
44

The data in Table 2 are derived from the same sources as in n. 43.
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Figure 1: Graphic Representation of Acholi Rural Population

Overall, rural Acholi according to the 2014 census had an average of just under 10 hectares available
per household, or 24.5 acres. District averages ranged from a low of 5.2 hectares, or 13 acres, in the
most highly urbanized district of Gulu (3.5 hectares, or 8.5 acres lower than the next lowest district
average in Amuru) to a high of 19.3 hectares, or 47.7 acres, in Lamwo (5.7 hectares, or 14 acres, higher
than the next highest average in Nwoya).45
As noted above, this low population density in Acholi enables absorption of a still rapidly growing
population – for perhaps a generation, or even more – without putting the sort of pressure on rural
populations, and the land on which they depend, that has produced destructive and often devastating
consequences in many parts of sub-Saharan Africa, including some areas of Uganda. Moreover, recent
research conducted on behalf of the African Development Bank (ADB) suggests that increasing
populations in low-density areas can have economically positive consequences.46 Additionally,
because land in Acholi is primarily communal, this provides – if such communal land can be secured –
land-holding groups the opportunity to put large tracts of land to productive use beyond subsistence,
adding both potential variety in the types of productive uses to which the land could be put and
multiplying productive capacity beyond that available to individual households.
Such advantages are accompanied by two overarching challenges that need to be addressed if the
potential benefits provided by Acholi’s abundant endowment of land are to flow to the majority of
the sub-region’s population, and to their descendants. The first of these is the wide-scale adoption of
strategies and skills that generate productive, sustainable use of land in ways that will promote broadbased development and improved livelihoods.

45

If the 84,393 hectares (844 sq. km) of the disputed Lakang area of Amuru are removed as available land, this
would decrease Amuru’s 309,392 hectares of rural land by more the 25%, which would in turn lower the average
amount of land available to a rural Amuru household 8.7 hectares (21.6 acres) to less than 6.4 hectares (15.7
acres). This would represent a major loss of land in Amuru, driving the already second-lowest average amount
of land per rural household even lower. In addition to this, as noted below on p. 17, elsewhere in Amuru, in
Atiak, another 8,900 hectares (about 22,000 acres) of rural land has been granted as freehold to a single Atiak
family, of which over 6,000 hectares (15,000 acres) has been leased for sugar cane production. Currently being
challenged in court, if this land is lost, the average amount of rural land available to each Amuru household
would fall lower still to 6.1 hectares, or 15.1 acres. Losing both these tracts of Amuru land would also lower the
overall Acholi figures by about 0.5 hectares (or about 1.25 acres) per rural household, a much less drastic, but
still not insignificant loss.
46

Ricker-Gilbert, Chamberlin & Jayne (2012).
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Secondly, and even more basically, is the challenge to develop and implement effective ways to secure
individual and communal land rights within the Acholi customary land tenure system. Doing so will
be crucial in dealing with not only the many internal challenges already noted but the external 21 st
century pressures and challenges that will only increase in a situation of ever-diminishing land and
other natural resource availability in Uganda, Africa, and the world as a whole.
This will only be possible by better understanding and clarifying the principles and practices of Acholi
customary communal land, and by working with local clan-based land-holding groups across Acholi to
help secure and protect their land in ways that serve and reflect the interests of those groups, not
only for the present occupants but their descendants. That is the fundamental goal – and task – of
this project.

3.

Overview of Field Research Methodology

Phase II field research was conducted from April – June 2017. As in the Pilot-project field research, it
utilized a Participatory Action Research (PAR) methodology that involved extensive consultation with
a wide range of community actors in Acholiland, including leaders, to engage in discussions about
Acholi customary, collective or communal land, in open and inclusive communication. It offered space
for, and gave voice to, bottom-up narratives from individuals and communities living in the chiefdoms
and clans. The data collected from the field research sample areas were obtained in an inclusive
manner by interfacing with all categories of people in those communities, by the researchers
encouraging and facilitating free dialogue and information sharing among people actively involved
with access, rights, use, organization, and management of customary, clan-based land. At the same
time, systematic documentation of knowledge and practices derived from past lived experiences –
some of which continue to function in the present – that previously had been mainly orally
communicated and passed down over time, was done.

3.1 Scope of the Study
As noted above (following procedures developed during the Pilot Phase of this land project), the first
step in Phase II field research was a scoping study by the Research Coordinator, utilizing input from
the Acholi cultural organization, Ker Kal Kwaro Acholi, as well as local government and civil society
leaders. In all, 14 new research sites were identified, one each in Gulu and Omoro districts and two
in each of the other six districts in Acholiland. The reason for the imbalance was the division of Gulu
District following 2016 national elections into two, creating a new Omoro District in the process. And
even though Phase II field research did not begin until April 2017, the planning and funding awarded
for this research had been based on two research teams operating in each of the seven districts in
existence before the division of Gulu into two. In consequence, instead of two sites slated to be
researched in Gulu, it was decided to have one each in Gulu and Omoro districts.
A second adjustment to the original field research plan followed. It was intended that each of the new
14 research sites was to be based in a single Acholi ker kal, where up to seven clan-based land holding
groups would be chosen for intensive research. The ker kal selected for research in Omoro District
was Puranga, one of the largest ker kal in Acholi. But Puranga also extended almost equally into
neighbouring Pader District, and in both districts stretched along the ethnic border with Lango. This
border, and the extensive settlement of Langi among many Puranga clans along this border, prompted
a decision to research Puranga clans in both districts. Thus, instead of 14 new chiefdom sites as
originally planned for Phase II field research, the total was reduced to 13, and instead of seven clans
researched in each ker kal, in Puranga there were 14, seven clans each in Gulu and Omoro districts.
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Photo 3/4: Elders were key in triangulation of information. By P Kolong, Patiko/Trócaire

Table 3 below shows: (i) the district where each research site is located; (ii) the sub-county where each
clan is situated; (iii) the 13 ker kal in the Phase II research sample; (iv) the number of clans selected in
each ker kal for intensive research; and (v) the name of each clan.

Table 3: Phase II Field Research Sites
District
1.

Agago

2.

Agago

SubCounty
Wol

Chiefdom
(Ker Kal)
Paluti Kwong
P’Molo
Lira Palwo Lira Palwo

No.of
Clans
5

7
3.

Amuru

Paboo

Paboo

4.

Amuru

Atiak

Pawel

7

7
5.

Gulu

Patiko

Patiko

7

6.

Kitgum

Labongo
Layamo

Labongo

7

7.

Kitgum

Mucwini

Cwa

7

8.

Lamwo

Palabek

Palabek Kal
7

9.

Lamwo

Lukung

Lukung

7

10.

Nwoya

Alero

Bwobo Manam

6

11.

Nwoya

Koch

7

12(a).

Omoro

Koch
Goma
Odek

Puranga

7
20

Clan Names
Keti Wini Kibur, Pandwong,
Pawot Ojwang, Paluti, Kwong
Omongo Acer, Palingo, Keti Wini
Kibur, Pangweya, Lamogi Lagara,
Padyang, Gule
Pugwang, Paigwe, Papolo,
Pakedo, Palwong, Paomo and
Gaya Parunbanga
Palyaa, Abwoo, Pamao,
Papalapu, Panaka, Koki,
Pacukuna
Pawac, Pajaa, Pugwinyi, Kal,
Paranga, Palema, Pacua
Parakono Gem, Paibwo
Palanyalaka, Pajimo, Lamit,
Panyangor, Lugwar
Pachua Pajong Bura Ogoya Okol,
Akara, Panyok
Paloni Paracele Kal Padwat
Pabaa, Pugwang, Lugwar
Pongiro, Lamwo Patong, Kal,
Pabwomono
Pajele, Dingding, Pakalabule,
Pajulu, Palanyiri, Pobel, Pacwera
Ongom Tipu, Ongiya, Olila,
Banya, Obonyo, Otika
Kal, Punok, Kwarlaker, Paikat,
Guna, Ibalo, Pabim
Lukwor, Lamu, Agula, Palaro, Kal
Orimo, Gem, Lamola

12(b).

Pader

Awere

Puranga

7

13.

Pader

Pajule

Pajule

7

Parwech, Pukor, Paikat, Laboye,
Pugot, Bolo Lamach, Pucota
Painata, Paibwore, Palenga,
Palwo, Pagol, Ngekidi, Ogole

It should be noted that eight of these 13 ker kal encompass sub-counties beyond those occupied by
their clans in the research sample. Puranga extends into seven sub-counties (Puranga, Awere, Odek,
Lalogi, Lakwana, Bobi, and Koro); Lira Palwo into four (Lira-Palwo, Arum, Omot, Lamiyo); Bwobo
Manam into four (Alero, Lungulu, Ongako, Odek); Palabek into three (Palabek Kal, Palabek Gem, and
Palabek Ogili); Pajule into three (Pajule, Lapul, and Lagoro); Koch into three (Koch Goma and Koch Lii
in Nwoya District as well as Koch Ongako in Omoro District); Pawel into two (Atiak in Amuru District
and Patkio in Gulu District); and Labongo into two (Labongo and Lamiyo).
The addition of these 13 ker kal and 95 clans in Phase II field research offered the opportunity not only
to essentially double the numbers from the Pilot Phase, but to extend and add to the range and variety
of researched groups. For example, as in the first phase of field research, Phase II ker kal included
those who shared an international border with South Sudan (Palabek), as well as ethnic boundaries
with neighboring Madi of Adjumani District in the west (Pabo) and the Jie of Karamoja to the east (Lira
Paluo). But unlike the first-phase ker kal, Phase II research included in its sample a ker kal (Puranga)
sharing a long boundary, across much of Pader and Omoro districts, with neighboring Lango to the
south. And the 13 ker kal in Phase II exhibited an even wider range than in the Pilot Project research
sample of geographical extent (extending into 33 sub-counties) and the number of their constituent
clans. This is demonstrated most clearly by the fact that unlike any of the seven ker kal in the Pilot
Project, four of the new ker kal – Lira Palwo, Palabek, Koch, and Puranga – are not only among the
largest in contemporary Acholi, but were also among the largest and most powerful in the precolonial
era.

3.2 Data Collection Methods
To investigate and document both similarities and differences among the sample ker kal and clans, a
total of 28 field researchers, paired into 14 female-male research teams (double the number in the
Pilot Project) conducted field research for approximately four months from April – June 2017. As in
the first phase of research, in most cases one member of each research team was from the ker kal
where their research was based, helping to foster a social connection between each team of
researchers and those who were the focus of the team’s research.
The Project research methodology utilized a combination of four research tools adopted and modified
from the phase I research as the main guides for collecting primary data, three separately-designed
group interaction tools and a guide for Key Informant Interviews. Tool 1 was Community Dialogue
Guide (CDG) designed for the initial chiefdom (ker kal)-wide meetings; Tool 2 was a Community
Dialogue Guide for gathering clan-based data on the wide range of land matters that lie at the core of
this Project; Tool 3 was a set of “Special Interest” Focus Group Discussion (FGD) Guides, used for
gathering information on land-related issues from women, youth, and People With Disabilities
(PWDs); and Tool 4 provided on outline of approaches and topics for conducting Key Informant
Interviews (KIIs). A sample of each of these tools is included in the Annexes to this report.
All of these tools were employed with the aim of obtaining information on, and gaining understanding
of, Acholi social sense-making and opinion-forming processes concerning their customary communal
or community-based land. Except for the KIIs, the unit of analysis was not individuals, but community
groups involved in various ways with clan-based customary communal or collective land (ngom
kwaro). Therefore, these group’s or individual’s interactions based on these research tools provided
opportunities to different categories of people, with different (or potentially different) connections
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to, or relationships with, Acholi ngom kwaro, to speak about their experiences openly and with
confidence.
The interactions structured by these research tools produced invaluable data on how the sampled
Acholi people think about and understand their land, and about what directions they would like to
take regarding this land, its use, organization, management and protection. Many respondents also
expressed a sense that they perceived and welcomed their interactions with the field researchers as
a mutual learning opportunity and experience, which in turn has generated a level of familiarity, trust,
and local guidance that could be crucial not only for potential follow-up work with these groups, but
for others in Acholi who might be a part of any such future work.
The following table provides a summary of the more than 5,000 pages of English-language transcripts
generated by the administration of these research tools, providing a sense of the nature and quantity
of data generated by this Phase II field research.

Table 4: Summary of Phase II English-language Field Research Transcripts
Research
Tool

Number
administered

1. Chiefdom (Ker Kal) FGD
2. Clan Community Dialogue
3a. Women’s FGD ker kal level
3b. Women’s FGD at clan level
4. Youth FGD ker kal level
5. PWD FGD ker kal level
6. Key Informant Interviews
TOTALS

13
95
14
67
14
14
274
492

Total
transcript
Pages
192
1,895
66
353
82
79
2,466*
5,133

Transcript
page range

Average # of
pages/transcript

13-21
13-43
3-7
2-11
5-7
5-7
6-16
3-43

14.8
20.0
4.7
5.3
5.9
5.6
9.0
10.4

In addition, Acholi Luo audio recordings were made of most of these data-gathering exercises (with
some KIIs recorded in English when this was the interview language used).
Graphic depictions of the respondents’ distribution by age follow below in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Research Respondents’ Distribution by Age
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3.2.1

Tool 1: Chiefdom (Ker Kal) Community Dialogue Guide

Tool 1 is a Chiefdom (Ker Kal) Community Dialogue Guide utilized in the initial meetings held in each
ker kal, which were organized and led by the Research Coordinator (RC) of the Project. Each was held
at the compound of the ker kal’s traditional ruler (Rwot Moo; plural Rwodi Moo).47 The mobilization
of participants for this meeting, with guidance from the RC and respective Field Researchers, was
executed by the Rwot Moo, along with his advisors and local government leaders.
These ker kal-wide meetings brought together trusted advisors from each ker kal – including clan
heads (lodito kaka), elders, senior women, widows, youth representatives, rwodi kweri and rwodi
okoro (male and female organizers and managers of land within clans) – along with community opinion
leaders, representatives from Area Land Committees, and Local Government. A total of 515 people
attended these inaugural ker kal meetings, 360 males and 155 females.
Major topics explored included (a) estimates of the ker kal’s population and land area; (b) historical
information on the acquisition and settlement of the ker kal’s currently occupied land; (c) an overall
sense of land organization and management in the ker kal (including categories of land beyond
settlement and farming, such as land for grazing, hunting, gathering firewood, etc.); (d) lists of the
constituent clans in each ker kal; (e) the existence of any freehold and/or leasehold land within the
ker kal (only Bwobo Manam chiefdom reported to have neither); (f) lists of clans or others from
outside who were settled within the ker kal, and those from the ker kal living elsewhere (which
characterized all 13 ker kal except Pajule, who reported no outside groups settled there); (g) the
presence of land in the ker kal being utilized for development, such as roads, schools, health centres,
etc. – true for all 13 ker kal; and (g) information on land disputes -- also present in all 13 ker kal. These
inaugural meetings also served to introduce the Project and field-research teams to each of the ker
kal, as well as identifying the 95 clan-based land-holding groups to investigate in detail, as listed in
Table 3 above.48
3.2.2

Tool 2: Clan Community Dialogue Guide

Tool 2 is a Community Dialogue Guide for gathering information from clan-based land holding groups.
Tool 2 incorporated a wide-ranging list of questions and topics to guide a series of discussions in the
each of the 95 clan-based land holding groups in the final research sample, with a particular focus on
how each conceptualized, organized, and managed their clan-based, customary land; what problems
or threats there were to that land; and what, if anything, clan members wanted to do in order to better
secure and protect their land. All of this will be discussed further in the Summary of Key Findings
section below.
In addition to information included in the Summary of Key Findings below, the Phase II clan-based
Community Dialogues in Phase II research obtained information on additional topics of sociological
interest and importance that deserve future attention (as was also the case in Pilot Project research),
particularly capsule historical narratives of the origins and movements of each of the 95 researched

47

The full title for these traditional chiefdom rulers, Rwot Moo (plural, Rwodi Moo), signifies that they have been
anointed by having shea nut oil (moo) applied to their chests during formal installation ceremonies. For
convenience’ sake, the shorter designators Rwot/Rwodi will typically be used in this report.
48

Except for Paluti Kwong (with 5 constituent clans) and Bwobo Manam (with 6), all the other ker kal in the
Phase II field research sample had more clans than the particular ones selected for clan-based research, ranging
in number from 12 in Cwa to 49 in Palabek. In each of these latter chiefdoms, as noted in the text above, the
selection of clans to be included in the research sample was decided upon during the initial ker kal-wide
Community Dialogues.
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clans up to settlement at their current locations, and details of the genealogical relationships among
the sub-sections of each clan.

Photo 5: FR registering participants at Lukwor Clan FGD in Omoro District. By James Latigo/Trócaire

The customary land belonging to each of these clan-based land holding groups, as already indicated,
is referred to in Acholi as ngom kwaro (ancestral or customary land), or sometimes ngom pa kaka
(land belonging to and organized by a patrilineal clan – kaka – or section of a clan). These two
designations reflect a conceptualization of Acholi ngom kwaro that emphasizes both its longestablished historical foundations and the collective, rather than individuated, nature of that land’s
organization and management. Hereafter, this customary clan-based land will usually be referred to
by the short-hand designation “clan land,” and those holding it as “clans.”49
The number of participants in the clan-based Community Dialogues, organized and mobilized by the
field research teams, totalled 3,166 respondents, comprised of 1,440 women and 1,726 men.
3.2.3

Tool 3: Special Interest Focus Group Discussion (FGD) Guides

Tool 3 provides the guide for FGDs with “special interest groups” in the research area, focusing
especially on those in potentially or actually vulnerable categories or situations. Special Interest Group
FGDs were conducted with the following categories: youth, Tool 3(a); people with disabilities or PWDs,
Tool 3(b); and women, including widows, divorced women, and orphans, Tool 3(c). A total of 198
participants were involved in the Youth FGDs (82 women and 116 men); 172 in the PWD FGDs (77
women and 75 men); and 1,056 in the much more numerous women’s FGDs, all female. Together,
the total of 1,426 participants in these Special Interest Group FGDs represent a concerted attempt to
include and focus on categories of people who may not have participated or were uncomfortable
speaking in the larger clan-based Community Dialogues, so that their voices and views could be
separately captured.
3.2.4

Tool 4: Key Informant Interview (KII) Guide

KIIs were conducted by both the Research Coordinator and Field Researchers. Interviewees included
clan and other traditional cultural leaders, other local opinion leaders, and local government technical
and political leaders. The selection of respondents was based on both purposeful sampling and
snowballing, and the information obtained helped garner additional details and triangulate evidence
49

As already noted, and discussed further below, a range of others also typically lives on and has various user
access and rights on such land; these include women married into the clan, widows, women seeking access (for
various reasons) to land held by their birth clan, and “guests” of various kinds (such as in-laws and friends).
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gathered from the FGDs and Community Dialogues. As already noted, 274 KIIs were conducted,
almost all at clan level and nearly 75% with males.

Figure 3: Aggregate Key Informant Interview Data
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In contrast to the male dominated gender distribution in KIIs, the research participant pool overall
consisted of more females than males, as indicated in Figure 4:

Figure 4: Overall Participant Gender Distribution
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3.3 Looking Ahead
Main results obtained from the clan-based Community Dialogues (the central pillar of both the
research design and purpose), the Chiefdom (Ker Kal) FGDs, and the women’s, youth, and PWD Special
Interest Group FGDs as well as analytical views expressed and relevant quotations from the various
KIIs are presented below in the Summary of Key Findings section. The results from this groundbreaking research will be made available to all interested parties.
Moreover, as noted briefly above, it is intended that following the conclusion of the current Project –
and subsequent to the writing of this Final Report, an archive and/or website will be established and
made accessible to researchers and other interested parties. This site will house not only the Phase II
Final Field Research Report, but all 5,000 plus pages of English-language transcripts produced in Phase
II research (see Table 4 above). In addition, nearly all of the research interactions were audio recorded
(mostly conducted in Acholi Luo, although some KIIs were conducted, and recorded, in English). When
the many hundreds of hours of audio recordings from most of the FGDs, clan-based Community
Dialogues, and KIIs that were generated in Pilot Project research are added, along with all the
consultancy reports and other documents generated over the course of the Project, this treasure trove
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of material will constitute a unique, comprehensive, and valuable archive on 21st century Acholi
customary, clan-based land.

Photo 6: Looking ahead: what security of tenure does this child in Lamwoo District village have on the
clan-based customary land heritage where he was born? By James Latigo/Trócaire

4.

Summary of Key Findings

4.1 Introduction: Rationale for the Structure of This Section
The Key Findings from Phase II field research in this report are rendered in the context of the Key
Findings identified in the final Pilot Project Final Report.50 The rationale for doing this derives from
the fact that the research tools employed in Phase II research were only slightly modified (and in the
case of the clan-based Community Dialogues, streamlined) versions of those utilized in the earlier Pilot
phase. Thus, a crucial underlying purpose of Phase II research has been to determine the degree to
which data gathered from the 13 new ker kal and 95 clans in Phase II field research – using essentially
the same research tools as previously – corresponds to or challenges the information obtained from
the initial seven ker kal and 46 clans.
One straight-forward way to do the comparison was to assess Phase II research directly in terms of
the Key Findings of the Pilot Project. There were 20 such Key Findings, the summaries of which are
restated immediately below (sometimes slightly re-worded to fit Phase II contexts). Each of these is
assessed in terms of evidence from Phase II research, followed by a final 21st Key Finding that provides
an overall summary of the degree of congruence in Key Findings between the two Project phases.

4.2 21 Key Findings

1) 90% or more of land in the Pilot Project research sample was customary, communal or
collectively-owned land (ngom kwaro), vested in and belonging to recognized patrilineal clanbased groups.
50

Atkinson, Latigo, & Bergin (2016), pp. 22-40.
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This finding from Pilot Project research was closely mirrored by the larger Phase II research sample,
as collectively in the 13 Chiefdom (Ker Kal) Community Dialogues, 84.6% of respondents agreed with
the above assessment.
In these same Phase II Chiefdom (Ker Kal) Community Dialogues, all 13 chiefdoms explicitly noted the
presence of church and government land and infrastructure – such as roads, schools, health centres,
and government offices – within their territories, either carved out of or lying outside the ngom kwaro
of their constituent clans. Eleven of the 13 also recognized the existence of some additional freehold
and/or leasehold land. But these examples clearly made up a small percentage of the total land in
each ker kal, which consisted overwhelmingly of the ngom kwaro of their respective clans.
More telling evidence of the small percentage of non-customary land in the Phase II research sample
– thus signifying close correspondence with Pilot Project findings – comes from the clan-based
Community Dialogues conducted in each of the 95 researched clans. Apart from church land – which
was not asked about in the Community Dialogues, but which mostly would have been given by clanbased land holding groups many years ago and would rarely account for more than a very small
percentage of (former) customary land – only 28 of the 95 researched clans identified any government
or other freehold or leasehold land located within their ngom kwaro (with sometimes more than one
type located within a single clan). Twelve of these 28 clans were located in just two ker kal, parts of
each located relatively near Gulu town: five in Koch and seven in Puranga.
Clans in four ker kal reported none – Paluti Kwong, Lukung, Bwobo Manam, and Paboo. Sixteen clans
noted the presence of individual family freehold land within their ngom kwaro boundaries, most held
by powerful individuals or families, some by members of the clan and some by outsiders, and some
going back decades. In 10 clans, government land of various types was identified, including schools,
prisons, a health centre, forest reserve, group farm, and Agago Ranch, consisting mainly of an army
detachment. And in Labongo, where four clans identified examples of non-customary land in their
respective ngom kwaro, two of these identified the presence of the only large commercial company,
Covmo, appearing in the sample. Finally, two instances were cited of outside group encroachment,
and Banyankore pastoralists were noted as successfully occupying a portion of one clan’s ngom kwaro.

2) The particular level of clan-based organization and management of (communal or collectively
held) ngom kwaro differed among the clans in the research sample, varying from the clan (kaka)
as a whole, to sub-clan (doggola kaka), to extended families (dog gang).
Although there was sometimes a level of ambiguity in a clan’s responses to the large number of
discreet questions asked in the clan-based Community Dialogues pertaining to land organization,
management, and use, the overall findings from Phase II research indicate a strong correlation with
Pilot Project results. Just as in the Pilot Project, a strong majority of researched clans in this second
phase – 71 of 95 (75%) – described their customary land as belonging to the entire kaka situated on
that ngom kwaro, organized and managed up to that level, for the benefit of both those currently
living and those yet to be born.
Twenty-one others (22%) said their most important level of organization and management was at the
sub-clan or doggola kaka level; this was especially the case in Koch, where six of its seven researched
clans were organized at that level, and Labongo, where it was five of seven. The Abwor clan in Pawel
is the only one reporting that they organize their ngom kwaro at the extended family (dog gang) level.
One difference between Pilot Phase reporting on this issue and Phase II research is a heightened
emphasis on the role of rwodi in land organization and management in six of the 14 Phase II ker kal.
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In Phase II research, the royal clan of Patiko – Patiko kal – identified their clan as organized and headed
by the Rwot Patiko himself, while various clans in five other ker kal – Lira Palwo, Cwa, Palabek, Paboo,
and Pajule – explicitly mentioned their rwot as having an important role with respect to their clanbased ngom kwaro.
Finally, the Paikat clan in Puranga (Pader District) reported a level of disorganization and dysfunction
unlike any others reported in Phase II research (or in the Pilot Project). In response to the question
“Who organizes and manage this clan customary land and on whose behalf?” in the Community
Dialogue guide, one respondent lamented that: “We no longer have anyone organizing and managing
customary land,” a position essentially agreed upon by eight others noted in the Paikat Community
Dialogue transcript. For example, one said: “I want to add that there is no elder organizing and
managing land, our fathers are the ones doing it, when we come back home, we farm part of the land
we find our fathers using because if you wait for an elder to do so, he may grab all the land and say it
is all his customary land.” Another stated that the control and administration over land “[as] we all
know is no longer under the elders or land committees, everyone is controlling land individually
depending on one’s financial ability and strength to fight. We need to discuss as a clan and agree so
that we all agree and come up with a solution to live peacefully.”
On further probing, it was revealed that the Paikat clan wanted to break away from the bigger Puranga
chiefdom, as they were not happy with the management of the Puranga Rwot. They noted that during
conflict resolution proceedings in relation to land or family problems, the Rwot was not impartial, and
furthermore demanded exorbitant gifts of cows and goats for his time in conflict resolution, which is
one of his key roles as Rwot. These frustrations with the Puranga Rwot, especially the demands for
expensive livestock that clan members could not afford after just returning from the IDP camps, led
many in Paikat to want to break away from Puranga, with an intention of forming their own
independent chiefdom. But they have not yet been able to organize themselves sufficiently to form a
breakaway chiefdom, so for now the most likely outcome seems to be re-join Puranga, with
accompanying mediation efforts by Ker Kal Kwaro Acholi.

3) All 46 researched clans [in Pilot Project research] share many similarities in the overall
conceptualization, organization, and management of their respective clan lands, but there are
also differences.
Phase II research findings strongly corroborate this assessment and are in agreement as well with
most of the detail presented in the Pilot Project Final Report provided to support this finding. The first
such agreement is that all clans “attempt to deal with issues and problems at the lowest level possible,
down to individual households,” before going up the chain of authority from “individual household
(ot/keno) → extended family (dog gang) → sub-clan (doggola kaka) → clan (kaka).”51
“Within this broadly accepted and widely practiced framework,” the Final Report notes, the most
important variation “is the limited role played in day-to-day organization and management by clanwide organization and leadership in those clans which concentrate that management and leadership
at the extended family or sub-clan level,” a difference also evident in this second phase of research.
But among the most widely shared commonalities identified in both phases of research, including the
evidence provided by the 95 clan-based Community Dialogues on this topic, relate to the relative
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Atkinson, Latigo, & Bergin (2016), pp. 23-26. The most common Acholi Luo designation for an extended family
is, as rendered above, dog gang. But at times the terms dog ot (which typically refers to an individuated
household or family), or doggola (which usually refers to a sub-clan) are also used. And even when a clan’s most
fundamental organization and management of its ngom kwaro is at the sub-clan (doggola kaka) level, most of
the 21 clans in this category in Phase II research still had some level of overall clan organization.
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degree of importance given to the various individuals and structures involved in organizing and
managing the relevant ngom kwaro. In this regard, the most commonly acknowledged actors as
important – indeed appearing in nearly all the Pilot Project Community Dialogue transcripts, and every
single one of the Phase II transcripts – are the male and female representatives who have important
roles in organizing and managing clan land and agricultural activities, as well as in settling land
disputes. These representatives are called respectively, Rwodi Kweri (singular, Rwot Kweri) and
Rwodi/Rwot Okoro.
Numerous depictions of these crucial figures in the Phase II transcripts are impressively detailed and
informative. A lightly edited example of each follows, both from the Clan Community Dialogues in
Bolo Lamac in Puranga (Pader District):
Rwot Kweri:
Respondent 1: Any matters related to land are mostly settled by Rwot Kweri, being it
land boundary dispute, allocation of farm land, taking care of the hunting ground (but
in most of our land this hunting ground is no more but it used to exist), and he even
sees whenever there is encroachment. He reports to Rwot Moo and the clan leaders.
Respondent 2: I just want to add that Rwot Kweri is also concerned with the entire
boundary marking of the clan’s land and also boundaries within the clans. Respondent
3: Rwot Kweri is concerned with forming small farming groups to help in farm work,
and coupled with that he also helps to mobilize during communal harvesting and postharvest sales link-ups. Respondent 4: He also helps to clarify which kind of crops need
to be grown at what time. He is also the one concerned with ensuring that every family
grows enough food crops and cash crops. Respondent 5: He also make sure that all the
roads leading to the various parts of the clan, like roads leading to schools, centres,
and gardens are clean and safe for peoples’ movements. Respondent 1 [again]: The
selection of Rwot Kweri is done by the clan members and the following is considered
when selecting the Rwot Kweri: (i) He should be a person respected by the community
members. (ii) Someone who doesn’t take sides when mediating or solving community
land matters. (iii) He should be someone who is committed to his work and a person
who does farm work and not a lazy person. (iv) He should be a born of the clan and
who has stayed . . . within the clan most of the time or most of his life. (v) He has to be
knowledgeable about the clan land.
Rwot Okoro:
Respondent 1: Rwot Okoro is someone who has stayed for long in the clan and has the
role of being an opinion leader in the clan. Respondent 2: She is also concerned with
conflict mediation, and she moves with the executives of the Rwot Moo or the clan
leaders. Respondent 3: She moves with the anointed chief [Rwot Moo] and the
executives as an opinion leader; she is the voice of women in every meeting. Also,
wherever there are calamities like death, she is the one concerned with mobilizing
women to help in time of need. Respondent 4: She is to stay together in most of her
work with Rwot Kweri. She is also to ensure that women live in harmony with their
husbands, children, and fellow women. Respondent 5: Rwot Okoro is selected by the
clan members and accordingly she has to be: (i) An elderly woman who has stayed and
got married into the clan for a long time. (ii) She is supposed to be a person of age 40
and above, but however sometimes some women are elected when they have not
reached their 40s because if the clan sees that someone has that quality needed, then
the person will be elected to that position. (iii) Furthermore, she has to be a person
who is respected by the community. (iv) She is also to be a person who is committed
to her work.
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The next most frequently identified figure accorded crucial importance in land organization and
management is the clan head or leader (ladit kaka), followed by clan land committees, clan meetings,
and elders. Sub-clan leaders are next (singled out especially but not only where the most fundamental
ngom kwaro organization and management operates at the sub-clan level), followed by local
government officials (especially at the village, LC I, level – positions held by people who are also often
members of the clan, and clan procedures, where they serve), and then household and extended
family heads.52

4) Crucially, in none of the 46 clan-based land-holding groups [in the Pilot Project] is land
“ownership” typically depicted as existing at an individuated level. Neither individual men nor
individual women “own” rural customary land in Acholi; instead an Acholi ngom kwaro is
conceived as belonging collectively to a clan-based land holding group to be held in trust for
both the living and yet unborn.
As in the Pilot Project, this was the overwhelming conceptualization depicted in Phase II research.
However, more than in Pilot Project research, a number of specific examples appear in the Phase II
Community Dialogue transcripts indicating that this core concept of Acholi ngom kwaro is being
challenged, and sometimes thwarted, in practice, for reasons that are both internal and external. For
example, respondents in 36 of the 95 Community Dialogues (nearly 40%) said that some land in their
respective ngom kwaro had been sold, usually recently and often without the knowledge or
permission of the clan. And the reasons this were typically for highly individualistic and sometimes
self-serving reasons, ranging from obvious greed to individual or household poverty or need for money
to pay for school fees, bride price, health costs, funerals, or (especially for young people) motorcycles.
There was also a specific question in the Community Dialogue guide asking “What factors drive the
changes in management of customary land?” In the entire range of 95 clan-based responses, less than
a handful identified positive changes. All the rest were changes perceived or experienced as negative
and threatening, including: (i) land conflict (coming from both within the clan and from outside); (ii)
general selfishness and greed (again, from both within and outside); (iii) corrupt or otherwise poor
leadership from clan leaders, elders, local and central government; (iv) disunity within clans or
between clan leadership and other clan members; (v) customary leaders and population pressure; (vi)
land degradation; (vii) encroaching urbanization and attendant problems; (viii) problems with youth
who were perceived or stereotyped as not knowledgeable about land, or lazy, selfish, and
disinterested.
Kakuru’s consultant report on youth and land identifies the following three specific barriers to land
access faced by the youth that could also be overall drivers of change in organizing and managing
customary clan-based land in Acholi:53
(i) Misinterpretation of customary land laws: decades of conflict and displacement have eroded
people's understanding of customary law, including many youth born in the camps who have
little or no knowledge about how customary clan-based land is, and long has been,
traditionally governed.
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In addition to the particular influence accorded rwodi on land matters in the six ker kal noted in Key Finding 2
above, rwodi moo are also mentioned in most the of the other Phase II clan-based Community Dialogue
transcripts as important with respect to ngom kwaro in their respective ker kal. But this had primarily to do with
their role in land issues extending beyond internal organization and management, such as disputes or other
issues involving outsiders or multiple clans within the ker kal, or to his overall role as guardian or trustee over
all matters with respect to clans within his ker kal, often brought up in the context of a specific question in the
Community Dialogue Guides: “Who are considered the trustees of this clan customary land?”
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Kakuru (2017).
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(ii) Weak institutions: Given the complexity of land matters in northern Uganda and the number
of amendments to land laws, many leaders lack the knowledge and resources needed to
successfully resolve land conflicts. As there are many institutions mandated to deal with land
conflict that have both similar and diverse roles, at times some leaders don’t know their
limitations and fail to work with others therefore overstepping their roles.
(iii) The defiant nature of some youths: Camp life eroded some cultural values, resulting in the
failure of some youth to listen and respect the guidance of elders. Some youth also quickly
resort to violence when facing conflict while at times elders also manipulate them to do so.
All in all, while the core idea (and ideal) about Acholi ngom kwaro – its collective nature as clan-based
customary land, the positive social and economic resource that this land represents for the
community, and the responsibility of the present generation to keep that idea/ideal alive – is both a
deeply-held principle and an active, practical reality for many. At the same time, the threats to ngom
kwaro are also real, and also many.

5) [Pilot] Project research provides many examples of ways in which women have access and other
rights to customary clan land, as well as roles in land organization and management.
Before looking at these examples, however – and they are important – they need to be placed in the
broader context of an Acholi culture that remains essentially patrilineal, patrilocal, and (as also
remains true of nearly all cultures around the world) patriarchal. The position of women in general in
Acholi is not equal to the position of men, including with respect to land.
Still, as noted above, in the clan-based Community Dialogues when the specific question was asked
about whether women were being denied access to clan land, in 69 of the 95 clans (or nearly 75%) the
response was “no.” Moreover, also in the Community Dialogues, in response to the question “How
are the voices of women, girls and vulnerable people and people with disabilities in relation to land
rights heard in the Clan organization?”, while various limits, qualifications, and other issues were
raised, an even higher number affirmed that women’s voices on land rights were being heard in the
clan – 84 of 95 or 88%.
Many of these positive responses identified clan meetings and clan land committees as important sites
where women’s voices were acknowledged and heard, and some noted that women’s roles (and by
extension voices) were also incorporated in some clans’ constitutions. But the most important, most
mentioned, and most visible vehicle for women to have their voices heard on land matters were rwodi
okoro, which as noted above were present and functioning in all 95 of the clans in the Phase II research
sample.

Photo 7: A cross-section of women participating in SIG FGD at the Rwot’s house in Koch Goma. By James Latigo/Trὀcaire..
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One specific set of questions on women and land in the Community Dialogue Guides reads: “Are there
changes with respect to rights of women over land from the known customary norms and practices of
land management? What are the recent trends? How are these impacting on women and men?”
While responses were clearly mixed, they were also clearly positive overall. Nearly half of the
responses (46 of 95, or 48%) were strongly, sometimes exclusively, positive; another 20 responses
(21%) were mixed, identifying both positive changes along with significant qualifications or even
negatives. Putting these two categories of responses together indicate a collective perception in 66 of
the 95 researched clans (nearly 70%) that women’s land rights are trending in an overall positive
direction. Another 24 responses avowed that their clans had not witnessed significant changes with
respect to women’s land rights. But 14 of these answers also indicated that women’s land rights were
already recognized in their clans – adding another 14% to the positive side of the ledger. Only two
identified the status quo as negative and the other eight failed to differentiate their unchanged
situation in either positive or negative terms.
Similarly positive results emerge in response to a general question seeking an “Assessment of Rights
to Land” included in the Special Interest Focus Group Discussions targeted specifically to women. As
noted above, 81 such Women’s Special Interest FGDs were administered – 14 at the chiefdom level
and 67 at clan level – with a total of over 1,000 participants, all female. Responses to the above
question, at both the chiefdom and clan levels, were separated into three broad categories: “Clearly
positive,” “Mixed,” or “Clearly negative.” In 43 of the 81 FGDs (53%), women’s rights to land were
portrayed in distinctly positive terms, another 20 responses (25%) assessed women’s land rights as
characterized by both positive and negative aspects, while 17 (21%) depicted the status of women’s
land rights in negative, and sometimes absolutely negative, terms.
Even within the context of such an overall more positive assessment, the 21% negative response to
this question is not a minor matter. For the one in five women who fall in this category, the harmful
ramifications are many and often severe. It is now time to look at this other side of the coin.

6) Conversely, [Pilot] Project research also documented numerous examples of women – and
others [for example, PWDs and Youths] – having been denied access or other rights widely
acknowledged as properly theirs.
This was also clearly the case in Phase II research, which not only consisted of two times the overall
sample size as the Pilot Project, but much greater attention paid specifically to all three of the
Special Interest Group categories identified in this Key Finding, which are dealt with in turn
immediately below.
6(a) Women and Land
One way to begin rendering “this other side of the coin” with respect to women is to present
verbatim the 19 Findings contained in Shelly Martin’s in-depth consultancy report, “Amplifying
the Voices of Women across the Customary Land System of Acholi Sub-region, Northern
Uganda.”54
The Findings are organized under four headings: “Women’s Understanding of Customary Land”;
“Perceived Roles and Responsibilities”; “Challenges and Risks for the Most Marginalized
Individuals”; and “Traditional Mechanisms for Protection and Justice.” In addition to the Findings
themselves, selective examples of illustrative detail provided by Martin to support these Findings
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Martin (2017), pp. 19-39, utilizing the Women’s Special Interest Group FGDs as primary source material.
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are also included below (with quotations from the Women’s Special Interest FGDs in italicized
display quotes):

[Women’s Understanding of Customary Land]
(1) The interpretation of rules for use and management of customary and communal land
varies greatly across Acholiland.
It all depends on the kaka. If that clan values the women and girls, they
can also allocate some land for them to use.
There is no difference among women, whether divorced or a daughter
who returned home.
All use the land equally with same rights . . . .
Women are oppressed in Pawel just because they are women.
(2) Customary land is mostly conceptualized as a collective enterprise. It is intended for
the common good of current and future Acholi generations, and is ostensibly not for
sale.
Married women, children and husbands come together to protect
customary land.
It is inherited from our forefathers and belongs to the whole clan, even
the unborn people.
The ancestors told us not to sell land but rather use the land among us
clans in Lugwar. No Lugwar child should be denied land but we should
use it freely, in that if one feels their piece is exhausted then they can
borrow from someone, cultivate, and leave the land.
(3) Notions of ownership are more closely related to access, which differs from owning in
the freehold sense as customary land is not individual property and should not be sold
or alienated. Property ownership is primarily understood as a way to consolidate
communal livelihoods, differentiate from other groups or protect against invasion,
rather than to commoditize.
In reality, plots of land are reportedly sold as economic need and opportunity arises. The
customary rule for conducting land transactions is involvement of the whole family or
clan in the decision, but this provision does not always prevail (See Finding 6).
(4) Men are the primary custodians of land who have full rights, while women are seen to
have partial or “secondary rights.”
Men have the full rights over land and this makes our rights limited. We
can’t assume a higher role on land than them. We just follow their lead.
Women have no full right over land in the clan. But by the fact that she
gets married in that land, she gains some little right over land use in the
clan to feed her children.
(5) Natural rights to land are understood to change over the lifecycle. For women and girls,
these claims are generally held semi-permanently, whether on maiden or matrimonial
property. A woman’s customary land rights are typically vicarious through male family
members, and may be acquired from a father or brother for a time, or through her
husband or father-in-law on behalf of children born in their clan.
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As a wife we get land through our husbands, which they are given by their
parents for us. . . , and as a woman brought in that family I therefore get
my share of where to cultivate.
Women whose bride price has been paid have a say on customary land
unlike those whose bride price hasn’t been paid, because they can leave
at any point.
(6) While customary land is for all, in practice women are excluded from many activities
and realms of influence. Married and unmarried women alike typically exercise much
less control over land decisions than male land users, despite being native ‘daughters
of Acholi’ who feel entitled as heirs.
They can give out land for hire without wives’ consent, and when you talk
about it leads to domestic violence.
Women don’t get any benefits over whatever they produce on the land
apart from the little given back to them, which is not even enough to
support the children. The rest is not questionable because women have
no mandate over it.
(7) Women’s subordination to men renders their land tenure insecure. If a single factor
changes on maiden or matrimonial land, presumed claims may dissolve, leaving
women and female-headed households with ‘nowhere else to go.’
Very real risks of violence, landlessness and destitution are never far away for women
who live in subservience to husbands, in-laws, brothers, and even their own sons.
Our very own children have land conflicts with us. Those we gave birth to
are not cooperating…they even forbid us, their mothers, from accessing
our own land. They minimize us and make us regret ever giving birth to
them…They are so tough and arrogant, as if they know everything, yet
they are ignorant of many important things.
(8) Beyond the household, gender-based violence also occurs in times of external land
conflict. Protracted inter-clan disputes were widely reported, some with many casualties
and retaliations lasting over 20 years.

[Perceived Roles and Responsibilities]
For both men and women, rights confer predetermined expectations for undertaking
specific activities, protecting the land, and assuming certain relationships. The customary
concept of rights remains usufructuary, embedded in social roles for land usage. A
gendered division of labor ensures these domains of responsibility are historically
assigned to women and men based on perceived characteristics, rather than individual
ability or desire.
(9) Acholi women perceive their rights in relation to their user responsibilities. Since
women balance triple roles within the clan, they are typically responsible for the ‘lion’s
share’ of reproductive duties while balancing a significant number of other duties in
the productive and community managing spheres.
Women exert considerable energy in their reproductive role, including childcare,
cooking, washing, and managing the home. Many respondents acknowledged their ‘right’
to raise children on the property, and their ‘right’ to manage the household including
oversee[ing] granaries and food supplies.
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Our rights to customary land are fully obtained when we give birth
because children are valued so much in Acholi culture.
Acholi communal land rights have long been “organized and managed, not only for the
benefit of the living but for future generations [quoting Hopwood and Atkinson (2013)].”
Consequently women tend to be not only family-oriented in the present, but futureoriented, demonstrated through concern for the next generation and a preference for
investing in land rather than selling it.
It is the role of women now to look after the children, so I cannot sell off
the land . . . . Instead of that I would rather carry out farming in the land
rotationally in order to raise the children.
Acholi land should not be sold. Even if it is small it helps us to feed our
children. It must be protected and remain as customary land so in the
future children can farm it to get food.
Consequently women’s productive roles include investing in the family’s welfare through
cultivation of plots to ‘feed children’ and generation of revenue for child-related
expenses. ‘Women’s land’ is reserved for tasks that directly sustain the clan, and they
claim the ‘right’ to uphold livelihoods responsibilities therein.
Land–related community managing roles include passing on knowledge of boundaries
and rituals, advocating for children, and sometimes resolving disputes [refers to the roles
of Rwodi Okoro in Finding 11 below]. Women claimed related ‘rights’ to alert the clan to
trespassers, cook for and facilitate aspects of land ceremonies, and transfer knowledge
to the next generation.
In addition to ‘land cleansing’ ceremonies, women may be involved in resolving land
conflict through Acholi traditional justice, with roles centering around the ritual itself.
Preparing different ceremony elements, collecting medicinal plants and cooking required
food, and serving participants constitute “a significant and symbolic element of Acholi
tradtional justice....” While elderly women are given an opportunity to voice their
opinions in the justice process, they “cannot interchangeably take over traditionally male
tasks” in such occasions. However given their role as mothers, women often “end up
exerting considerable influence in initiating traditional justice practices and liaising
between children and elders” in the event that a child is denied rights or has transgressed
others [quotations above from Lonergan (2012)]. (See Finding 10 for more on women’s
agency).
Conformity to gender norms and relatively homogenous aspects of clan life may not
inherently impede gender justice, but do limit the extent to which women take control or
initiative in gender transformative activities. Rigid roles for male and female land users
restrict a woman’s ability to stake her claims to land access or object to unfair land
administration or sale.
(10) Currently the most secure form of customary land access is enjoyed by women whose
bride price is paid and gender roles are fulfilled on matrimonial land.
Diligence in work and producing children are legitimizing factors for women married into
a clan. In some instances women’s tenure is further secured when they reach old age, as
they are presumed to possess extensive knowledge of land boundaries and clan customs.
As relations between women and their matrimonial families strengthen over time, ‘wives
of the clan’ tend to feel more secure on land. However the likelihood of becoming
widowed or divorced increases with age and after this point, experiences of land access
vary, often based on the above factors. Whether on matrimonial or maiden land,
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women’s rights tend to hinge not only on performance of duties but also on maintenance
of ‘proper’ demeanor and attitudes including obedience without complaining.
Anybody born there can utilize the land. The married women, and even
those not married, if they are good mannered.
Widows are also given land, if they are respectful to their in-laws.
In instances of cohabitation or polygamy, first wives may exercise greater agency than
junior co-wives or cohabitees.
(11) Some women who exercise greater agency over land take up additional leadership
capacities. ‘Well-behaved’ women may be eligible to support the administration of
customary land through sharing of views in the collective and other ancillary roles to
men.
An elderly woman in the clan has equal rights over customary land like
the males and can also be included in solving land conflicts, if only she is
respectful and lives in harmony with people.
Our land rights are the same with men. We are even invited as women to
join the men in land meetings.
Sometimes when husbands die, wives become the head of the household and assume
the responsibilities of the male custodian.
You have come to take care of the home and all other things including
the customary land of your husband, so that in case of the death of your
husband, you will become the administrator of the estate.
There are also land leadership roles at the village level in which men and woman
participate. Rwot (plural: rwodi) kweri are male land trustees, typically with a
‘jurisdiction’ of any cultivated area within a village. Associated roles include inspection of
land; guidance and advice; mediation; and serving as witnesses on boundaries, especially
for farmland.
Similarly, rwodi okoro are elderly women who mobilize other women for communal
cultivation and encourage them to work hard in farming and weeding gardens together.
They control portions of cultivated land at the village level and are responsible for
ensuring “women have food in the granaries.” As cultural knowledge bearers and
trustees of the land, rwodi okoro provide guidance and counseling, and mediate conflict
through serving as witnesses on boundaries since “they know who cultivates which land.”
Like rwodi kweri, they are elected at village meetings . . . .
(12) According to the Acholi tradition and popular understanding, clan-level land
management should be decided collaboratively . . . However gender mainstreaming
lags and some voices are excluded, as trustees and custodians are almost all male heads
of household.
Women are not allowed to participate in decision-making and they are
considered voiceless, such that men abuse them [if they talk].
Women are intimidated by men who use insulting words, saying they
were just married into the clan and cannot have input on customary land
here. As women, this makes us fearful when issues of land arise.

[Challenges and Risks for the Most Marginalized Individuals]
(13) Levels of integration and involvement in clan matters tend to vary depending on the
‘category’ of woman. Yet-unmarried girls, returned daughters of ‘failed’ marriages,
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single mothers and ‘nieces’ born out of wedlock, sons’ junior co-wives and cohabiting
‘friends’ whose bride price is not paid may still be allowed to settle, but are among the
least respected in the homestead.
Unmarried women and barren women are most times sidelined.
We are using the land well, but as a widow I have no access to land. My
brother-in-law had grabbed almost all the land. I have only a small piece
I am using, which I got back from him in a difficult way.
(14) It is not only women who are vulnerable to land grabbing and denial of customary
rights. Anyone with “less than first rank land claims” may be rendered extremely
vulnerable by insecure tenure [quoting Hopwood & Atkinson (2013), p. 15].
Descendants of guests, war returnees, PWDs, and adopted or ‘step’ children of either
sex who were not born to core clan members may be more susceptible to violations, with
significantly weaker land use and inheritance claims than those of women in general.
Children born outside the clan have no rights, and their mothers who are
daughters of the clan are seriously oppressed.
Since some of us are formally abducted LRA mothers with few options,
we hire out our ngom kwaro (customary land) so that we can get some
money to provide for the children that we came back with from the bush.
If a child is okay, they grow up working just like everyone else. But
disabled people are affected [by land access issues] because they are not
able to cultivate.
Those who have returned are given small portion of land and they can’t
protest because they have no rights over the land. They are even drained
more emotionally by calling them “Mac lyet loka” which means “You are
a returnee with no place here.”
(15) Widowed women report a range of treatment, from being highly respected to
completely under attack.
I have a right and my views are listened to. I have land with my children
and nobody disturbs me; for example, I had problems from intruders from
Bolo Lamac, so the elders helped me. I spoke and I was heard, and now I
have my land back.
My in-law has opposed me, chasing me off my land because my husband
died.
Our culture allows women to use the land, but here in Puranga that is not
happening. We widows are not accessing the land our husbands left.
Even girls who return home are not in full control over their ancestral
land.
Further, a widowed woman is traditionally given the option to elect a ‘protector’ upon
the husband’s death. But when stripped of the element of consent, this relationship can
be distorted into mandatory wife inheritance, whereby her role as head of household
may be bypassed, subjecting her to potential rights violations and harm.
In the absence of protection, widowed women may employ strategies to intimidate
intruders in efforts to deter property grabbing.
Nephews should not be given (my) land. They cannot chase me away;
instead I will chase them because they were brought from elsewhere.
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When you are a widow, the men in the clan force you to use a small piece
of the land. But if you have strong eyes, then nobody will grab it away
from you.
According to Acholi [tradition], the option to return to maiden land, or remain on
matrimonial land and be ‘inherited’ or not, remains the choice of the woman who has
been widowed. These and other protection practices may be revived to ensure just
outcomes for disenfranchised women with ‘nowhere else to go.’ However sympathetic
reactions must not supplant the a priori legal and customary rights of widows and the
most marginalized from a land justice perspective.

[Traditional Mechanisms for Protection and Justice]
(16) Land allocation and accommodation practices are among the in-built mechanisms to
protect the most marginalized individuals in Acholiland.
All women who have come back home from failed marriages are to be
allocated land to take care of their children. Widows and widowers,
whether with or without children, have the right to stay on the land they
were allocated when they were married. The clan nieces and nephews
[children born out of wedlock to women of the clan] are given land to
settle and use. Orphans have rights over land allocated to their parents
and no one can take the land away from them. They use and settle in the
land under the protection of clan until they become won ot [head of
household]. All clan members have rights to use and access communally
held areas.
Historically, Acholi villages were flexible . . . . ‘Guests’ were typically accommodated
peacefully, including “households of women returning to the clans into which they were
born, usually with their husbands, but sometimes as women-headed households after
leaving their husband’s clan” as well as in-laws, friends, clients, refugees, war captives,
or children of any of the above. “Once accepted by the clan head and elders, such guests
were allocated a portion of the host clan’s land that they, and their descendants, had the
right to live on and use as long as they remained, but not to increase…without
permission” [again quoting Hopwood & Atkinson (2013), p. 6].
Today these traditions have evolved but may still include apportioning customary land to
widowed or single women, child mothers, orphaned children, PWDs and non-clan
‘guests’ . . . [and] ‘friends’ from outside the clan.
Revival of such traditional justice and protection mechanisms is needed more than ever,
due to social and economic underdevelopment over the last decade that resulted from
the war.
However, respondents indicated that practices of accepting foreigners and
accommodating marginalized individuals on customary land are reportedly less common
since reconstruction.
Rising population growth and disputed boundaries may potentially drive conflict if
‘guests’ assume full ownership rights or encroach on additional land, or if people with
loose ties return claiming the right to settle on land after long periods away.
(17) Though overall declining, land disputes are still common in 2017. To adjudicate and
resolve matters amicably, traditional justice is widely preferred over formal courts.
Land issues must not be taken to the already corrupted court system. The
poor keep losing all land cases taken to courts, even when they are right.
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The traditional system is notably less costly than formal justice processes that require
hiring of lawyers and transportation to court. In addition, many sense that traditional
leaders are “less susceptible to influence by wealth and power” [quoting Lonergan
(2012), p. 15]. As community members with memory of the pre-war land use
arrangements, criteria that clan elders use to judge cases may be more aligned with
expectations of disputants than the criteria of magistrates. However there are inherent
patriarchal biases within the village courts.
One study of Acholi traditional justice found that women generally have “no say” during
conflict resolution processes, but are “encouraged to participate as witnesses and
observers.” Under such conditions, alternative dispute resolution (ADR) and similar nonformal justice mechanisms have been found to favor men [again drawing from and
quoting Lonergan (2012), p. 15].
Continued reliance on traditional leaders to adjudicate land conflicts and facilitate
reconciliation between disputants indicates the need to engage local actors in village
courts in greater gender sensitization.
(18) Through recent initiatives to increase public awareness on the rights of women and
girls, some Acholi communities report progress towards improved gender relations.
Women’s emancipation brought by the current government of Museveni
does advocate equal rights between men and women. The widows are
now able to access land without denial.
Those days when we were not enlightened, there used to be suppression
of rights for women on land use. At least these days we know our rights
and men also know their rights. However some women are still being
suppressed, like the widows, so the government needs to continue
sensitizing the community on that.
Nonetheless, real implementation gaps exist between legislated and delivered rights, for
example statutory provisions that widows may not be evicted, or mandates that women
must serve on Area Land Committees. Though respondents demonstrated varying levels
of awareness of such policies, many still feel they lack agency in land matters.
(19) Although a majority express frustration with hardships related to gender
discrimination, some women voice internalized patriarchal norms in ways that may
contradict their own long-term self-interest or the interests of their female children.
In some instances, women also justify discrimination against girls, bride price refund, and
gender-unequal practices and traditions that relegate girls to the status of property.
Women just cause confusion. Hence we are not chosen to lead land
issues.
Women married into a clan are not allowing the daughters of that clan
[their nieces through marriage] to also use it for farming.
Women who are recently married in the clan are given the part that is
not fertile to farm, like the grazing land, while the elder women take the
fertile parts.
6(b) People with Disabilities (PWDs) and Land
Turning from women to people with disabilities (PWDs), the latter are clearly the most disadvantaged
group in the research sample with respect to land matters, including the issue of access rights. One
overarching question on PWD land rights, asked in all 44 PWD Special Interest Group FGDs asks: “As
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people with disabilities, how do you assess your rights to customary and communal land within your
Chiefdom, Clan or elsewhere? Give examples.”
Two-thirds of the recorded responses (29 of 44, or 66%) were overwhelmingly negative; 9 (20%) were
mainly positive; and 6 (14%) were mixed. Still, as strongly negative as these collective, overall
perceptions of PWDs were with regard to their land rights, in only five of the 44 PWD FGD transcripts
(11%) did respondents expressly state being totally denied access to land, as reported in the following
quotations from the transcripts:
(i) Our rights to customary and communal are not being observed completely this is because the
able people do not always consult us when they want to use land especially people with
disability who cannot walk, for example I have been denied the right to cultivate our land
because I am a female disable person therefore currently I do hire land for cultivation.
(ii) Due to our personal inabilities our rights to customary land has been ignored completely
because we are always considered as disable person who doesn’t need land and even our
children are not being treated well.
(iii) We are despised even by our own clan members and we have no representatives at the
chiefdom level.
(iv) We have no land to use and live on like some of us here have been chased away from our
homes and have been treated like animals (dogs).
(v) As for me, I have been blind since childhood, and people have used my blindness to deprive me
of my rights to land. They even go ahead to say this man is blind and can’t use land. More to
that, they say that, allocating land to me would be wastage. I feel my right is being grossly
violated.
And even for the 89% of PWDs who reported having land access (39 of 44), 31 of the 39 (79%) assessed
their access in negative or mixed terms, most often (and especially) complaining that the land
allocated to them was too small for their needs, and certainly smaller than others.
This general point is corroborated In Kakuru’s consultancy report based on the Youth Special Interest
FGDs, when he notes that “ small portions of land are allocated to persons with disabilities within the
family due to the fact that their ability to manage large tracts of land is perceived to be limited,”55
providing another indication that despite being entitled to equal land rights, persons with disabilities
are typically not being accorded either full or equal rights due to societal perceptions and prejudices.
To end this section on a more positive note, however, PWDs in 23 of the 44 Special Interest Group
FGDs (just over 50%) indicated that they, as PWDs, had been involved to at least some extent in
internal clan matters related to land, and had had at least somewhat positive experiences in this
regard.
6 (c) Youth
With respect to youth, both the clan-based Community Dialogues and the Youth Special Interest
Group FGDs provide a great deal of information on the many problems and issues with respect to
youth and land. But they also convey numerous ways that attempts are being made to overcome
those issues, as well as providing many examples of youths’ positive integration and/or contributions.
Examples of the former include youths’ criticisms and negative assessments of adult corruption and
poor leadership that does not actively include, or even seek to include, youth in the organization and
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management of land. Even more common are adult (and specifically elders’) criticisms of youths’ lack
of knowledge about land and land boundaries and, even more, criticisms of youths’ behaviour and
attitudes, such as charges that youth lack respect for their elders, are lazy, and love money “too
much,” which makes providing such youth access to customary land poses a serious risk because they
might then sell it.
Three participants in the Paluti Kwong Pamolo Community Dialogue succinctly expressed this
sentiment as follows: (i) “Some youths want customary land to be sold, it’s looked at as a shortcut to
wealth. . . . (ii) Some youths want to sell customary land and build in towns. . . . (iii) Some youths look
at it as something that doesn’t hold much value, they want it sold..” Kakuru’s consultancy report
asserts that some youth do indeed “sell off land to acquire temporary, unsustainable assets like bodabodas.”56
On the other hand, many respondents in the clan-based Community Dialogues (both adult and youth)
noted youths’ positive contributions to and attitudes about land matters. Indeed, the same Paluti
Kwong Pamolo respondents whose criticisms of youth are quoted immediately above also reported
that other youth exhibited opposite qualities: (i) “Youths don’t want customary land to be grabbed
because that’s their only source of livelihood. . . . (ii) Youths don’t want customary land sold because
once sold it becomes impossible to get. . . . (iii) Disciplined youths don’t want customary land sold,
they want it protected and kept the way it was in the past”.
Other common positive responses included recognition of the growing inclusion and involvement of
youth on land matters – in clan meetings, committees, and other settings – sometimes in leadership
roles. The important role youth play in defending clan boundaries, in both peaceful and violent (or
potentially violent), ways was especially emphasized, as in this quote from the Labongo Lamit
Community Dialogue:
Youth are involved in the organization and management of customary communal
land, especially when the elders have shown the boundaries of the land to the youth,
then they protect and guard the land from intruders.
Kakuru’s consultancy report on youth and land provides support for the above notion that youth are
involved in land management matters, especially with respect to both land conflict and land conflict
resolution, in both positive and sometimes negative ways. Similar to the use of the Martin report on
women under this Key Finding, the following extended extract is taken directly from Kakuru ‘s report,
“The Protection of Rights to Customary Land Ownership in Acholi Region: The Case of Youth in
Acholi,”57 and is presented here as a single, long display quote.
In any society, conflict is certain. Land related conflicts, explicit or subtle, have afflicted
numerous societies. For the Acholi sub-region, the displacement of virtually the entire
rural population on account of the LRA insurgency for over twenty years made land
conflicts inevitable and real. Regardless of this, it is natural that conflicts are an
ongoing concern in every society, for many reasons. In this study, the interest was to
understand the specific positive and negative roles of the youth in internal (clan or
family based) problems and conflicts. The youth were asked what they considered their
involvement to be in internal problems or matters concerning customary land; how
they were involved. Specific examples were sought.
As expected, the youth acknowledged the existence of problems related to land in their
localities, and that they were involved, in varied perspectives and with varied roles. In
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times of land problems, the youth are expected, relied on and mobilized to protect the
clans’ land being it customary or communal, depending on the scale of the threat or
problem. Although not profoundly, the youth generally indicated they were involved
in:
• Attending meetings to ascertain boundaries
• Voicing out grievances
• Making contributions on cases in courts
• Mobilization of fellow youth representatives to participate in land issues at
clan level to ward-off conflicts
• Organizing youth own meetings to generate agendas to present to bigger
meetings of elders and clan leaders
• Defending land through violent fights when the problem presents with
violence.
For youth to be involved in problem or conflict processes and before resorting to
violence, they usually meet with the chiefs, clan chairs and elders, to ascertain the
validity of the land disputes in question and seek the consent of elders on the
retaliatory actions. “As male youths of Chua, we are involved in some stages of
problems. Like for instance the recent fight between Okol and Pachua clan over the
hunting ground (aker), as youths we participated in the fights and during mediation
meetings organized by the RDC and Rwot of Chua, we were used as mobilisers” said a
youth from Chua chiefdom, Kitgum District. Another youth from the same locality
stressed that “they (youth) are allowed to give their decision during the mediation
meetings but important decision are made by elders”.
It was however noted that the mechanisms of youth involvement were neither formal
nor systematic, but they were not left out. The youth also take interest to inquire how
the customary land was treated, and how land issues were culturally solved by their
fore fathers. They took interest in witnessing the boundaries of family and clan land,
believing that they will help in future if conflicts over boundaries arose. The youth
further indicated they preferred traditional customary mechanisms of solving land
issues because they understood or perceived formal court processes as lengthy and as
only perpetuating lasting enmity rather than resolving issues. “We always try to advise
our elders to use dialogue other than court because the outcome of court is not always
desirable but it can create an everlasting enmity between the conflicting parties”, said
a male youth, 26, from Lira Palwo in Agago District.
Sometimes, the youth offered peer advice against land problems and conflicts, and
encourage peaceful means of resolving conflicts. “We also advise ourselves through
jokes like when we are playing cards we do insult our colleagues that we have heard
them fight over land we always advise them to go and use peaceful means to settle
that conflict”, male youth, 30, Lira Palwo chiefdom, Agago District.
The youth told of the negative influence of money in escalating land problems and
conflicts in the sub-region, where the wealthy influence leaders and elders to make
unfair decisions. “Money has suppressed the voice of youth in most cases because
most youth do not have the money needed to solve problems of land conflict, because
of this, the leaders have been bribed, but youth can follow the procedure of going
through local leader’s peacefully”, said a youth from Puranga chiefdom, Pader District.
It was generally noted that the youth were active participants in the management of
land related problems at family and clan level. They participated in both positive and
negative options for problem solving, and usually consulted elders before they took
any course of action. However, across many chiefdoms, the youth are passive
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participants, simply listening to the elders, rather than actively taking part in
discussions and decision making.
Finally, in this section on youth and land, we turn away from Kakuru and return to the clan-based
Community Dialogue Guide, in which the following question was asked: “Explain the involvement of
youth in the organization and management of customary communal land in their various categories
or varieties.” The responses in 82 of the 95 clan’s community dialogue transcripts (86%) provided
positive examples and assessments of youths’ involvement in land organization and management in
their respective clans. Perhaps even more telling are responses to another question in the Community
Dialogue Guide: “In your view, do the youths in this clan have access to customary communal land use?
Explain.” Except for one “no” response, and another stating “yes and no,” the remaining 93
Community Guide transcripts indicated that youth do indeed have access to land – even if various
limitations on such access are also sometimes noted.

7) Similarly, [Pilot Project] research findings show that “guests” – however vulnerable they
sometimes are – have been peacefully accommodated in every one of the 46 clans in the
research sample.
In Phase II research, peaceful accommodation of “guests” was not reported in the clan-based
Community Dialogues by every one of the 95 researched clans, but close: 86 of 95 (91%). But even
given that the percentage of positive responses in this (and the next finding) is high, it is likely that in
both cases it would be even higher if respondents had taken into account individual guest (or guest
households), or individuals/individual households from their clan settled elsewhere.

8) In addition, 38 of the 46 [Pilot Project] clans also identified examples of members of their
localized clan who were peacefully settled and accessing customary land in other locations.
In Phase II research, reported incidences of clan members settled outside the clan and accessing
customary land elsewhere totalled 87 of 95 clans (92%), even higher than the Pilot Project figures of
38 out of 46 clans, or 82%. Both certainly provide a strong indication of the highly accommodative
nature of Acholi customary land organization and management.

9) In at least two chiefdoms, clans in the [Pilot Project] research sample have branches elsewhere
with their own clan land, and also inclusive clan associations and sometimes written clan
constitutions.
In Phase II research, unlike in the Pilot Project, the question of written clan constitutions was
incorporated into the clan-based Community Dialogue guide. Fifty-nine of the 95 researched clan
(62%) – at least one of which was in each of the 13 ker kal in the Phase II research sample – affirmed
that they have a written constitution, with still others stating that they were in the process of
producing one. And in the context of this question, a number of clans indicated that they had one or
more additional branches settled on non-contiguous ngom kwaro (clan settlements not next to one
another or in the same location), but no systematic follow-up inquiries on this topic were made, so
the prevalence of this situation is not known. This phenomenon is indicative of the richness in variety
in customary land organization as practiced by Acholi communities on the ground.

10) Initial chiefdom-level FGDs in each [Pilot Project] site identified land disputes, both resolved
and ongoing, but did not convey the sense that these disputes currently pose critical threats or
extensive disruption.
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Just as in every one of the seven chiefdoms (ker kal) in the Pilot phase, all 13 ker kal in Phase II research
also reported land disputes. The number of disputes enumerated in the Phase II Chiefdom (Ker Kal)
Community Guide transcripts ranged from two (in Paboo and Pawel) to eight in Cwa and ten in Paluti
Kwong. Puranga’s Chiefdom (Ker Kal) Community Dialogue transcript acknowledged the existence of
disputes in Puranga (and even lamented that they were increasing) but no numbers were provided.
The problem of land disputes, and approaches to dealing with them, also receive considerable
attention in the clan-based Community Dialogue transcripts.
The overall impression from both the Phase II Chiefdom (Ker Kal) Community Dialogues and clanbased Community Dialogues suggests a possible increase in the level of disruption and concern related
to land disputes compared to first-phase research, and perhaps even a rise in numbers. The types of
conflicts most commonly cited were internal clan and household boundary and trespass issues,
although a number of boundary disputes with neighbouring chiefdoms were also reported.
The preferred actors identified to help resolve land disputes were most often traditional leaders such
as clan heads and elders, rwodi okoro, rwodi kweri, customary land committees, and sometimes rwodi
moo.58 Some land issues were also referred to local councillors, especially at village or parish level
(LCIs or LCIIs), or to the sub-county court committee, depending on the level and magnitude of the
dispute. The extent of evidence in the Phase II sources on land disputes, the problems they present,
and ways that people at various levels are attempting to deal with those problems is formidable.
A sampling of such evidence, from eight of the 13 ker kal in Phase II research, follows:
i.

In Palabek chiefdom, Lamwo District, several clan land disputes were reported, both resolved
and still ongoing. But these disputes were not evenly spread across the Chiefdom. Palabek
clans in Palabek Gem and Palabek Ogili sub-counties reported very few clan land disputes; in
contrast, clan land disputes in Palabek Kal sub-county were numerous. This divergence can
likely be explained by the fast rate at which Palabek Kal is emerging as a robust urban centre.

ii.

Table 5 summaries key aspects of land disputes reported in Chwa Chiefdom, Kitgum District.

Table 5: Nature, Location, Timing, and Participants in Chwa Land Disputes
Type/Nature of Dispute
1) Boundary disputes

Location (Parish)
Pudo Parish

2) Dispute over communal Pamuria and Gwen
land
Agwoko
3) Administrative boundary Ayoma
disputes
4) Health
Centre
Land Mucwini centre
dispute
iii.

When reported
2016
2012 to date
2010
2014 to date
2005 to date

Belligerents
Individuals vs Pachua
Dagwach school
Okol clan vs Chua clan
Pubech vs Pajong Clans
Mucwini sub-county vs
Labongo Layoma clan
Local Government vs 3
individuals

In Bwobo Manam Chiefdom (Nwoya District) – where a Land Trust has reportedly been
registered with the Ministry of Lands, although Project researchers, as noted above, were not
able to see any Trust documents – only one dispute involving the Olila clan was noted. The
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matter was before the court at the time of research, with some people arrested; the Olila clan
leader, however, was requesting that the case be brought back and heard before clan
members. Although quiet at the time, concern was expressed that the disputes like this
should not be taken lightly because they can escalate into violent conflicts (for an example of
this concern playing out in Kwong Pamolo Chiefdom, see paragraph vi. below).
iv.

Also as noted above, Puranga Chiefdom – one of the largest in Acholi, transcending the two
districts of Omoro and Pader and bordering the Lango sub-region to the south – reported
numerous land disputes, many with ongoing processes towards resolution. Most of these
disputes have arisen from nephews and nieces, who want equal authority with respect to
customary land as clan members; others are over boundaries or former common land, as well
as issues of land grabbing from vulnerable orphans and widows – all of which are invariably
resolved by the local leaders. Indeed, clan land committees, area land committees, and
cultural leaders including clan heads and the Puranga Rwot are all variously involved in
resolution processes, since the community in general reportedly no longer has trust in the
Courts of Law on land issues, since formal legal proceedings are expensive, drag on for so long,
and prone to corruption.

v.

In the part of Puranga chiefdom in Pader District, most reported land disputes involved petty
boundary wrangles, sometimes over 2 metres or less. These and most other land disputes
have been, and are being, amicably resolved by the local leaders such as clan heads and elders,
and local councilors from village to sub-county level, as well as NGOs carrying out land
advocacy work. Much more serious – and less likely to be resolved through local efforts –
have been instances of land grabbing by wealthy and powerful individuals or interests, who
typically drag their victims, and their local leadership supporters to court. There, the
prolonged proceedings exhaust the people involved physically, financially, and emotionally,
causing the victims to lose their land.

vi.

The case of Kwong Pamolo Chiefdom in Agago District, provides a cautionary note to the
general assessment above that the Chiefdom (Ker Kal) Community Dialogues “identified land
disputes, both resolved and ongoing, but did not convey the sense that these disputes
currently pose critical threats or extensive disruption.” In subsequent engagement with the
Chiefdom after research was concluded there, it was learned that land disputes between the
two clans of Kwong and Keti declared non-threatening during data collection had later
escalated into to bloodshed (oony pa remo).

vii.

In Labongo Layamo Chiefdom, Kitgum District, land disputes mostly concerned boundary
trespass, especially in Amida sub-county where the ngom kwaro of three Labongo Layamo
clans – Parakono, Gem and Koch – are in numerous separate and interspersed sections;
though frequent, these disputes have typically been amicably resolved. Conversely, in the
Pajimo clan a dispute over trespass by a “guest” sub-clan on Pajimo land has not been resolved
but referred to the High Court.

viii.

The findings from Lukung Chiefdom in Lamwo District indicate that in all seven of the
researched clans, the most common disputes were internal household disputes and boundary
trespass between households. It was also reported that these and other internal disputes
within clans are nearly always dealt with instantly from the place of origin of the dispute in
order to ensure transparency and boundary demarcation that is widely accepted as accurate
and legitimate, and thus promoting lasting peace.
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As a final point to include in this Key Finding, Lukung reported an external conflict with neighbouring
Padibe Chiefdom, which has been resolved locally. Currently, and more seriously, Lukung is involved
in an ongoing boundary conflict with South Sudanese people living to the Chiefdom’s immediate
north, leading to an international dispute between the two governments of Uganda and South Sudan.

11) Whatever the prevalence of disputes, the rate of resolution, or extent of concern, [Pilot Project]
FGDs indicate a widely-held opinion that land disputes are best dealt with at the local level,
utilizing both cultural and other local leadership, and not in the formal legal system.
As indicated briefly in the previous Key Finding, the same perspective of dealing with land disputes at
the local level, when possible, is emphasized in Phase II research, in cases concerning both internal
clan land disputes and land disputes involving outsiders. Importantly, and to a somewhat greater
degree than in the Pilot Project, the Phase II clan-based Community Dialogues frequently mentioned
the lowest level local councillors, LCIs, as part of this local leadership, being approached in instances
of both internal and external disputes. This is hardly surprising, as in addition to being local
government officials, they are also frequently members of the clan requesting their involvement.
And even though 36 of the 95 Community Dialogue transcripts (38%) include mention of the court
system with respect to land disputes, more than 80% of these references (30 of 36) indicate that the
courts come into play only in certain circumstances – or should come into play, unless rich or powerful
actors interfere. Such circumstances include disputes where death or significant destruction of
property has occurred, and/or after a series of attempted mediations, typically beginning with rwodi
kweri and then proceeding to clan leaders, rwodi moo, and possibly LCII or LCIII local government
councillors.
But the primary principle, and main goal, is in most instances to resolve disputes locally, through
mediation involving both cultural and other local leaders, and avoiding the formal court system
whenever possible. The overall reasoning behind this is difficult to discern from the available Project
evidence, particularly from the clan-based Community Dialogue transcripts, which are sequential,
structured, and each focused on a specific clan – and on specific questions or topics.
Fortunately, in response to a request to Phase II field researchers to provide informal recollections of
their research experiences at their research sites as this report was being prepared, Aber Paska and
Allan Ojara supplied insightful summary depictions of the reasoning behind dealing with land disputes
utilizing local-level leadership rather than the formal court system, based on findings from their
respective locations, Paluti Kwong and Puranga (Omoro).
(i) Aber Paska (Paluti Kwong)
In the Paluti Kwong researched clans, the above sentiment was strongly echoed and
autonomously accepted as the best alternative since some clan members were already
dissatisfaction and had bad experiences with the formal legal system, such as delays
in judgement, unfair judgment, corruption tendencies in judgement, lack of
knowledge/unfamiliarity with boundaries, limitation of judges on local languages, etc.
Rather, clans prefer use of local systems vested in cultural traditional leaders, e.g.,
rwodi kweri, cultural chiefs, etc.
(ii) Allan Ojara (Puranga [Omoro])
In general, Ojara writes, the Puranga (Omro) clans:
believe that the legal system takes too long and is rather too expensive for them to
afford. They prefer local leaders and clan land committees to the courts of law. They
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also claim that lawyers, magistrates, judges and state attorneys are corrupt people,
who earn a living by taking the little they have.
All cases reported to Courts of Law take years to solve, unlike those that go to local
leaders and clan land committees. This is because the courts are used by the elite to
grab their land, and therefore drag cases around for as long as they can, until land is
taken away from communities.

12) Not only land disputes, but land access for vulnerable individuals and groups, was noted as an
ongoing concern not always dealt with well by local clan leadership, as indicated especially in
some [Pilot Project] Tool 3 Special Interest Group meetings.
Phase II research strongly corroborates this overall assessment. Indeed, as in the Pilot Project, many
respondents in the various categories of Special Interest Group FGDs expressed concerns and
disappointments about ways that their land access was limited or proscribed – if not totally denied.
This was true especially of PWDs. But, as enumerated in Martin’s consultancy report on women
quoted above (section q.), multiple categories of women also faced discrimination and other problems
often not addressed or mitigated by the clan leadership:
Levels of integration and involvement in clan matters tend to vary depending on the
“category” of woman. Yet-unmarried girls, returned daughters of “failed” marriages,
“nieces” born out of wedlock, sons’ later co-wives and cohabiting “friends” whose
bride price is not paid may still be allowed to settle, but are among the least respected
in the homestead [and often at the greatest risk of being disadvantaged].
This is echoed in field researcher Paska Aber’s recollections from her field work in Paluti Kwong:
Truly this was a concern reiterated in all the clans, especially for vulnerable groups
such as widows, people with disability, orphans, childless women and men, elderly
people, youths and low-income earners. Major concerns outside land disputes echoed
were property share, land grabbing, [and] court fees, travel and representation [in
cases of land disputes], etc.
A third Phase II field researcher who responded positively during the preparation of this report to a
request to provide informal recollections of their research experiences was Charles Odongmon, who
supplied an even more extensive catalogue of vulnerable groups not well served by the clan leadership
from his research in Cwa Chiefdom:
Married women whose bride price has not been paid and unmarried women are
treated “as temporary,” who “can go away at any time.” In all the clans we moved in
they said married women [whose bride price has been paid] have more rights over
land than the above. . . .” This was most emphasized in Okol, Akara, Bura and Pajong.
Divorced and separated women without children. In all the clans, it was reported that
such a woman “will have no rights to access land because they don’t have any child to
feed in their clan therefore there is no reason why they should have access to land.”
Returnee mothers, who while having “birth rights” to clan land, will often, encounter
problems on their return. And even when they can access land, they generally will only
be offered about 2-3 acres by their brothers or uncles, based on the number of children
they have.
But he ends on a more positive note, writing: “their nephew[s] and niece[s] [do] also access land when
they grow up.” Moreover: “Orphans, both male and female orphans have access to customary
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communal land in all the clans we conducted our findings, they said they can inherit the land of their
late parents without discrimination.”
A final point, focused specifically on problematic leadership, is added by Priska Akello, a fourth Phase
II researcher responding positively to a request during the preparation of this report to provide
informal research recollections, based on her fieldwork in Puranga (Pader):
Local leaders were not respected by some members of the clan because they are
considered “powerful and untouchable,” because they are rich, or are considered to
have spiritual powers – hence they are feared by the [other] local leaders too.

13) On a similar note, some Tool 2 and Tool 3 FGDs reiterated concerns about the effectiveness,
impartiality, and fairness of some elders and cultural leaders with respect to more than land.
Throughout the transcripts, especially the Special Interest Group FGD transcripts, with the most
vulnerable categories of people, complaints about elders and cultural leaders are not uncommon. And
even though most such complaints referred to land in one way or another (given that the context
framing the Special Interest Group FGDs was land), it is highly unlikely that the elders and other leaders
exhibiting such negative conduct would only behave in those ways about land. Frequently, complaints
were more about non-action rather than the opposite: that elders and/or other leaders ignored and
failed to respond to an injustice, need, or other problem brought to them by a youth, PWD, or woman
(especially a widow or other unmarried woman). And whether or not the cause for this failure was
identified as due to a lack of effectiveness, impartiality, and or fairness, such ethical shortcomings
seem often present, or at least assumed.
Bribery, greed, and corruption also appear in the transcripts in relation to elders and other leaders, as
the following extracts (as usual in reference to land) from the clan-based Community Dialogues
illustrate. A member from the Gem clan of Puranga Chiefdom in Omoro District stated:
Those days [in the past] bribery was minimal . . . . Money has disorganised everything
on customary land management, to the extent that now your voice is heard when you
have money with a lot of bribery going on as this is greatly affecting us, the widows
and our children (orphans), here in Gem Paloni. Elders [are] not telling the truth, bias
moneywise is making them favour a clan who may have some money at the time of
conflict resolution.
A similar series of charges against leadership were raised by Palanyiri clan members from Lukung as
they discussed problems affecting their customary land. The first laid blame on “conflict which shows
that there is weak leadership and enforcement of rights.” A second criticized: “Too much love for
money (leaders, elders are receiving bribes).” And a third listed off: (i)“Bad leadership.” (ii) “Selfish
interest not public good.” (iii) “Corruption.”
Field researcher Charles Odongmon recounts the situation of two women living in the Pachua clan of
Cwa. Pachua is the birth clan of the first:
[She] said that her brother has denied her access to land and she had to have land to
cultivate. Her effort to get matters resolved were fruitless, since the clan leader has
failed to handle her case; he keep on postponing yet she has four kids.
The second is a widow living on the clan land of her deceased husband, who faced not only
misbehaviour from her in-laws, but greed and corruption from local government officials and the
police:
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In the inaugural [Ker Kal Cwa] meeting there was an elderly woman who said she was
homeless; all the land that belong to her has been grabbed by her in-laws. Much as
she tried to take the matters to the sub-county Area Land Committee, they asked her
for a high amount of money, yet she can’t afford it. Even the police, she said, even if
you report your case to them they want you to fuel their car, and yet she is not capable
of even feeding herself.
Researcher Priska Akello provided a more mixed assessment. “In Puranga-Pader,” she writes:
Most of the cultural leaders were effective, impartial and fair in handling cases of land
disputes because they know the people involved in land cases and the history of the
land in question. The concern usually comes in when the perpetrator [of a land dispute]
is a rich elite.

14) Whatever the concerns about the formal legal system or local cultural leadership, when [Pilot
Project] clans were asked about “registering” their land as one way to better secure and protect
it, almost 90% of respondents polled in 6 of the 7 chiefdoms where data was obtained supported
the idea: 1,063 in favour, 137 against.
Overall in Phase II research, 83 of the 91 clans (91%) who responded specifically to the question of
whether they wanted to register their ngom kwaro as a way to help secure and protect it indicated
“yes.” Although measured differently from the Pilot Project approach, the result is highly comparable.
It needs to be noted here that among the 95 clans and 13 chiefdoms included in Phase II research, one
chiefdom – with six researched clans – reported registering their land. The chiefdom is Bwobo Manam
in Nwoya District, and the six clans are Ongom Tipu, Ongiya, Olila, Banya, Obonyo, and Otika.
At both the chiefdom and clan level, respondents agreed that their land is officially registered as a
trust, in the name of the Bwobo Manam chiefdom (not the individual clans). However, they were not
willing to share any further information, including trust documents, with the field researchers, stating
that all information with respect to their registration is confidential.

15) Wide-spread support [in the Pilot Project] for “registration” – whether at the entire clan, subclan, or extended family level – needs to be qualified by the groups’ almost total uncertainty
about how such registration might be done, what it might mean, and what form it might take.
There is no doubt that the response of the clans researched in Phase II strongly echoed this sentiment.
Responses from the four Phase II field researchers noted above provide robust corroboration:
(i) Charles Odongmon (Cwa)
This was really a big concern that was raised by the community members, that were
asking how the all process would be done, changing the community into formal
organisation recognised by the government, therefore they were asking what it would
mean for them after registering their land what next.
(ii) Paska Aber (Kwong Paluti)
Uncertainty was explicitly echoed by all the researched clans whether registration
would be by clans, sub clans, extended family, family/households weren’t clear in the
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mind of all the clan members. This mixed sentiment was also reiterated as one of the
concern that land registration wouldn’t be soon until such dilemmas are fixed.
(iii) Allan Ojera (Puranga [Omoro])
The clans were not sure of what form of registration they would take, but hoped that if
there was any good way for them to secure their customary land through registration,
they would willingly start the process and have their land documented and secured.
(iv) Priska Akello (Puranga [Pader])
Most of the clan members . . . were not sure of the process of registration or how it
will be done but due to the growing threat of land grabbing and influx of foreigners
with their cattle, they urgently and desperately wanted anything that would protect
and secure their land.

16) Even with this uncertainty, [Pilot Project] clans supporting the idea of registration indicated that
it should be undertaken only with their input and support, and carried out on a basis that
reflects the way in which they conceive, organize, and manage their particular customary land.
This issue was not specifically incorporated into the Phase II clan-based Community Dialogue Guides.
But three of the four Phase II field researchers quoted above have provided concise reflections
corroborating this Pilot Phase Key Finding: (i) Paska Aber, Kwong Paluti: “The researched clans
corroborated this [sentiment], that registration of their land should not be without their input, but by
them based on agreed guidelines that are (or would be) in clan constitutions;” (ii) Allan Ojara, Puranga
(Omoro: (ii) “True! The clans wanted a way that could not deride the culture of Acholi, but also be able
to protect and secure their lands;” and (iii) Priska Akello, Puranga (Pader): “The clans wanted to be
involved in land registration, to ensure the end product would not disrupt the way land was being
used or leave them landless, but stop/control the rampant land selling among clan mates, and protect
them from the influx of uninvited foreigners.”

17) Uncertainty over what registration of land would mean also factored into those who expressed
concerns [in the Pilot Project] about and/or opposition to registration, including:
The Pilot Project Final Report listed nine concerns shared to one degree or another by the 46 clans in
the Pilot phase of research. As the same points, or close variations thereof, showed up again in Phase
II, they will be repeated here:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

Government may “grab” or “heavily tax” registered land;
“registration is very expensive and only favours the rich against the poor;
“the rich can grab and then sell land that is registered;”
they have never been sensitized about registration of land, including unanswered
questions and concerns about “in whose name” land would be registered;
fear that “registration is a plan by the government to grab all registered land,” and
concern about losing control of their land, and thus their livelihood and homes;
“registration of land brings a lot of confusion and they want to continue in customary way
which they understand well”;
“we trust our elders” and do not wish to weaken the present order;
In some clans, there was a strong view against registration because it would be difficult to
register their customary land-holding because it is scattered (non-contiguous);
and some other clans felt that registration “cannot happen because they have no money
for registration,” and because they are “not aware of the requirements which are needed
to register ngom kwaro.”
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To this list, the Phase II researchers noted above identified two new issues, both related to physical
features of potential registered land:
x.
xi.

some said their land is too big and they questioned how the all processes involved in
registration can be done; and
other clans, conversely, feared that their numbers were too small, and because of this
their land could easily be grabbed if it was registered.

18) Not surprisingly, therefore, whether supportive of or opposed to registration, almost all the
researched clans [in the Pilot Project] expressed a strong desire for information sharing so that
people might understand the process of registration and learn pros and cons of doing so or not.
This sentiment, also not surprisingly, seems equally desired by the clans in Phase II research.
Responses by the four researchers whose assessments of the degree of correspondence between the
findings of first and second phase research have already been referenced numerous times and deserve
quoting once more:
(i) Charles Odongmon (Cwa)
Much as all the clan were willing to register their land, they want to have more
information on how the process will be done, what are the requirements for
registration, how much should they pay in order for them to get their land titles (or
certificates) and what would be the implications for them as the community members.
Therefore they said there is need for comprehensive sensitization to all the community
members and other relevant stake holders so that the process can be accomplished
without meeting many hurdles. 90% of the clans in Cwa are very enthusiastic to have
their land mapped since land wrangles has claimed the lives of many people, therefore
registering their land would be a way of reducing land conflict now so rampant in their
chiefdom, especially disputes on communal land.
(ii) Paska Aber (Kwong Paluti)
All the 5 [Kwong Paluti] clans researched in Wol Sub County had similar expression
of desires for information sharing to whole clan members to understand process,
cons and pros of land registration.
(iii) Allan Ojara (Puranga [Omoro])
The clans all demanded that we would show them the best way of securing their land
without individuating it. They asked us to go back and sensitize them on the best
options of registering the land and even explain to them the process involved in
registration.
(iv) Priska Akello (Puranga [Pader])
True, the clan members whether in opposition of support of land registration
expressed the desire to be involved and informed on all the details of land registration
on every step so that they could ascertain that their land is rightly demarcated,
protected and secured and handed over to them and kept by their ancestors.
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19) In addition to the overwhelmingly favourable support for registration, respondents in all the
[Pilot Project] selected chiefdoms expressed a strongly positive view towards “development” –
as long as the local community had a voice in the process and derived community benefits.
Some close approximation of this sentiment was virtually unanimous in Phase II research. The
“development” quest was in many respects a logical next step or by-product of the registration
process and the potential security and protection it could provide for Acholi customary land and the
clan members (and others) to whom it belonged. A key question thus became, “after registration,
what next?” In a somewhat contradictory tone, given that there is already a Bwobo Manam chiefdom
land trust, the clans in Bwobo Manam all indicated that they wanted to know the kinds of community
benefits that would accrue to them in terms of development after their land was protected.
Acholi customary, clan-based communal land – ngom kwaro – is typically conceptualized in
overlapping categories of types of land and the ways these types of land are utilized – as depicted in
Figure 5:

Figure 5: Customary categories of land types and land use
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Phase II field researchers initiated discussions in Community Dialogue sessions at both the Chiefdom
(Ker Kal) clan-based levels to explore various ideas about potential ways to “develop” these different
categories of land types and land use.
In each of the 13 Chiefdom (Ker Kal) Community Dialogues, participants identified aspects of
“development” already present in their respective chiefdoms, and all expressed a desire for more. The
same information and sentiments were mirrored in the clan-based Community Dialogues of nearly
every clan, sometimes in considerable detail. A sample of particular perceptions of the respondents’
follows:
▪

In Poyamo chiefdom, the communities cited the need and desire for development, but added
that they were only willing to support this after input and agreement from the community,
and assurances of overall community benefits. Examples of such development included
tractors to ease farming for the clan members and more and better roads both to assist and
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benefit from production increases, since now the “aker” (farm land) is usually very far from
homesteads, with only community paths leading to it. They also wanted improved market
pricing, increased and improved health facilities, and better supported schools and teachers
to improve the education of their children.
▪

Clans in Puranga Chiefdom expressed a desire for development that would utilize their land
in ways that would benefit them as a community, to help them grow and improve their lives
and livelihoods. They did not want so-called development that benefitted only a few or only
the government. They pointed out the examples of Apaa and Aswa ranch (though these were
outside of Puranga), where land was being forcefully taken away without consultation with
the clan owners (kaki). In Apaa land was wanted for setting up a sugar factory, but people
were not consulted or compensated, they were brutally beaten and their land was said to be
grabbed by the government. In Aswa ranch, the government flooded cattle into the ranch
without consultation with the cultural leaders and planned to build a meat factory in Masindi
instead of in Acholi, so the community and community leaders felt they were not going to
benefit and hence resisted it.

▪

In Paluti Kwong Chiefdom, all the researched clans supported the idea of development,
particularly because they felt this might save the common areas of their customary land used
for communal grazing and hunting from being grabbed by the government by falsely calling it
“unused land.”

▪

In Labongo Chiefdom, clan members were both supportive of registering their customary land
and initiating developmental projects in their registered land. And while most participants
wanted to pursue such development at clan level, there was some sentiment that it might be
more likely to work at sub-clan or leadership levels to begin.

▪

Community members in the seven researched clans of Lukung mainly alluded to the most
common development programmes for which customary land has been given up to now: for
religious-based projects such as churches and government-led projects such as schools, health
centres, roads, sub-county and district headquarters, etc. which many saw as putting land into
good use.

Photos 8/9: Got Lalak (Mountain) range in Lukung chiefdom, revered by the community as a cultural spiritual site, and among other uses
massive deposits of lime, silica and alumina, elements that are used in production of cement are available here. Experts believe cement
from this rock ranges can be mined for over 100 years. By James Latigo.

More generally, development projects proposed for clan land included tree planting, brick making,
animal rearing, large-scale farming, and bringing in factories, etc. Figure 6 on the next page depicts
the types of development suggested and number of responses.
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Figure 6: Current examples of development in Phase II chiefdoms
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For more information about potential development ideas for rural Acholi, see two consultancy reports
by Jagwe and Burke (the second of which is a “User Guide”) on inclusive business models for
“leveraging investments and development in Acholi.”59

20) Finally [in the Pilot Project], in many ways this summary list of key findings suggests something
both striking and important about customary land in Acholi, and by extension about
contemporary Acholi society and culture.
The explication that followed this final Key Finding statement in the Pilot Project Final Report describes
a process, a cultural dynamic, and a cultural strength that remains as pertinent, important, and
impressive as it was a year-and-a-half ago when the Pilot Project Report was released. It thus deserves
to be quoted again here:
It has been less than a decade since the end of the vicious twenty-year war centred in
Acholi, during which the vast majority were displaced off their land and into internally
displaced persons’ camps for periods ranging from five or six to more than ten years.
The Acholi sub-region remains one of the poorest (and least well serviced) parts of
Uganda, with major economic and social ills and problems.
Still, in less than ten years, as the findings of this research suggest, most Acholi have
returned, resettled, and are currently utilizing clan-based land on which they have
recognized customary rights – at least in the groups included in the research sample,
and to at least some degree successfully. In a remarkably short time, moreover, this
customary land has been largely reconstituted, organized, and managed along lines
that embody principles and practices that are both long-established and broadly
accepted.

21) We conclude with an added 21st Key Finding that is almost as important as the 20th: All Key
Findings of the Pilot phase have been corroborated by Phase II research, most often to an
overwhelming degree.
This corroboration of findings between the two phases of the project – conducted a year apart, by
different teams of researchers, in different locations – adds a significant degree of credibility to project
research. Taken together, this research has generated extensive and detailed evidence on the current
organization and management of 141 Acholi ngom kwaro, with respect to both widely accepted
59

Jagwe & Burke (2017a. 2017b).
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principles and practices shared by all and specific particular variations from clan to clan. And while
future research with additional clans will undoubtedly unearth some new local variations, the size of
the project research sample is sufficient to make the case that the depiction of ngom kwaro
organization and management in the project’s 141 researched clans accurately reflects, or at least has
something to tell us about, the essence of Acholi ngom kwaro overall.

5.0

Concluding Remarks and Recommendations

This Report’s brief concluding remarks and recommendations focus on two recommendations to the
JASLF, both of which that would facilitate and enable the extensive and impressive work of the Project
– especially the locally grounded field research in 141 clan-based land-holding groups of Acholi
customary communal land (ngom kwaro) – to have a continuing relevance and positive impact long
after the Project’s close.
The first would be to ensure that the wealth of information generated by Project research on Acholi
clan-based customary land (ngom kwaro) – an array of reports (all included in the Sources Cited
section below), as well as research transcripts and audio recordings – is preserved, and made publicly
available. This is important most of all for the people of Acholi and its leaders, in order that they might
better understand, preserve, and protect this critical cultural and economic resource.
In addition, because this research on Acholi ngom kwaro represents some of the most detailed and
extensive work yet done on community-based customary land – still one of the most common forms
of land tenure in sub-Saharan Africa – it is also of great interest and importance to researchers and
organizations who work on land matters far from northern Uganda.
This would require the JASLF to work with both and its Technical Committee on Land and Trὀcaire to
organize and set up both digital and physical archives that would contain Project and consultancy
reports, research transcripts, audio recordings, and other Project material, which would then be made
publicly available. A JASLF website should probably be the first priority, set up either on its own or
with technical support from a partner organization. Establishing a physical archive would require
working out an arrangement with an appropriate institution, preferably in the Acholi sub-region, to
house and archive all relevant paper documents and physical recordings. Two possible sites for this
located within Acholi are Gulu University and the Refugee Law Project National Memory and Peace
Documentation Centre in Kitgum; in addition, outside of Acholi, Makerere University in Kampala is a
third possible site – and discussions have already begun with each of these institutions.
Secondly, and of even greater importance and urgency for the vast majority of Acholi whose lives and
livelihoods depend directly on their respective ngom kwaro, would be seek organizational and funding
support to establish an initiative that would literally follow up Project research on the ground by
providing information and practical assistance to help Acholi clans who would like to pursue formal
registration of their ngom kwaro.
The subset of clans best prepared for this exercise, and probably among the most eager to begin, are
those who participated in the project research. But the eventual goal would be to work with as many
interested clans as possible, to assist them in understanding the requirements needed to obtain such
registration, and then helping them to undertake the steps necessary to do so.
This will require the JASLF and its Technical Committee on Land to harmonise their message and
approach towards land registration and to develop consistent, workable options for customary, clanbased land registration and then communicating these to the Acholi community. These twin
requirements in turn demand a deep knowledge of Acholi land and an ability to convey that knowledge
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to clan-based land-holding groups on the ground, as well as cultivating the requisite political skill –
and political will – necessary to achieve the desired results.
These steps will inevitably involve the complicated institutional and political tasks of developing an
effective working relationship with both local government land officials (including local Area Land
Committees) and the national Ministry of Lands and Urban Development. Fortunately, both appear
very open to working on this issue.
Most basically, the steps necessary for a clan-based group to formally register their ngom kwaro
comprise the following:
(i) First, each group needs to reach an initial consensus from both the leadership & larger clan
community concerning the level of clan-based organization at which they would like to
formally incorporate: clan (kaka), sub-clan (doggola-kaka) or extended family (dog gang).
(ii) The clan-based land holding group will have to formally incorporate at the level they chose,
through either a Communal Land Association (CLA) or a Communal/clan Land Trust (CLT).
Both have numerous components and requirements and necessitate extensive community
organizing, meetings, and negotiations, and require a formal constitution and leadership
organization – both of which need to be drawn up carefully to reflect the particular customs,
traditions, and practices of the group – and to minimize the danger of elite capture.
(iii) Once incorporated, the next step in obtaining formal registration formally demarcate their
ngom kwaro boundaries, in conjunction with the Ugandan Ministry of Lands and local
government institutions, including the local sub-county Area Land Committee. This process
will only be able to occur if every group or individual sharing any portion of the ngom kwaro
boundary formally attests in writing that they are in agreement about that part of the ngom
kwaro boundary. If any portion of shared boundary is not agreed upon – or cannot be
harmonized through negotiation or other dispute resolution mechanisms – no formal
registration can proceed.
(iv) After successful demarcation, the group can then apply to their District Registrar of Titles for
a Certificate of Customary Ownership (CCO) – the cost of acquiring a freehold title is
prohibitively expensive for virtually all clan-based land-holding groups, leaving a CCO as the
only viable option for registration. Once approved, a clan-based CCO will be issued in the
name of the incorporated group appearing on the CLA or CLT, the latter of which requires
endorsement in Kampala by the Minister of Lands. Either option will involve documenting
various aspects of the group (for example providing a list of names and other information for
each member or member household of the group applying for the CCO); specifying that the
land will be held by the clan-based group as a community; and identifying neighbours on
adjoining land.
(v) Finally, once such documentation has been approved, the District Registrar of Titles will grant
the CCO.
***************
If the JASLF can succeed in helping Acholi clans who wish so to get through this process (of which only
a summary version has been presented here), then perhaps the expressed hope – or it might be better
described as an imperative – of Ladit Okello Inyasio Agara (c. 75 years old), Leader of the Onyiya kaka,
Bwobo Manam Ker Kal, might be realized:
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This project that the Acholi leaders have started is very important and it must meet its
target of registering the land in Acholi such that our land is protected and some
developmental project can be carried on the land.60
Also, hopefully, the results of this research undertaking will offer the key to a better future, especially
for the young, by helping secure and protect Acholi customary land

60

Okello Inyasio Agara Key Informant Intervew (31 May 2017).
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Annexes
Annex 1. Abstracts to Phase I and Phase II Research Reports (with links)
A. Phase I Research Reports:
1. Ronald R. Atkinson, James O. Latigo, & Emmet Bergin. Piloting the Protection of Rights to
Customary Land Ownership in Acholiland: A Research Project of the Joint Acholi Sub-Region
Leaders Forum (JASLF) and Trόcaire. Report on the Field Research Component (July 2016).
This report, based on an intensive locally-grounded field research, presents a nuanced and evidencedbased documentation of how Acholi customary communal land is organized, managed and
administered, by and for whom, in seven selected traditional chiefdoms, one in each (then) district of
the sub-region and 46 clans within the seven chiefdoms. Rural land in Acholiland remains
overwhelmingly customary, kin-based communal land vested in, organized, and managed by
patrilineal clans or sections of clans, with provisions to accommodate outsiders of various categories
to share in the use of the land. The main goal of the research was to better understand not only the
core principles and practices of Acholi customary communal land tenure, but the complex local-level
variations that exist across the sub-region, for the purpose of enhancing the protection and security
of customary land rights and land use for both individuals and communities. The researched was
commissioned by the Joint Acholi Sub-regional Leader’s Forum as part of an attempt to find lasting
solutions to the numerous land-related problems and challenges following the return of the mainly
Acholi rural population to pre-displacement land after the long conflict.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/phase_i_research_report__piloting_the_protection_of_rights_to_customary_land_ownership_in_acholiland_final_report.pdf
2. Francis Gimara & Zachery Lomo (Arcadia Advocates), International Legal Precedents on
Protection of the Right to Customary Tenure (July 2017).
This report presents the findings of a review of international legal precedents on the protection of the
right to customary land tenure. This study was conducted in comparison to countries such as Australia,
Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana, South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Mozambique and Tanzania who have similar
land holding systems and how they manage it. There is much learning to be gleaned from such a
comparative study. In addition, it presents recommendations for both the government of Uganda and
other key stakeholders on why and how customary land tenure as practiced by certain communities
in Uganda, especially the Acholi in Northern Uganda, may be protected as a collective and individual
right to property. The report also recommends advocacy points for government and other
stakeholders involved or mandated to uphold customary land tenure and also make recommendations
for the Acholi customary land project.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/arcadia_report_on_international_lega
l_precedents_on_the_protection_on_the_right_to_customary_tenure_.pdf
3. Arcadia Advocates, Legal Opinion: Existing Tenure Options for Protection of Customary Land
Owners (June 2016).
This report, carried out by a legal practice, looked more specifically into the existing tenure options
under Uganda’s law and in particular explored alternatives such as certificates of customary
ownership (CCO), communal land associations (CLA) and land trusts (LT) on the protection of
customary rights and how the same can be used to secure the customary land rights of land owners
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in Acholiland. The report highly recommend that land trusts were the most viable legal option for
protection of customary land rights under the current legal regime.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/a_legal_opinion_piloting_the_protecti
on_of_rights_to_customary_land_ownership_in_acholi_land.pdf
4. Arcadia Advocates, Re-draft of the Text Document Titled “Principles and Practices of Customary
Tenure in Acholi Land” by Ker Kwaro Acholi (June 2016).
This document, done by a legal practitioner with support from community experts, is a redraft of the
Principles and Practices of Customary Tenure in Acholi Land (2008), based on the review of the
documents developed by Ker Kwaro Acholi. It offers principles to guide the general interpretation,
application, management and administration of the Acholi customary land system and updates and
revises and earlier Ker Kwaro Acholi document. In reviewing the document, issues around clarity,
wording, organization and content among others were considered and improvements were made to
the original text.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/piloting_the_protection_of_rights_to
_customary_land_ownership_in_acholi_land.pdf

B. Phase II Research Reports:
5. Ojok Advocates. A Step-By-Step Guide on Land Dispute Mechanisms in Northern Uganda (2017).
This land rights and dispute resolution guide was developed through consultation and engagement
with cultural, traditional and opinion leaders and elders knowledgeable on the Acholi traditional
justice system. This guide is intended to facilitate processes of land dispute resolution within
communities, and to reduce the burden on communities having to refer to a challenging and slowmoving justice system, with the realization that many land boundary disputes can be handled through
clan leaders at local level. The guide covers land dispute resolution mechanisms, such as poro lok, riyo
tal (Acholi traditional mechanism), litigation, arbitration, conciliation and mediation in the alternative
dispute resolution mechanism instituted by the Justice Law and order sector. The guide recommends
the use of the traditional Acholi land dispute resolution mechanisms such as poro lok and riyo tal as
the first line option to solving the numerous land disputes in Acholi. Cases should only be referred to
the ADR mechanism as a second option. The guide helps to inform the choice of a cheaper, quicker,
more effective and more accessible forum and mechanism for land dispute resolution in Acholi sub
region for contending parties.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/180418_final_report_step_by_step_g
uide_to_land_conflict_resolution_in_acholi.pdf
6. Susan Toolit Alobo & Rebecca Apio (Trὀcaire Uganda), The Step by Step Guide to Customary
Land Registration in Uganda: Easy Steps to Secure Your Land (2017).
This step by step guide to customary land registration seeks to offer a quick guide on the different
ways of registration of customary land and the processes involved in each of the registration methods
available to customary land tenure. The methods of land registration outlined in this guide include
steps and processes to acquire/obtain a Certificate of Customary Ownership (CCO), Communal Land
Association (CLA) and Land Trust (LT).
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/180419_the_step_by_step_guide_to_
customary_land_registration_in_uganda.pdf
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7. John Bosco Otim, George William Itiamat, & John Ilima, “An Assessment on Enhancing
Awareness of Land Rights of Youth in Acholi Sub-region: A Research Report Presented during
the Northern Uganda Land Platform Meeting” (June 2017).
Land rights of the youth are often overlooked and their role in decision making processes hardly
recognised. This vulnerable group are frequently denied their land rights or have very limited rights.
These include denial of access to land and people trespassing onto their land due to their vulnerability.
The study - Identified barriers to the inclusion of youth and persons with disability in the attainment
of their land rights; Generated findings that inform CSOs, the Government and key community
personnel how to include youth and disabled persons’ land rights in their agenda; Provided concrete
recommendations that enhance awareness of land rights of the youth and persons with disability. The
study investigated the extent to which the land rights of the youth are protected; the specific aspects
hindering ownership, control and utilization of land for the youth and identified key institutions and
their roles in enhancing the land rights of the youth.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/180305_final_report_youth_and_land
_rights_-nulp.pdf
8. Robert Kakuru, The Protection of Rights to Customary Land Ownership in Acholi Region: The Case
of Youth in Acholi (December 2017).
The report presents field-based findings of a study that focused on youth understanding and
perception of, and participation in the Acholi customary land tenure system. The study sought to
explore the level of understanding, participation and involvement of the youth in the access, control,
management, and administration of Acholi customary land, and the manner in which the youth
participated in the organization, management and administration of customary land in Acholi subregion.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/180108_final_report_youth_and_land
_rights_in_acholi_phase_ii_research.pdf
9. Jolly Acen & Namukasa Lillian, “Enhancing Awareness of Land Rights of Persons with Disabilities
in Acholi-Land: A Research Report Presented during the Northern Uganda Land Platform
(NULP)” (June 2017).
Land and other resources in Africa are increasingly governed by modern systems of tenure and less by
customary systems. Unfortunately, changing land use and land ownership patterns have not always
been accompanied by appropriate reforms in policies, laws, and institutions. Africa must ensure that
the current wave of land reform initiatives, which often coincide with political and economic reforms
emanating from democratization, help to establish needed changes in land rights as well as legal and
institutional frameworks. This research provided information on land and the most marginalized to
stimulate discussion and debate amongst the key stakeholders at the NULP- June 2017. The research
identified key issues affecting inclusion of People with a Disability in the attainment of their land rights;
generated findings to inform key stakeholders of critical issues on People with a Disability and land
rights agenda and provided concrete recommendations to enhance awareness of land rights of People
with a Disability.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/180116_final_report_pwds_and_land
_rights_-_nulp.pdf
10. Lillian Namukasa, Instituting Protection of Persons with Disabilities (PWDs) Rights to Customary
Land Ownership in Acholiland (2017).
The research focused on Persons with Disabilities as a special interest group in accessing, controlling,
owning and managing customary and communal land. Specifically, the research has provided
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additional information on land rights and Persons with Disabilities in Acholiland, identified specific
aspects hindering the enjoyment of land rights for Persons with Disabilities in Acholiland, and
contributed to strengthening the security of Persons with Disabilities’ rights on customary and
communal land tenure in Acholiland. This research covered such key issues as: access to land by
Persons with Disabilities; land management and utilization by Persons with Disabilities; involvement
of Persons with Disabilities in solving internal land wrangles; and recommendations to stakeholders.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/180223_final_report_pwds_and_land
_rights_in_acholi_phase_ii_reserach_0.pdf
11. Shelly Martin, Nowhere Else to Go: Amplifying the Voices of Women across the Customary Land
System of Acholi Sub-region, Northern Uganda – A Gender Perspective (2017).
This report seek to amplify the perspectives of special interest groups as primary stakeholders in the
effective harmonization of customary and statutory land law. The research captured the typical power
relations that exist between different social and economic groups of men and women and explored
how these dynamics affect decisions that are made regarding access to and control over land. By
investigating the norms, attitudes, and experiences of special interest groups in isolation, such as rural
women from particular chiefdoms, the study amplified critical voices that might otherwise go
unnoticed. This study fills a gap in exploring the evolution of traditional law in “actual practice –
sometimes discernible through what is contested – rather than historical norms and rehashed
stereotypes” regarding women and the most marginalized. It provides information to improve
understanding of how indigenous knowledge, practices and value systems may be leveraged in
creation of a legal model to sustain rights to land management and ownership for the whole Acholi
community – inclusive of women, orphaned youth, and PWDs. The present reality for many such
vulnerable individuals and groups is recurring experiences of discriminatory withdrawal of land access
over the lifecycle. However this is not inevitable, and may change through deliberate inclusion and
the balancing of power and rights.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/180214_final_report_women_and_la
nd_in_acholi_phase_ii_reserach.pdf
12. John Jagwe & Christopher Burke (Farmgain Africa), Development of Inclusive Business Models
(IBM) for Leveraging Investments and Development in Acholi Sub-region (December 2017).
The IBM report provides a brief description of the agriculture sector across the Acholi Sub-Region and
explores four models currently being implemented in Uganda that strengthen and promote existing
best practices for the implementation of IBMs. The report presented three models appropriate for the
unique social, political and economic situation in the Acholi Sub-Region with recommendations on
how they might best be implemented to develop prominent enterprises comprising cattle, charcoal
and shea nut farming that will foster sustainable engagement with vulnerable groups including youth,
the elderly, people with disabilities (PWDs) and the resource poor in the context of the Acholi SubRegion. The second part of the report provides a brief and useful description of the main medium to
large scale agricultural enterprises currently operating in the area. This report recommended the
Integrated Cooperative Model, the Private Investor Driven Hybrid Model (PIDHM) and proposed as
viable enterprises, cattle and charcoal farming, shea nut collection and processing that could be
operationalized based on these recommended models.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/180223_final_report_inclusive_busine
ss_models_ibm.pdf
13. John Jagwe & Christopher Burke (Farmgain Africa), Development of Inclusive Business Models
(IBM) for Leveraging Investments and Development in Acholi Sub-region: User Guide (December
2017).
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This user guide to IBM presents two recommended models for the operation of inclusive business
models In Northern Uganda. The user guide presents clear steps to the formation and
operationalization of the Integrated Cooperative Model (ICM) promoted by Uganda Cooperative
Alliance (UCA) and the Private Investor-Driven Hybrid Model (PIDHM) which is a combination of the
Processor-Driven Marketing model (PDM) used by Mukwano Industries, the Joseph Initiative (JI)
model used by Joseph Initiative and the AFGRI model for leveraging investments and development in
the Acholi sub-region.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/180215_final_inclusive_business_mod
els_ibm_user_guide.pdf
14. Robert Babu & George Pele Okumu, Report on the Assessment of the Capacity and Practices of
the Government Land Registration System in Acholi sub region (October 2017).
This document is an assessment of the Capacity (staffing, management, financing and functionality)
and Practices of the Government Land Registration System in Acholi sub region. It highlights serious
gaps in the system that could hinder land mapping, demarcation and registration in the Acholi sub
region. Generally, the research findings showed significant gaps in the capacity and practices of the
District land institutions across all eight Acholi Districts. It was noted that financing of the three
institutions i.e. DLOs, DLBs and ALCs was insufficient to meet the financial needs of their operations
being at least 40% below the estimated budgets.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/180406_final_report_on_govt_land_r
egistration_sytems_and_practices.pdf
15. Joseph Ssuuna & Osol William, Joint Acholi Sub-Region Leaders’ Forum (JASLF) Organisational
Assessment and Report on the Capacity Building Plan (November 2017).
This report on the capacity assessment on JASLF presents findings of the SWOT of the JASLF and a
focus to the future for the JASLF. Plan was developed on how to attend the set objective. The report
recommended the JASLF register as a legal entity as opposed to maintaining its current status as a
loose coalition. The most appropriate options of registration was recommended as a Trust. An action
plan was drawn to guide the process which began by formation of a team to guide the selection of the
board of trustees.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/171116_final_report_jaslf_capacity_b
uilding_assessment_and_plan.pdf
16. Ronald R. Atkinson, James O. Latigo, Sherry R. Ahirirwe, and Susan Toolit Alobo, Instituting the
Protection of Rights to Customary Land Ownership in Acholiland: A Research Project of the Joint
Acholi Sub-Region Leaders’ Forum (JASLF) and Trόcaire. Field Research Report (April 2018).
This final project field-research report is an expansion of the pilot-phase of the project conducted in
2016. The Phase II research conducted from April-June 2017 included a significantly more
comprehensive sample including 95 clan-based land-holding groups, located in 13 traditional
chiefdoms (ker kal) situated across the Acholi sub-region. This essentially doubled the Pilot-phase
research sample (46 clans and seven ker kal), resulting in a final project total of 141 researched clans,
located in 20 different ker kal – representing over one-third of the 54 recognized chiefdoms in the
Acholi cultural institution and extending across 33 of Acholi’s 63 rural sub-counties. The report
presents significant findings that overwhelmingly corroborate the findings of the Phase I report,
including most basically that land is Acholi is still largely held under clan-based customary tenure and
that guests are welcome to stay following the customs of the clan that welcomed them. The report
also corroborates the Pilot-Phase report that there is overwhelming support for land registration
among community members. Issues of land disputes have increased since the first report, related in
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part to as community reports of weak cultural institutions (especially above the local land-holding
group level), and need to build capacity for better land management. At the same time there is widespread agreement that land disputes are is better solved through alternative dispute resolution
mechanism by local leaders using Acholi traditional conflict resolution mechanism. The report
presents specific findings for the Special Interest Groups (SIGs): women, youth, and people with
disabilities (PWDs) and notes that the three groups had well laid-out and prescribed norms and
practices for accessing and using clan-based customary land. And although these norms and practices
are more typically observed than not, there are still many instances reported of their being abused or
ignored, including at the individual family level, in ways that discriminate against unmarried women,
youth, and PWDs (and other vulnerable groups and individuals). Still, the fact that clan-based
customary land in Acholi has been reestablished as widely and successfully as it has – after years of
war and displacement – is a notable, even remarkable, achievement. And attaining the formal, legal
registration to secure and protect this land is of crucial importance not only to the vast majority of
rural Acholi who participated in this research, but for future generations.
It is hoped, and recommended, that the leadership of Acholi – political, cultural, and religious – follow
up this research to obtain the partnerships and resources to formally register the clan-based
customary land of all groups who wish to do so.
https://www.trocaire.org/sites/default/files/resources/policy/phase_ii_research_report__instituting he_protection_of_rights_to_customary_land_ownership_in_acholiland_final_report.pdf
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Annex 2. Tool 1: Example of a Chiefdom (Ker Kal) Focus Group Discussion
Transcript – Cwa
Z
Instituting Protection of Rights to Customary Land Ownership in Acholiland”

Field Research Component – Phase II (2017)
TOOL ONE:
INAUGURAL COMMUNITY DIALOUGE GUIDE TOOL AT CHIEFDOM (Ker Kal)
LEVEL
A]

Preliminary Activities:

1. Mobilization: Consult the Rwot, and agree on Venue, date, time for Community Dialogue.
Appoint a Community Mobilizer and together propose persons who might be relevant and
should be invited for the meeting bearing in mind the objective. The participants may include:
[ladit or lodito kaka; Lawang Rwot; Rwot’s advisors; Community opinion leaders and/or Elders
etc; Karan pa Rwot; Lawi Mon (Women leader); Youth representative - male & female; Widows;
Widowers; Orphans; Child family heads; People with disabilities; LRA Returnees; Formerly
abducted turned child mothers; LC I, II, & III; Parish Chief; Rwodi Kweri & Rwodi Okoro; Lated
jok/tim; Area Land Committee Chair or representative member etc.]
2. Population figures and Maps: Visit the Sub-county LCIII office of the area to avail you with the
2014 provisional census results broken down by parish and village. Additionally, request for
village maps for each parish in the sub-county if available.
3. Introduce the overall research project: its purpose(s), provisional time line, main topics/issues
to be investigated, expected for results, etc. [Refer to the Background Brief Document].
4. Seek Consent: ask for consent to proceed with the consultation dialogue. [refer to consent
guide]
5. Attendance List: pass round the attendants list form to be filled out with the help of the
mobilizer.
6. Quick Round of Self-introduction: helps to make participants feel included and aware of each
other.
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Q.1

Basic Information
(Ask appropriately and fill in the following information in the table below)

Name
of
Chiefdom
(Kal Kwaro):
Ker kal chua
Name(s)
of
District(s)
Occupied:
Kitgum

His
highness
Alata Samson
charles

Headed By:
Name(s) of Subcounty(s)
Occupied:

Names
of
Parish(s)
Pudo, bura, pubech,
Transcended:
akara,
pajong,
pachua, ogwpoke
and Lukol

Names
Village(s)
Occupied:
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Mucwini
Lakwele
okato,pakoba
west,pubech
east,pareko,tep
oyo,
kalang,
muliki, lararaka
central,
lingalinga,
obece, gol ngom
A&B
mugila
kabete,
pudo
west, bur lela,
icego
tyena,
pakuba
east,
central,
pudure,panyum
, agula a&b,
lawoko, nyen,
of yepa a&b, obiya,
owiny
ward,
kornru, orima
a&b, twon okun,
juba,
lacen

otinga,biding,
amuk
lura,
mota, okol kal,
ogwapoke,
pucodo, anyom
olola,
pama,
biwang
west
and east, likola
&
bikorom,
oruma, omwona
east and west
Est
Total
No. of
Population:
Male:
21202
10084
No.
of
Adults
(above 18): 8900
By Extended Family
By Household
(Dog-Gang)
(Keno)

Est.
Chiefdom
Land Area Size:
5000sqr miles

By Clan
Organization of Land (Kaka)
Rights by: (tick)
Clan

By Sub-Clan
(Doggola)
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No.
of
Female:
10381
No.
of
Children
(below 18): 12302
Non-kin Based
(Pe lubo wat)

FGD1: Guide Questions and Issues:
[Seek appropriate consent to record the proceedings. Give assurance that information will be used for
analysis of the report only. Seek consent to quote. Make sure recorder is fully charged. At the beginning,
speak clearly in the recording device mentioning the location, day, date and nature of activity. Identify
someone to hold the recorder close to anyone speaking without unnecessarily disrupting the discussions.]

Q. 2.

Historical & Settlement Background: Land Tenure System

(i)
Luo:

What type of land tenure system(s) do you have in your Chiefdom?
Wutye ki kwayi ngom ango kit ma kiketo I pen cik me Uganda ni I Ker Kal eni?

Response:

Land Holding Type? (tick)

Estimated Size (acres)?

Who has authority over it?

1. Customary (Ngom kwaro)

(50 – 100 acres)

Rwot moo

(100 – 300 acres)
(300 – 500 acres)
(500
acres)

–1,000

(above
acres)

1,000

✓

2. Leasehold (Ngom apanga)

1000 hectares

By government.

3. Freehold (ngom pa rwede)

500 hectares

By individuals

4. Mailo?

N/A

N/A

(ii)
Luo:

How did the Clan acquire this land and when?
Kaka wuni unongo ngom ni ningning, dok onongo awene?

Response:
During the time of migration from southern Sudan when their grand grandfather migrated to settle where
they are occupying currently between 1904-1911.Rwot Chua first settle around Moroyang during the
British colonial time under Rwot Ling,The chua people migrated from Moroyang to areas surrounding
Aringa swamp and they looking for water and grass for their animals.
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(iii)
Luo:

Who were the key actors during this acquisition?
Angagi ma gutiyo me nongo ngom pa Kaka eni?

Response:Rwot Ling and the grandfather of Rwot Alata

(iv)

What are the customary and traditional variations and categories of land use pertaining in this
Chiefdom? How are they organized and managed respectively?
Luo:
Ngom kwaro ma I Ker kal eni dul me tic kwede en ayer mene? Dok dul tic kwede giyubu ninging
do kanga ma loyo, doro, dok gwoko?
Response: [Indicate by ticking against the categories that pertains/exists in the chiefdom currently]

Customary Variations
Categories of Land Use:

&
Who
Organizes?
Rwot moo

Manages?
Rwot kweri

2. Gardening (poto tok
gang)
3. Kraal (akul)

Won gang

Won gang

Dogola

Won gang

4. Grazing (olet)
5. Farming (Pur/Aker)

Clan heads
Rwot moo

Head of grazers
Rwot kweri

6. Hunting (dwar)
7. Forest (bunga)

Head of hunter
Head clan

Head of hunter
Clan members

8. Sacred Sites (wang
ayweya)
9. Rock outcrops (goddi)

Diviners

Diviners

Clan

Clan members

10. Marrams, Aggregates

Owner of garden

11. Swamps (dago)

Clan head

Others (specify):
12.
13.
14.
15.

Individual

1. Settlement (kabedo)
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Benefits?
Security/good
relationship
Income/food
Grazing and protecting
animals
Meat, income
Commercial
farming/income
Meat/income
Timber, charcoal, fire
wood, income.
Bring rain and blessing.

Grinding
stone,quarrying,income
Head
of Income, construction of
extended family road.
Clan members
Papyrus mat, water for
domestic
use
and
animal for drinking.
Individual
Food.

(v)
Luo:

Attempt to determine and list (and perhaps locate, at least roughly) the constituent customary
land holdings/groups designated under Clans and/or others in the Chiefdom.
Kong uwac dul ngom kwaro ki nying Kaka ma tyer I ker kal eni. Gin tyer kwene?

Response: [use extra sheet if needed]

Land
S Holdi
N. ng
Grou
p
(Kak
a)
1. Pube
ch

Clan
Where located (Kama tyer iyer)
Leader/H District
Sub-county(s)
Parish(s)
ead
(Ladit
Wiyer)

Olaa tom Kitgum
lakere

mucwini

Pubech

Kel
polo,pubech
east,pareko
tel,kaalng
muliki,lararka
central,lingalinga,obe
le,oroko boo,

2.

Pang
ok

Otto
cibicaino

Kitgum

Mucwini

Pudo,
Pajong

Gol
ngom
A&B,
kabete, tepwoyo east
and west, pudo west,
lakwele okato, lagot

3.

Pach
ua

Oloya
david

Kitgum&g
ulu

Mucwini
patiko

and Pachua,pugwi
nyi.

4.

Bura

Opera
charles

5.

Akar
a

Olanya
gaorenci
o

Kitgum,ag Mucwini,
Bura, pagwok,
ao
and namokora, madi pubura,
Pudure, panum A&B,
lamwo
opei and paimol lumoi, yepa
agulaA&B,
lawoko
woko, nyeny, kidi
leny,
wigweng,
burakonuru mucwini
central, yepa A&B,
Obiya, owiny ward
and yepa central
Kitgum
Mucwini,
Akara
and Orima a&b, twon
and Agago namokora and palwo,
okun,
juba,
kalongo
pagwok
lacenotinga east and
west biding, amoko
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Village(s)

Burlela, pakuba west,
east and central icego
tyena, kati kati

lura, mota, tegot,
lungelo, paluo.
Mucwini
and Okol
kal, Pucodo, ayom olola,
madi opei
ogwapoke,
pamba, biwang east
kirombe
and west, araa, likol
a&b,
ikorom,
pedaryam
A&B
orima, omwona east
and
west,
okol,
kiwola,wang lengo,
kapeta, dog gwinyo
Namokora,
Pagwok pudo, Kako, kweyo, lugum,
labongo layamo pamolo
yepa, obem east and
and mucwini
west
Mucwini
and Kalabong,
Alokiwinyi,
giligili,
namokora
pudo
adokonen,
juba,
karomo
Mucwini
Pudo, pajong Lakwele okato, lagot,
agwoko

6.

Okol

Larem
joseph

Kitgum
and
Lamwo

7.

Pagw
ok

Nyeko
valento

Kitgum

Abode
fabaino

Kitgum

Opiyo
lutukulet

kitgumi

Adik

kitgum

Omiya
anima,mucwini

Obita
racheal
kauba

Kitgum,la
mwo

Mucwini,agoro,
padibe east

Obita
lamton

Kitgum

Mucwini

8.
Melo
ng
9.
Okud
a
1
0.

1
1.

1
2.

palw
o

Okoy
a

Pugo
da

1
3.
1
4.
1
5.
1
6.
1
7.
(Extra sheet in the pack)
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Paluo,panyu
m,bura

Bongo layik, tegot
ogili, balango, gwok
onywee, pela, lamoo
odik, akobi, latob lak,
panyum a&b
Pudo, akara, Lakwele okato, gol
patika, wang ngomA&B, tepwoyo
tit
east and west, pudo
central, palacam, tadi
Pajong
Agot agot,

(vi)

Sketch Mapping Activity: Ask if it is possible to sketch them on the map, and arrange with a few
knowledgeable people to do this immediately after the Community meeting?

(vii)

Do the customary land holding groups identified make up the complete list of customary land in
the Chiefdom, or might there be others not included for some reason or another? [If there are
possible others, try to identify and locate to include in the project data base].
Response:

SN
1.
2.
3.

Other
Chiefdom
Groups Location
Settled in this Chiefdom / (Parish, Village)
Name of Clan Head
Pudo,tepwoyo
Obol Charles
Pubech,paluba village
Rwot mateyo
Yepa,mucwini
central
Rwot otto mutesa
village

Original Chiefdom /Clan
Head
Punyiyirga
Pawaca
Lukidi

4.
5.
6.
7.

1.

This Chiefdom Clan members Where settled
Settled elsewhere or
(Name & location of host Clan Head
in other Chiefdoms
Chiefdom)
Pachua,patiko
Rwot mutto bongonye
Patiko clan

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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(viii)

Kindly suggest 7 Clans within this Chiefdom that you consider the research team can get more
detailed information about customary and communal land practice, and give reasons for your
choices. [Refer to Clan Selection Criteria in background documents]

Suggested Clan Customary Sub-County
SN Land Holding Group
1. Pachua clan.
mucwini

Parish

Contact Person

Pachua

OKECH SAM

Why?

Contact
0772567590

They have boarder dispute
with people of labongo
layamo sub county.
2.

Okol clan,

no

CHAIRPEOSON LC III
0779628919
mucwini

Okol

Tadeo.

mucwini

Pajong

Okoya Vincent.

Why?
They are in conflict with the
greater Chua clan on
communal land.
3.

Pajong clan,
Why?

Contact:0752281620

they are in conflict with the
clan of Pubech because they
say that the clan of Pubech
kill their son.
4.

Akara clan,

mucwini

Akara

Dano john contact
no:0777812114

Mucwini

Pudo

Otto
celestino
contact
no:0786665141

mucwini

Pudo

Omony
Louis
contact
no:0784773074

Why?
They have boarder dispute
with people of Paibony in
Kitgum Matidi sub county.
5.

Pangok clan.
Why? They are the true
owner of communal land
located in moroyang.

6.

Ogoya clan,
Why?
They are people who does
rituals (Tedo tim) for rain and
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health of the people of Pudo
clan.
7.

Bura clan

mucwini

Bura

Why? Rwot of Chua originate
from this clan.

Q.3

Okumu
George
contact
no:0776570779

Land used for Development

(i)

Has any part of your customary land been taken over for private investor development or for
national development? [Reference may be made to respective District Development Plan and the
National Development Plan]
Luo:
Ngom kwaro ma wuni dong kimiyo bute bot dul mo me tic kelo cente, onyo gwok kimiyo me
dongo lobo bot gamente ba?
Yes
No
✓
(ii)

If so (yes) what development initiatives/activities has the land been used for, and who were part
of the negotiation team? (Gimiyo me timo bgo, dok angagi ma omio?)

Development Type (tick)

Location:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Lagot cugu
N/A
Mucwini HC III
Pachua Dagwach,
larakaka Ps, yepa
Primary, pukuba ps
St james, st Philip, st
janani, st paul
Mucwini market,
pudo market.
N/A
N/A
N/A

New Roads
Railway line
Health Center
Schools

5. Church
6. Market
7. Factory/Industrial Park
8. Playground
9. Minerals/Oil/Mining
10. Others (specify):
11.
12.
(iii)

Est. Land Size Negotiation
used (acres):
Initiated
By:
1-2 km
community
4 Hectares
25 hectares

government
Community
members

18 hectares

Individuals
owner
Individual
owner.

2 hectares

team

land
land

How was the giving of this land negotiated? Are there any specified direct benefits for the
community?
Luo:
Ngom ni kimiyo ningning? Konyo lwak ma kany ningning?
Response:
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This was agreement between this people who gave the land to both the government and individuals,
therefore it led to improve level of literacy in the chiefdom, morally spiritual upbringing as the result of
constructing churches, easy movement of agricultural product to the market and in the level of income
for an individual house hold.
(iv)

What is the status of control and management of this land being used for development in
relation to the chiefdom? Who controls and manages it and how?
Luo: En ngom ma gitye ka tic kede ni, pwud gak ngom kwaro keje ku? Angagi ma doro dok loyo
ningning)
[Probe if the ownership type has reverted to leasehold, freehold, government land or others)
Response: The ownership of the land has change, it belongs to the government and respective Diocese
where this churches affiliate to, some of the land has become lease hold.

Q. 4

Land Disputes / Conflicts

(i)

Since return from the camps, has there been any dispute within the Chiefdom about boundaries
or other land-related issues?
Ma dano dwog cen ki I Camp, kukuku onyo tele me ngom obedo tyer I Ker Kal eni?

Luo:

Yes

No

If yes, list. Then for each dispute noted:

(ii)

Identify the group(s) or individuals involved.(Lara me ngom obedo I kin angagi)

(iii)

Identify when the dispute began (approximately).(Tem titio awene ma lara ni oyabe kede)

Groups or Individuals
Involved

SN

Land Disputes (Kit lara ngom)

Location

When?

1.

Boundary conflict,

Pudo
parish,lakwele
okato

2016

pachua dagwach btn
individual and school

2.

Communal land dispute

Pamuria/gwen 2012
date

upto Btn okol clan and chua
clan

3.

Communal land/aker

Agwoko

2010

4.

Administrative boundary

ayoma

2014
date

upto Btn labongo layoma
and
mucwini
sub
county

5.

Health Centre land

Mucwini
centre

2005
date

upto Btn government and
three individuals
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Btn pubech and pajong

6.

Sub county land dispute

Sub
county 2002
head quarter

7.

Boundary conflict

Boarder btn 2010
mucwini
nd date
kitgum matidi

upto Btn akara and paibony

8.

Boarder conflict

Pajong

upto Btn clan of pajong and
pubech

2002
date

Btn
district
and
individual who claims
the ownership of that
land

9.
10.
(iv)

From the perspective of the community, describe briefly the nature of the dispute(s) and how
serious. [Probe incidences of violence, no of death if any, property destroyed, number of
household/clans involved, threat to customary land, resolved or ongoing]
(Dong ki ineno ma megwu, kong tit kit ma lara enoni obedo kede)

No.
of
Deat
h

Property
destroye
d

No. of Resolve Ongoin
HH
/ d
g
Clans
involved

1.

Violent
Land Dispute case by (V)
or
Location
Non
Violent
(NV)
Communual land
Violent

07

Houses
burnt,
food
crops,
bicycle
among
others

300

ongoin
g

2.

Administrative boundary

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ongooi
ng

3.

Boarder dispute

Violent

56

Houses
burnt,
crops
destroye
d

400

ongoin
g

4.

Health centre land

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ongoin
g

5.

Communual land dispute

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ongoin
g

SN
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6.

Sub county land dispute

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Resolve
d

7.
8.
9.
10.
(v)

What factors, in your assessment, led to these land disputes/conflicts?
Luo:
Ka ineno wu, ngo ma pole okello lara ngom eni?
______________________________________________________________________________
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

increase in population
Increase in the standard of living which make people to sell their land
High demand for money.
Knowledge about the value of land
LRA insurgency
The educated people and those who have money are the one fuelling the conflict of land in
mucwini Sub County.
Corruption from the law enforcement officer, they are one fuelling the conflict. Laziness of
people to cultivate their land which lead to selling .hence they resort to grabbing others people
land.
Corrupt elders who don’t mediate well on matters related to boundary issues.
Burning of charcoal, some trees which use to act as boundary have been cut as result of charcoal
burning at the end it cause land conflict.
Unclears land policy which make our land vulnerable to land grabbers.
Lack of knowledge and information about land and the benefits associated with it.
Lack of employment for the youth therefore they end up selling the land.

(vi)

What cultural or other initiatives or approaches has been undertaken to resolve these conflicts,
who are the actors involved and what steps were followed?
(Yo ango ma kitiyo kwede me temo juku tele ngom engine, dok angagi am gutiyo iyer ningning?
[Probe for involvement of Rwodi, Clan & other leaders, sub-clans, homesteads, families and individuals.
Probe further for external intervention: courts of law, mediation, NGOs etc]
Mediation were done by the Rwodi, rwot kweri, rwot okoro, NGOs, and others foreign intervention were
done by YSA and Court of law and politician.
For ongoing disputes, if any:

(vii) What factors/parties have defied resolution up to now? What made it not work out?
(Ngo onyo angagi ma oweko pwud tele ngom ni tye ka mede wa icawa ni?
✓ The educated people and the elite.
✓ Rich people who are base in the urban centre are the one fuelling the conflict,
✓ People who lack knowledge on matters of land are the one fuelling land conflict.
✓ Politician who are insincere and want to get cheap popularity are the one fuelling land conflict.
✓ Untrusted clan leaders who are easily both using money they are the one fuelling land conflict.
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(viii)

What do you think or intend doing now to stop land conflicts?
(Ngo ma dong utamu ni owero kitim wek ojuk lara me ngom?
✓ Revise the land act and amend it,
✓ Mapping of the land boundary.
✓ Security personnel should help to intervened in situation of conflict in order to avoid death of
innocent people.
✓ Third party should be in the process of the mediation of land conflict.
✓ Land title should acquire for individual land such that we avoid land conflict.
✓ Tree should be planted at the boarder of communal land to avoid conflict.
✓ Road should be open at the communual land such that we avoid conflict.
✓ Clear policy should be written on land tenure system of Acholi land.
(ix)
What land disputes do you remember that occurred before conflict in Acholi in 1986? (Lara
ngom mene ma wiwu por iye ma otime mapeya lweny ocake I mwaka?)
Land conflict between Mucwini sub county and Namokora sub county in the year 1976-78 which was
resolved by demarcating the boarder clearly.
Q.5

Conclusion

(i)

Ask if the Chief (and others there) have suggestions for possible additional topics/issues to
pursue in relation to land. [Record and incorporate those that are feasible into the research plan;
test them in early meetings with constituent Clan groups].
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Causes of land conflict in Mucwini sub county.
Origin Okol clan.
Mineral in ker kal Chua.
Roles of government in resolving land conflict.
Influence of policy on customary land in Acholi land.

FINAL VOTE OF THANKS:
Wapwoyo wun ducu I rwom wu mapatpat pi jalo karewu me bino leyo tam mucwiny kedwa, kit ma onongo
ki ooro wan kwede. Dong wamito cike ni adwogi me kwed eni wabidwogo kwede botwu I dwer me aboro
labongo keng. Walego Rwot Lacwec omede ki gwoko wan ducu I yoo mupore!
Name Researcher1:ODONGMON CHARLES
Date: 12-04-2017

Name Researcher 2: AUMA ANNA MERCY

Checked By: Research Coordinator: ________________ Date: ______________
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Annex 3. Tool 2: Example of a Clan-based Community Dialogue Transcript – Pajule
Palenga
“Instituting Protection of Rights to Customary Land Ownership in
Acholiland”

Field Research Component – Phase II (2017)
TOOL TWO:
COMMUNTY DISCUSSIONS AT CLAN (KAKA) LEVEL LAND HOLDING
GROUP
[Based on the selection made at the respective Chiefdom meeting, mobilize and conduct community
discussions, KII interviews and special interest group FGDs in each of the selected clan (LHG).
Use this standard question guide format as the research tool to guide each discussion session.
Space is provided to record response, but may use extra sheets for additional information/details
obtained.]
Preliminary tasks:
A. Mobilization: endeavor to include the following categories of people from the selected Clan:the ladit kaka[1]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

other loditodoggola; [2]
the rwot (or rwodi) kweri [2]
the rwot (or rwodi) okoro [2]
senior woman [2]
Resident youths (male & female) [2]
the LCI Chairpersons [1]
Opinion Leaders/Elders [2]
Woman with access to land [1]
A married woman [1]
Diviner (Lated Tim/Jok) [1]

•
•
•
•
•
•

PWDs if any (male & female rep) [2]
LRA Returnees (male & female rep) [2]
Widows/Widowers [2]
Guest (lurem, nephews, nieces, in-laws) [4]
Refugees if any (male & female rep.) [2]
Orphans (boys & girls) [2]

Child Headed Families(male & female) [2]
•
•
•

Wayo ma odwogo gang (Clan daughter) [1]
Woman without access to land (if any) [1]
A single woman (unmarried) [1]

Other knowledgeable individuals the group
respects. [2]
B. Make sure you have respective Sub-county, Parish and Village maps, so group can roughly
sketch out the customary land belonging to them.
Overall Objective of the Project:
To strengthen the security of customary and communal land tenure in Acholiland through
research, consultation, and advocacy.
Specific Research Objective:
To investigate and document how Acholi customary and communal land is organized and
managed, by and for whom, in all its variations across the sub-region.
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Guide Questions and Recording Template for each Clan (Kaka) Land Holding
Group Discussion

PART 1
1. Basic, introductory information:
Name of Clan :
(Nying Kaka)
totemic phrase:
(nyingmwoc)

KER KAL PALENGA

Clan Head:
(Ladit Kaka)

KIDEGA
ALFRED

OLEGO YEE, ARANY YEE, BEYO YEE, LAWAR YEE, ONGAKO
YEE, ONGAKO MAGWAR, ONGAKO PA MIN LAMENY
LANYOM KI CWIR, LAPOR KI MARONI TOKE, KA LATINI
RAC ANEK MEGA MABER NI.
MEANING:
OLEGO YEE is a rock where Palenga people first settled,
ARANY is when one has caused the community big problem eg. Killed a
member of another clan leaving his own socked/ helpless/
hopeless/ that is (BEDO RANYAKA).
BEYO YEE is when we were left to deal with all these problems someone
caused through mediating on his behalf and clan as a whole.
ONGAKO YEE / ONGAKO MAGWAR is a woman who is lazy and do
not grind Sorghum floor soft she does it Ruff that is (ANGAKA)
ongako pa min lameny is that lazy woman compared with
Lameny’s mother.
LANYOM KI CWIR is a man who it too ugly for women to get married
to but instead. During dry season he does not look for a wife but
use his position of strength of farming to seduce mother in-law to
accept a hand of her daughter in marriage because she will not
know food shortage.
LAPOR MARONI TOKE is that men who offered his in-law toke because
there is no simsim for her to make pasted food.
KALATIN NI RAC ANEK MEGA MABER NI:
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The palenga lost their chieftaincy to palwo because of the beautiful royal
drum that palwo came with visa vee theirs.

Chiefdom:
(Wutyer I ter Ker Kalmene?):

KER KAL PALWO

KIDEGA
Rwot Moo:

ALFRED
ACTING
RWOT

Identify Types of Land Holding within the Kaka: (Kwayingom ma tyer I Kaka wuni)
Land Holding Category:
Estimated Size:
Is it
Organize/Manage:
(Record:
O=Organize;
(Tick)
(acres)
Registere
M=Manage)
(Dit pa Ngom?)
(Kwayingom)
d
(Rwede onyo Lador Ngom?)
?
(Yes/No)

i) Customary:
(NgomKwaro)

ABOVE 100,000 NO
ACRES

Male

O/M

Femal

Child
e (B/G)

PW

O/M

O/M

O/M

NON

NON NO

D
s

LADIT
KAKA

ii) Leasehold

NON

NON

NON

(Ngomapanga) NON

N

iii) Freehold:
40 ACRES
NO
(Rwede romobedo ngatmokeken)
iv) Government Land:
SCHOOL=15×3 NO
(Ngom pa Gamente)e.g. three schools,
45 Acres.
NWSCO, Forest reserve.
NWSCO=60×30
METERS
BIG.
FORESTRESER
VE =20
Acres

O/M

O/M

O/M

O/M

O/M

O/M

NO

NO

v) Any Other:
40 ACRES
(Kit mongo mapat)COMMUNAL LAND =
OLET(PA KACI)

O/M

O/M

NON NO

NO

LADIT
OLET

2. Historical and Current Context:
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N

When did this Clan settle in this customary communal land where they now live, and what
was their origin and how did they acquire it? (Ngo ma wun wungeyo malube ki kit ma
kaka wuocakekwede, kama gin oakiiyer, ki kit ma gin onongongomeni)
[For deeper elucidation and clarity, follow-up this question with aknowledgeable key respondent. Probe further
for differentials in settlement patterns for men and women, and the roles of men and women during the
migration and their implications to access to land after settlement ]

Tip: Record the narrative response both on recorder and separate notebook provided
for later transcription.
ORIGIN OF PALENGA ONAA CLAN.
Palenga Onaa migrated from southern Sudan in a place called Shilluk in (Bar –el -Gharzel)
and settled in here around 1900. They left this area because Arabs were disturbing then so
much like captives into slavery.
When they left, they migrated and settled in the base of OOEGO Rock (GOT OLEGO).
When they reached olego rock, they found foot marks of man and dogs, mark where a spear
(TONG ALWIRO) was laid, and water.
When settled at the base of olego rock in Ajamo, another clan called Paibwore heard them
pounding and they approached palenga people harmonized and stayed as brothers and used
palenga totem. That is (OLEGO YEE, PII YEE, KILELE YEE, AGUTA OTO-MONG
LAREMA MINA WOR ACITO WOL ADUGU ICAWANI, LANYA DEDE ODEDO
NGWINY WELO ODEDO NGWINY LAPACO, AGULU KUTU KUTU, AGULU NE PE
PITO DANO).
This shows that the Paibwore clan was the first clans to mix with the palenga clan. Paibwore
Rwot was called NGWERE.
When in JAMO (got olego), they heard noise from some group of people in the forest then
their RWOT JULE named “ODONGO PA JULE” sent his people to see which people
entered in to the forest. When his subordinates found these people, they were then brought to
meet with their Rwot. These were the Palwo people from COPE in Masindi.
The palwo Rwot was called Kamurasi. When the palwo clan came to palenga clan, their
Rwot Kamurasi came with ROYAL DRUM beautifully decorated than the royal drum of
palenga clan.
Palenga clan welcome Palwo clan as brother and they stayed together.
When Palenga clan welcomed the palwo clan, Rwot of palenga JULE gave his RWOTSHIP
(KER NE) to Kamurasi because of the well decorated and beautiful royal drum that the
palwo had and later the palwo nclan broke off from them (palenga clan) because their
population was dense then Rwot kamurasi destroyed the royal drum of the Palenga clan
under rwot jule. After the death of Rwot Kamurasi, Ogaba Labwor hiered as (nephew of
palwo).
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Among the sons of Labongo, TULA made another royal drum of Palenga clan. And Rwot
Ogaba Labwor of Palwo clan took away the royal drum from WANG GALALAYA and this
made palwo to took away the thrown from palenga clan forever till then.
The royal drum of palenga clan was called “JULE MENE”
The rock that Palenga clan respect is called OJAMO that they do ritual to.
Kaka mukene manongo entered through palenga onaa was Palenga kira, with the name
OCENG KIRA.
When palenga kira migrated to us, another Palenga again came from Agoroand settled in
ODONGOLETE. They left agoro because their ancestor had only one testacle (KILINE).
Being the first local inhabitants of the area, they were established chiefdom. Unlike the
palwo who were more strong chiefdom and fully established, and because of harmony palwo
took over their chiefdom administration. Odgaba labwor took away and burnt their royal
drum and since then, palenga is believed to have no ker kal (chiefdom).
Lately, we tried to trace the origin of our chiefdom and one of the royal sons was put in
charge but died before coronation to thrown in 2004 and nothing is yet done after his death.
Another hindrance is the position of palwo clan from developing as a lone chiefdom as it was
before. The word JULE is from palenga clan and all the clans who are in pajule entered
through RWOT JULE. There has now been a very hard step in tracing the out the other
aspects and concern for establishing the chiefdom of palenga clan.
THIS IS A BRIEF HISTORY OF PALENGA
______________________________________________________________________________
_____

Identify the Sub-Clans (Doggola) settled within the Clan (Kaka) Land Holding Group with
their respective extended families (Dog Gang) and number of Households in each? (Family
Tree)
(Kong uwac doggola ma tyer I Kaka wuni ki dog gang wakiwel keno ma I dog gang?)
[Gauge if it’s possible to capture the information without taking too much time, otherwise leave this as an
assignment with the Clan leader and his elders to collect the information later. See family tree structure template in
background pact to assist in capturing the information]

NOTE: THIS PAGE DATA HAS NOT YET BEEN COMPILED COZ THE
INFORMATION IS DISTURBING THEM SO MUCH TO GET.
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Sub-Clan(s):
(Doggola pa?)

1. ONAA (560 households)

AGORO (430households)

KIRA (310households)

4.

5.

6.

Extended Family (s)
(Dog Gang/Ot )
i) LABONGO
ii) ALUNYU
iii) Laka
iv) OGWELA
v)
vi)
vii)
i) Cem
ii) oliro odwar
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
i) Lotir
ii) Okoi
iii) Toocana
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
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Estimated No.of
Households:
(Keno Adi?)

vii)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

7.

[Use extra sheet if necessary]
i)

Who are considered the trustees of this clan customary land?
(Twero me gwoko ngomkwaro wuni tyer iwi agnagi? [Probe for: Rwot Moo, Clan leader,
Elders, Sub-Clan (Doggola-kaka), Extended family (dog- gang), Family (Dog Ot), Youth
(bulu), Women (mon), andOthers specify]
A clan leader, chairman clan, committee of the Land, Rwot control, manages and mediates
over the land alienated cases for and on the behalf of the clan.
Elder’s gives guidance to the clan members, the heads of homesteads holds the most rights in
managing and controlling the communal customary land youths and women manage and utilize
the land through farming and settling in the land sustainably.

ii)

Who organizes and managethis clan customary land and on whose behalf?
(Anga(gi) ma doro,loyo,dokyubu tic ki ngom kwaro wuni dok pi agnagi?
Heads of the homesteads are the overall givers of land to their sons, friends, women, in terms of
the gardens. Followed by; ladit kaka and his committees in managing and controlling the land
against disputes and encroachment or poor use, ladit olet and committee of olet manages the
communal grazing grounds, ends forth are the ladit kaka and rwot.
Utilization of land is managed by the committees, clan leaders, elders, following the guiding CIK
pa KAKA set to ensure daily peaceful running of the land affairs of palenga for and behalf of the
new generations.

Gender and Women
How does this Clan (kaka) deal with issue of rights to access to customary land by women
connected to the Clan but who are not currently wives of Clan members (such as widows,
divorced women, female clan members – including orphans seeking land)?
RESPONDENT ONE:
Daughters who returned go through household leader where she was born to and following clan
Constitution, her father offer her land to eat from and also accommodate herself together with her
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children (nephews and nieces). For example two acres garden which is 2.5 ×2.5 acres = 5acres of
land.
RESPONDENT TWO:
Widows are freely bound to inherit and continue using her late husband possessions and directly
control it for and on the behalf of her family. This includes the permanent okang gardens, homes
of settlement, sustainably. And if she marry another from other clan, the she loose the direct
inheritance right over the land to her children.
RESPONDENT THREE:
Daughters who returned home, sone times their access depends on the heads of homesteads set
CIK that manages their HOME. For example he may not decide to divide the customary land of
that specific Doggola where its use is communally. And that ant permanent plot (okang) can be
farmed rotationally by anyone in that homestesad. For example my grandmother a widow in Alim
didnpt divides the land amongst his sons and that the land is farmed harmoniously without
segregating anyone.
RESPONDENT FOUR:
For widows and orphans, they access the land because of her marriage right and for the orphans
because of their birth rights to that land in utilizing, managing and controlling it sustainably
without selling it off and even the constitutions of the clan prohibits sale of land without clear
reasons and consultation of the clan leaders.
RESPONDENT FIVE:
For daughter, their birth rights make them to utilize and access the land for farming and settlement
to nurse her marriage associated problems, eat from that land together with her children without
interference from other clan members or denial and chasing her away. For example, due to
circumstance of her marriage which got her back home here then our grandfather offered her land
to eat from and stay at home equally with her brothers any numbers of gardens to farm under her
capacity not that you were already married go back to your husband land where you have access
of right.
RESPONDENT SIX:
A widow confirmed no disturbance of access and holding rights to customary land. The only
problem is home drunkard youths but not elders. Our clan protect us widows without interference
of our land we farm alongside our late husband’s brothers harmoniously for example these youths
can trespass and farm your permanent plots without asking, encroaches and if you try to stop him
he behave as if it is his. They undermine you as a mere woman brought home have no land right
but ladit kaka, ladit doggola plus their committees posed strict CIK that protect widows.
RESPONDENT SEVEN:
Customary communal land is utilized, controlled and managed using clan Constitution (CIK PA
KAKA). The constitution of the clan states that, customary communal land is not for sale. It is
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for palenga clan consumption. It also states that widows must eat together with her orphan
children where their late husband left the in. daughters and youths by birth rights eats from that
land and also settle in it harmoniously, peacefully without segregating. This is how land access is
respected to these various groups of persons.

Indicate, if any, incidences when such women were denied access, when, by whom and
what was the outcome? [may take note then follow and probe this further in a KII]
RESPONDENT ONE:
Yes a case where my late husband brothers stopped me accessing the land in Alim and up to
now the clan called him to desist from the land since 2015 but he has not respected it but
torture me with a lot of insults. This is because my late husband had a bigger portion of land
than him and because of his greed, he grabbed it forcefully from me a land size of about 10 15 acres leaving me with only three gardens to eat from. Now the clan has ordered him to let
the land to fallow so that its right is retrieved back to me because the case now is in subcounty court.
RESPONDENT TWO:
For the case of the first respondent, there are also some groups of youths whom we had at
some point arrested them for disturbing her and CIK pa kaka burned them from the clan land.
And now, they have signed against trespassing in to her land. But she has not regained full
control of her possession taken away from her two years ago.

Are there changes with respect to rights of women over land from the known customary
norms and practices of land management? What are the recent trends? How are these
impacting on women and men? (Alokalokamotyer I twero pa Mon me tic kiikomngom I
kit me Acholi? Ngo ma time ikareni? Alokalokakatyergudukom mon ki coo ningning)
RESPONDENT ONE:
The rights of women over holding land remained the same. Once married to a specific clan, you
are automatically an autonomous of land rights following how the people there utilize the land
and manage the boundary of their gardens.
RESPONDENT TWO:
Even widows hold full rights to use all the land of her late husband, control and manage
sustainably. But the clan plays custodians of that the late land to ensure the widow use the land;
take good care of children with it without selling it away but that she can hire it out to anybody
without interfering with her rights to hold use to it.
RESPONDENT THREE:
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Widows and women, who still live together with their husbands’ access land through farming it
alongside men, manage and control the land and settle in it because through marriage, they
automatically become partial of that clan.
They are how ever allowed to make decision over the customary communal land. For example, if
there is going to be any sale of land, their consents is greatly sought and if they refuse of it, then
other alternative is sought to solve that problem.
RESPONDENT FOUR:
Women can now hire out land and earn from it to help them manage other household relative
needs like farming, buying seeds, paying for labor, education, medical fees and other without
losing the land. A case of one widow called KALA who allegedly gave out her piece of land for
hire annually to help her in exchange of services to plough her gardens. This proves that there is
change in equality of holding the right to land uses by women.
RESPONDENT FIVE:
Some women have rights to convince their husbands to hire certain portions of land for money
that is land size between 2-10 acres. So that they can farm for example, they can offer garden to
the ox-plough owner in exchange of ox service to plough their own as an annual temporary
contract.
RESPONDENT SIX:
The positive part is that women are now involved in the administration of the land, their consent
sought and allowed to attend clan meetings, their opinions and decisions and advice greatly
sought without segregation on sex but as one member of the community who voice up together.
THE IMPACT OF THESE CHANGES TO MEN AND WOMEN:
RESPONDENT SEVEN:
These changes positively touch both men and wome n because it allow both to have equal rights
to hold land, control, manage and utilize it together without segregation alongside making
prompt decisions and by laws that govern their land.
RESPONDENT EIGHT:
No sale of land by both men and women and if so a in case needs arise, both female and male
consent is sought worth selling of that piece of land.
RESPONDENT NINE:
There is freedom of opinion, sharing decision, on control and management of land and utilization
by both men and women. For example they are all involved in settling disputes (mediation as a
team) over the land, administrative structure of the clan and enactment of the constitution (CIK
PA KAKA) and all fight equally for the rights of the land in case of an intervened outside
threats.
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RESPONDENT TEN:
These changes brought about prevailed peace in the households, extensive farming, and earnings
as a family and strong food security coupled with education of children to school, good and
healthy family and raised family standards and reduced domestic violence as men hear women
advice and women too respect their husbands.
RESPONDENT ELEVEN:
There has been a sustainable control, management and protection of customary communal land
as a recent trend because for example without seeking the consent of the other no land is allowed
to be sold off. That is why our customary land is still intact from extinct. No land shortages,
unnecessary denials, amongst others. CIK PA KAKA does not allow unsustainable utilization of
land by both men and women.
The Youth
What is the situation or status of youth access to customary communal land in this Clan?
RESPONDENT ONE:
For young youths who are not yet married, farm the land together with their parents and the
proceeds from the farm greatly caters for their essential needs such as paying their school fees,
feedings, and health.
RESPONDENT TWO:
We enacted youth’s concern in to CIK PA KAKA that means they are equally involve in the
administration of the clan customary communal land as (youth leaders male and female).
Youths are allowed to do group farming where certain portion of land is offered for them to do
group activities like charcoal burning, bricks molding, grazing their own animals in the communal
grazing ground of the clan, and save the proceeds as in their group Village Savings and Loan
Association (VSLA).
RESPONDENT THREE:
Youths have higher percentage of land use than the elders some extent, they use it 50-50 but to
some extent, they extreme percentage of land utilization 60- 80 percent of land utilization because
of their associated strength.
RESPONDENT FOUR:
Customary land is managed, controlled, protected and utilized and kept sustainably for and on the
behalf of the youths as the right inhabitants and claimants of the land of up to 70-80 percent of
rights embedded to them rendering those who control and manage with a lesser percentage of only
20 percent.
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RESPONDENT FIVE:
NOTE THAT youths use greater percentage of land than adult but the rights to hold management
and decision rest in the hand of the elders it grows slowly depending on how responsible the youths
are in sustaining its use. These make the biggest rights to manage and control in the hands of the
elders on the behalf of youths.
RESPONDENT SIX:
Youths have a bigger percentage but consideration is enacted to buck them up like CIK PA KAKA
leaving elders to control or manage because of fear that they might destroy the land. For example,
unmarried youth’s feeds and eats from their parents’ kitchen and land offered to them is mainly
farm land of about 1-2 acres but the already independent youths can farm up to 10-15 acres of land
while elders might farm only 4-5 acres of land.

In your view, do the youths in this clan have access to customary communal land use?
Explain.
RESPONDENT ONE:
Yes they by birth rights land is manage by for and on behalf of their behalf.
Yes they do have access to customary communal land like doing land associated activities like
farming the land, bricks laying, charcoal burning, and settling.
Explain how the Acholi customary communal land is asse ssed by the youths. [Probe for female
youth, male youth, youth with disabilities, youth refugees etc]

RESPONDENT ONE:
From his father through inheriting and from elder who is vulnerable through trust and some
through gift from friends.
NOTE: if youth’s parents had no land they were farming as okang, then there is trouble for that
youth to access land for farming and settlement.
PWDs with birth rights have access to land and can inherit, refugees and adonyi have no rights
over the land but can access it through gift to farm from friends.

Explain the involvement of youth in the organization and management of customary
communal land in their various categories or varieties.
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RESPONDENT ONE:
The constitution of the clan involves youths in leadership of the clan and that is how they are
involved in managing the affairs of the land.
RESPONDENT TWO:
Through their parents, youths are involved in the control and management of land in farming,
settling in the land, grazing in the communal grazing land, as well as making decision of
sensitive issues of the land along side involvement in protecting the security of land that involve
settling the aggravated land disputes.
RESPONDENT THREE:
Through initiation of youth’s groups for example youths group farming and VSLA where their
activities greatly depend on the land use.
Has there been any specific special preference (affirmative action) for the youth in
accessing, controlling, managing and administering of customary communal land in this
Clan or elsewhere in Acholi land that you know of? Explain why and how? [Probe for the
various youth categories]
RESPONDENT ONE:
Youths rights given by elders to hold land on their behalf like ensuring land is not encroached into
by any other clan and sustainably protected, land disputes are settled through direct involvement
of youths.
RESPONDENT TWO:
First we do the clan meeting with the youths and sensitize them on the way of using the land as
one way of youths are involved in the control, management and administering the customary
communal land.
RESPONDENT THREE:
Showing them clearly the existing customary communal land boundary as one way of preparing
them on land use such as farming without trespassing to another persons’ land to avoid land
disputes.

What are the challenges encountered by the youth in accessing, managing, controlling, and
administering customary communal land? [Probe for the various categories of youth]
RESPONDENT ONE:
Land disputes and land wrangles between youths and the clan members and when sent to secure
the situations, sometimes it leads to severe fight.
RESPONDENT TWO:
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Land shortage visa vee the population pressure hinder youths access to utilize the required land
size right meant for them to handle.
RESPONDENT THREE:
Imprisonment. Some elders in Doggola misguide youths in the land associated case. They trigger
or set ablaze land disputes by not telling the truth as a result some youths are arrested and
imprisoned and this is the most common hindrances and set back to youths utilization of land.
RESPONDENT FOUR:
Ignorance and loss of the predetermined customary land boundary made youths to be troubled in
accessing customary land use. It can be between in-clan or other clans on boundary that sometimes
when you go farming you end up being thrown away.
RESPONDENT FIVE:
A case where parent took too long in town and have no okang for their youths to inherit and eat
from, hinder them access to the customary communal land use.
It can also be a case where parents separate and children are raised PANEYOGI (mother’s birth
place) and later pushed away by their uncles from further access of land as a nephew or niece and
on return, there is nothing left for you to eat from. This brings confusion that hinder youths.
RESPONDENT SIX:
Denial by some community members for such a youth to hold any activity on the land that might
generate benefits him. Such denial can be along the family background like from step father or
stepmother and death of parents that leave behind orphans and on growing up, land might not be
there to farm or the person who should have shown you the right boundary because of his greed
does not want you to access what rightful inheritance of your late parents.
RESPONDENT SEVEN:
Some youths enter into early marriages and produce lot children more than the land size allocated
to them for use hence one of access problem.

What community based mechanisms are in place to address the above mentioned
challenges, and how can they be addressed using Acholi customary practice?
RESPONDENT ONE:
MEDIATION (Riyo tal) in case of land disputes or denial and grabbing away land rights of
someone to the youths.
RESPODENT TWO:
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Sensitizing the mass on the important of customary land and how the land holding groups uses the
land and involve in its management and control for the benefit of the community while considering
the social responsibility of land use by the youths such as right to farm, rearing animals, charcoal
burning, hunting, bricks laying and settling in the land.

RESPONDENT THREE:
Holding the clan meeting with youths and ensuring that their concerns for the land use are greatly
taken in to consideration through seeking their consent about the customary land management and
use.
RESPONDENT FOUR:
Divide the land/share it equally among the youth so that there is no problem of denial, refuses, and
conflict or disputes between them and if there is shortages, then there is need to hire or borrow
from the community friend or hire.
RESPONDENT FIVE:
Electing youth leader and making sure he move all through palenga onaa and access youth
sensitization or know how they are involved in land utilization or solve land disputes among
themselves to reduce on the laziness associated troubles.
RESPONDENT SIX:
Any troublesome youth is summoned before the clan leaders or elders and following the set
constitutions that guide them to handle the situations that prevailed followed by encouragement,
guidance and counseling.
RESPONDENT SEVEN:
Encourage youths to work very hard to acquire or purchase other land to reduce land shortages,
not planned verses land sizes/ do other income generating activities to supplement on land
shortages.
RESPONDENT EIGHT:
Encourage youths to do group farming or involve in business that supplement on land uses and
shortages.

PART TWO
3. Initial questions about land
Preliminary task: [Make sure that relevant map(s) are readily available for these tasks]
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Are there people belonging to another Clan (Kaka) who also have customary land holding
that they control in some part of your clan land? Are they men or women?
(Tyer Kaka mukenemapatkimegwuni ma gityerki but ngomkwarowuni ma giloyo? Gin
angagidokgudonyo I ngomkanynignning? Gin monkece coo?
•

Yes

____

b.

No

____

If yes, how did they acquire the land? Explain.
RESPONDENT ONE:
They are men and women from PALWO clan. They got part of our land through migration on
reaching our land, our leader offered/ gave them part of the hill to stay and eat from as a social
acceptance and spirit of unity and harmony.
RESPONDENT TWO:
Palwo who came from chope with their leader and when Palenga had already settled in pajule
and because of the spirit of living in unity and harmony, part of palenga land was offered/ given
to them to eat from.
RESPONDENT THREE:
PAIBWORE CLAN got LENG (PALENGA CLAN) already settled in OJABU (got Olego) ad
when they people POUNDING (pany odo) by the OLego people (Palenga), and came to the
leader of Olego who welcome them and gave a place to stay hence acquire part of Leng land.

Note:[List and try to at least roughly locate on the map and plan to interview them later in KII].
Names of Clans
(Kaka) other than
your settled here
1.
Palwo Clan

Where Located
(Parish, Village)
Palwo Parish,

Clan Head & Contact

LOKILAMOI ALPHONSE

VILLAGE SETTLED ARE: Kal
kwaro, Ogole East and
West, Kanakok, Lapete
west, Aywer East, Ayugi,
Lilla, Wang duku, Biwang
in Amoko Lagwai,
Aganayila, Aywer,
Lanyakidi, Komto, Akwaro
Binen East and West near
Lacani, Kom
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Golo Parish
VILLAGES SETTLED:
Olang gang, Amokokwele,
Laminyiko, Amoko kwele,
parakaka, toke, Oruti,
Lanyacila, Logoma.
Not known

Dr. Okech

4.
Pagol
5.
Lukaci
6.Lamogi

Not known

Not known

Not known

Not known

Not known

Not known

7.
Ogole
8.
Painata
9.
Pailano

Not known

Not known

Not known

Not known

Not known

Not known

10.
Lukwor

Not known

Not known

11.
Labwor

Not known

Not known

Paibwore clan

3.Oryang

Not known

Conversely, are there other people belonging to your Clan (Kaka), who have customary
land holdings outside of your Chiefdom or Clan? Jo me kaka enityerkingomkwaro ma
giloyo I kerkalnyo kaka mukene?
•

Yes

______

b.

No

_______

If so, fill in respective information about them in the table below:

This Clan people with
land holding
elsewhere:
Clan Head:
(Laditwi Kaka/Dogola)
1. Not known

Where Located:
(Kama gityeriyer)
SubParish
County

Pader

Puranga

Obolo

Puranga

2. Onying Bicheny

Gulu

Bobi

Palengaoduku

Not known

3. Kidega Alfred

Agago

Wol

Paluti

Parabongo

District
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Chiefdom

kalorima
4. Not Known

Amuru

Guru-Guru

Palema

Lamogi

5. Onying Bicheny

Kitgum

Lagoro

Oryang

Ngekidi
Lalano

6.
7.

Does this Clan (kaka) have an overall kaka organization which includes members with land
in various locations?
•

Yes

______

b.

No

________

If yes, how is the Clan organization structured? [Probe for the position of women and
children-, youth, girls & boys, people with disabilities - in the Clan organization]
RESPONDENT ONE:
The clan organizational structure include the Rwot, Prime minister, ladit kaka, chair land
committee, lated tim, ladit doggola, rwot okoro (female), treasurer (female), secretary for ker kal,
youth leader (male and female), lawii mon (female), elders (female and male).
Does your Clan or a larger one to which you belong have a written Constitution?(Kaka
enityerki pen cik ma gucoyo?)

•

Yes

____

b.

No

_____

[Probe if the constitution is sensitive to women, youth, boys, girls and persons with
disabilities. Ask how the research team might obtain a copy?]
RESPONDENT ONE:
The constitution put women in the position of LAWI MON, TREASURER, RWOT
OKORO, MEDIATION TEAM FOUR WOMEN AND FIVE MEN, and ELDER.
Identify and list the other Clans land holding group(s)(kaki) that border your Clan land?
(Tit Kaki ma otenekingomkwarowuni?)
a. Later,Sketch on map, indicating whether each is also in your Chiefdom or outside.
b. For any outside, identify the Chiefdom to which each such neighboring Clan land
holding group belongs.
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Direction

East

Neighboring LHG(Kaka)
Neighboring Clan
Neighboring Clans of other Chiefdom
sharing border &
sharing border with you
Chiefdom with
Nying Kaka
Ker kalgi
your Clan
Painata, Paibwore,
Piabbwore, painata, Ker kal paibwore

(Kunyango)

Parakaka,Lamogi

Ker kal painata

West

Koyo

Koyo

Ker kal koyo

(Kupotoceng)

Pagol

Pagol

Ker kal pagol

Labwor
Pajar
North

Ogole

Ogole

Ker kal ogole

(Kumalo)

Oryang

Oryang

Ker kal oryang

South

Lukaci

Paiula

Ker kal paiula

(Kupiny)

Paiula

Palwo

Ker kal palwo

Palwo
Pailano

Is there any land bordering your Kaka, which is not customary land?(Tyerngom ma
otenekikakawuni, mapeobedongomkwaro?)[Probe whether they are public (government)
land; freehold, leasehold, international border]
• Yes _____
ii.
No
_______
JAKA FOREST RESERVE bordering palenga and labwor about 20-40 acres.
To your knowledge, are there land within or adjacent to your customary land which is
registered with the Ministry of Land? (Ka I ngecwu, Ngomenikicoyopire I Gang Kal ma
loyolokangom?)
•

Yes

____

b.

No

_____

What individual or other entity now occupies that land and who are the majority owners of
such registered land? Are they rich and powerful individuals or groups? (Anga onyo
jomene ma gibedo I ngom man?)[Probe if there are any women who have registered land if none
why?]

NONE and no woman registered any land.
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PART THREE
4.

Organization and Managementof the Clan Customary Land Holdings
Organization:
Describe how your clan customary land organized, allocated and problems handled in its
various constitute parts?
(Ngomkwaro me Kaka wunikingwekoduliyerningning?)

RESPONDENT ONE:
OLET is organized and allocated near wet land by clan members and under supervision of ladit
olet and his committees and allocate routine grazing (kwat) on the individual member who has
wealth (cattle) in that olet. The committee solve problem like compensation when the cattle eat
and destroy peoples crop.
RESPONDENT TWO:
AKER is allocated in acres by RWOT under the supervision of ladit kaka and elders, and
organized by Rwot kweri and rwot okoro and in case of problem, these members riyo tal or
mediate.
RESPONDENT THREE:
SETTLEMENT (GANGI) allocated by Rwot organized under Doggola, Doggang/Dog ot and
Keno the problems are handled through mediation by these household heads and clan heads.
Who plays what role in this customary land organizational structure? [Probe for roles of
Chief (Rwot); Clan leader (ladit Kaka); Rwot Kweri; Rwot Okoro etc]
RWOT
Ensure peace prevailed in the community, unity, harmony and proper justice among them
members of the clan.
Chief advisor/Mediator/ (Riyo Tal), or solve land disputes.
Protection of the social norms and customs or cultural heritage of Acholi and ensure food
security for his subordinates.
LADIT KAKA
RESPONDENT ONE:
Check and manage or control land use among the different land holdings in Palenga Clan,
settling land disputes within and outside clan, reading and keeping the clan constitution, and
mediation or riyo-tal.
RWOT KWERI
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In charge of farming for better yield/harvest and food security.
Settle disputes along garden boundaries.
Solving domestic violence
Protecting the garden boundary
Managing group farming
Riyo-tal /mediation between clan members and disputes with other members.
Dividing farm land (AKER) among the clan members
Nyono katala (preparing garden for farming)
Link between government and the people
Mobilization of schedule for farming and meetings
Joko muchoro (collecting tax) and sending to sub-county chief (jago)

What is the role ofRwotKweri(Chief of work party/hoe)and how are they chosen? (Tic pa
rwodikweringo, dokkicimo gin ningning?)
ROLES OF RWOT KWERI:
In charge of farming for better yield/harvest and food security.
Settle disputes along garden boundaries.
Solving domestic violence

HOW THEY ARE (RWODI KWERI) CHOSEN:
Names are chosen and people cast their votes on the person of their choice usually on someone
who:
Know boundary well because of farming together with the community as an in charge, does not
segregate, he is a good mobilize hard working in agriculture, born of the place and an elderly
mature person, trusted with good food security network, and ability to motivate and mobilized
group community farming.

What is the role of RwotOkoro (female head of work party), and how are they chosen?(Tic
pa RwodiOkorongo, dokkicimo gin ningning?)
ROLES OF RWOT OKORO:
•
•
•

Heads women in weeding using snail shells
Do cultural rituals and mobilize women and prepare women in performing Apiti
traditional dance in case there is no rain (drought).
Culu kwor or mato oput to harmonies the conflicting clans.
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Organizing materials for carrying out oput (mediation) such as cam terkwaro (dek
ngor,kwon kal,kwete,) to initiate calling of the spirit of the late to bring in
peace through forgiveness.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cimo wang dako ma caa (advising women who have no respects to their husbands
and clan members or women who are wicked).
Solving domestic violence and advisory roles to wives of the clan
Ensuring food security, proper and timely harvesting, weeding and storage.
Yubu kwer calo kwero RUT/jok
Ensuring proper sanitation of the homes
Mediation on land alienated cases
Mobilizing women meetings of the clan and sensitizing them on clan sensitive
issues.

Management:
How are internal problems concerning customary land handled, resolved, or solved?
(Peko me larangomkatyer I kin dano me kaka man kicobonining?
RESPONDENT ONE:
It start with mediation from the meeting with the homesteads, in not satisfied then jagi of the area
take charge of the case, if not soleved at that stage then it is taken to chair of the clan land (won
kom ngom kaka) and his committees, if not possible, it is referred to the clan leader (wom kom
madit me ngom kaka), if all these person failed to germinate any difference, then the conflicting
parties through people voice are given go ahead to high court.
NOTE THAT: in most cases, these disputes are mainly solved within the first and second stages.
RESPONDENT TWO:
As chairman clan land, right is rested in his hands to mediate (riyo tal) to calm down such a
problem through the following ways:
• Get to know the case, how it started, its magnitude, people involved, and
Write letter to stop the use of that piece of land under disputes and report to the local
council one of the area inclusive are the elders, rwodi kweri and schedule day for hearing.
Opinion is sought from the two parties on how the problem broke up. Statements are
taken from the complainant followed by proceeding to see the area of disputes.
•

Confirmation from the neighbors and elders and the rwodi kweri and majority
support with substantial evidence is taken in to staunch consideration and
conclusion is drown.
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Minutes is taken followed by signing of the attendance list and ruling form signed by the
person who lost the case for future references and record.
Then the land is given back to the owner of the real owner.
NOTE THAT;
The case mainly ends peacefully without further problems or fight.
Mostly the wrangles are mediated and sorted out easily without any further problem. In
case of arrest, they ask police or court to first allow the case to be solved from home
while other proceeds with the court hearing.
There are no huge cases filed in high court and if it is before the court, the chair clan land
or clan leader can write to police or high court and it is allowed and perfectly mediated
upon then the copy of the report is sent to the police or court.
NOTE: there is only one case that the clan tried to mediate upon severally but did not reach any
final agreed and satisfied point. And we are looking forward to proceed with it to court.

How are external influences and/or problems managed or handled with regard to your
customary land?(Bura onyopeko me lara ngom ma aa kiwoko ma lube ki ngomkwaro
wuni kicobo nining?)
RSEPONDENT ONE:
One example that happened in 2007 where our customary land in JAKA Parish was
grabbed by Palwo clan, we went to the sub-county and called on all the neighbors and
scheduled mediation meeting in the real affected area. The case did not end well with LCIII
hearing and it was proceeded with to Pader and ended up not resolved and it was sent to
high court in but instead of hearing it, these Palwo clan members evacuated up the land
silently without being thrown away by the court but if they had listened to us, we would
have stopped in the first stage.
RESPONDENT TWO:
The Paibwore clan member also encroached in to Palenga clan land and they arrested and
detained palenga clan member and using one policeman who threatened to fire direct shot
at anyone.
Later on, the case was solved through a sub-county court but the policeman again arrested
this palenga clan man in the present of LCIII. The man later on filed a case before the court
and them (Paibwore) were summoned before the court of law and lost the case as my piece
of land rights to hold given back to me.
RESPONDENT THREE:
The Rwot moo and his Ladit kaka writes to invite the other clan’s rwot and his member of
the other clan then schedule the date of mediating.
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Mediation takes place exactly in the place of disputes where witnesses from both sides take
part in decision making pointing all the facts about the place.
Then the final decision made give rights to the real owner and if the boundary cannot be
determined, then the mediation team decide and agree to determine boundary on their
behalf or divide the land equally.
RESPONDENT FOUR:
It can also be solved through the Local Council court where the LCI of the disputes area
inform the LCII and write to inform them that no one is allwed to use that piece of land.
Elders and neighbors are informed and gather to witness the case and solve it peacefully
while giving all the substantial evidences.
RIYO TAL (MEDIATION). This is done through seeking the consent of both clan leaders
and both clan members including youths, men, women, elders, rwodi kweri, are invited to
witness with their truth of knowledge of how the land was farmed or utilized and by whom.
The mediating teams then makes solution basing on truth of the place and come to a
consensus or agreement followed by supportive stamped documents but if the case
continue, the it is forwarded or appealed to court of law.

How are disputes relating to land handled and who are involved with what roles?
RESPONDENT ONE:
The (Rwot moo, Ladit kaka, elders,rwot kweri and rwot okoro and the clan committees) play
advisory roles, mediation role, and peace building role by bringing back the preexisting harmony
that existed between the two clans through solving the disputes.
RESPONDENT TWO:
The (youths, men, women) play the roles of witnesses, give opinion, advice, point facts and also
involved in handling the disputes for peace to prevail.
What is the role of men and women in resolving land disputes?
THE ROLE OF MEN:
Observe how the boundary was used and its existence and protect it is encroached in to and to
stop that person and if the person does not admit, he report the complaint of land disputes before
their leader.
WOMEN:
Because of their constant farming, they know very well, the existing boundaries better than even
men for example; a man named Oyoo did not know well his boundary better than his wife and
during farming he encroached in to somebody else land it was his own wife that stopped him and
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hence the land problem solved from the garden because of mutual understanding and truth put by
that woman.
Right positive opinions that coordinate with the rest confirm entry solution point of disputes
through full engagement in to mediation/ riyo-tal.
How are the voices of women, girls and vulnerable people and people with disabilities in
relation to land rights heard in the Clan organization?
RESPONDENT ONE:
These category voices by birth rights and married rights and marriage rights are also involved
and invited to attend clan meetings, their consents equally accepted and sought and give proper
advice.
They have freedom in decision making but are mainly decisions that make ends meet are taken
seriously into consideration for the easy day to day running of the clan affairs.
All the categories are allowed to equally and control the land, protect it, farm it, graze in it and
settle in.
RESPONDENT TWO:
They are also allowed to mediate land cases (Riyo-tal), as decision makers, advisers, and
witnesses to the case and even when choosing their clan leaders by show of hands, freedom of
participation are given to them and majority show of hand is considered. This shows that their
voices are heard.
RESPONDENT THREE:
The clan constitution /cik pa kaka allow them (women, youths,) in to leadership structure of land
and that is one way of voicing the women, youths have.
What factors drive the changes in management of customary land?
RESPONDENT ONE:
Showing them the existing boundary especially to the youths who did not know well the
boundary of their places as the boundary were destroyed during the war like the big trees
cut down etc. this will then reduce on land alienated cases.
RESPONDENT TWO:
Sensitization so that they know the rights to hold land and how they can solve the
problems that might come up with the situation of calm peace and harmony.
RESPONDENT THREE:
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Respect by the clan members on their leaders and abide by the clan constitutions this will
reduce on the level of land conflicts and peace too fully and sustainably maintain and
utilize the land.
RESPONDENT FOUR:
Elders should use the right language and directives to the youths through being
exemplary to them.
RESPONDENT FIVE:
The land disputes are the biggest element of bringing in changes in ownership and
holding right to the land. It can change the ownership rights, leads to loss of land and so
forth.
RESPONDENT SIX:
Deforestation as a result of lumbering and re-forestations can be one of the elements of
change in land management.
Deforestation causes loss of boundary to the existing narration to the new generation
about the land by the elders and can easily leads to land disputes and wrangles while
reforestation can lead to proper land management and determined boundary for and on
behalf of the community. It can also help the land to fallow while sustaining its use for
the future this makes it easier to determine the land areas boundary.
RESPONDENT SEVEN:
The government interest are one of the elements that drives change to the exiting land
management for example, government can permanently acquire a piece of land say wet
land, rocks which initially were part of the community clan land forcing people to lose
its control and management to them.
RESPONDENT EIGHT:
Strengthening the capacity of the mediation team or create institution at clan level than
using the high court who delay the cases, make people lose their real land rights and
ownership to the a party who do not even own the land. For example, the court that does
not know the real boundary can act bias and rule in favor of the one with a lot of money.
RESPONDENT NINE:
Political interferences has to a larger extent caused changes into the land management,
use, controls and rights to hold the land because they mostly contaminate the mind of the
land owners from their social norms and customs the force greed spirit to throw away non
children of the clan away.
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How are pertinent decisions about land arrived at including allocation?(Tamonyorlok ma
pigitegoikomngomkwaroman kimokonining?)[Probe for implications of decision to men,
women, girls, boys and other vulnerable categories].
RESPONDENT ONE:
Through general clan meetings, moko cik (by-law) is made against illegal sale of land by
anybody without the consent of the homestead members or family members and clan leader
(Ladit kaka) without any clear definition for the reason of sale of the land and that
constitution cut across sustainable use of land that does not make it lose value as accorded
by the customs and social norms of the society on the behalf of the descendants.
RESPONDENT TWO:
During clan committee executive meeting chaired by clan leader in the present of the clan
land committee and Rwot and elders, on important things like how to improve on the cases
of lose of land by the vulnerable persons, how to handle issues of youths need for land,
girls who return, persons with disabilities, outside intervention that might crop in the land
like government interests, or encroachment on their land by other clan and how to mediate
over it for and on the behalf of the clan and later on inform them (clan) of the meeting
outcomes.
RESPONDENT THREE:
Also come up with decisions during the clan zonal meeting of the zonal leaders that is the
JAGI seeking the consent and opinion of the clan members on issues that affects youths,
women, widows, persons with disabilities and come up with a measures of how to reduce
on such a problem for and on the behalf of the clan.
IMPLICATION OF THE DECISION MADE:
RESPONDENT FOUR:
In case of problem of finance, and wish to solve it like a case in court that require financial
backup, and wish to sell of a given piece of land, it is certainly not allowed.
Daughters only utilize the land but holds no rights to it and to some extent denied access
to some other homesteads who do not confer with the clan regulations.
It pushes youths for early marriages and drop out of school in need of securing the land on
their own control because of this the population pressure visa vee land size decreases.
The children with only birth rights are fully protected than the nephews and nieces without
clan birth rights attachment and are limited by very little rights of land utilization.

Are there any incidences within your Clan where access to land was denied or people were
chased away? Under what circumstances? Elucidate. [Use extra sheet to record incidences]
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RESPONDENT ONE:
Yes, members of other clans in 1988 was offered a piece of farm land temporarily to eat to
Ladit MAYI from Pagol Dem. later after the post war reconstruction program, dispute
prevailed with his own son NOCRACH who want to demarcate the land but the owner
want it back. The owner who happened to be a Palenga clan member refused over any
further activity over his land and MUYI AND HIS SONS were uprooted off by Palenga
clan to their clan land in KORO/PAGOL near Pajule technical school in the center of
pajule.
RESPONDENT TWO:
In 2002, when encamped, and returned home ladit Laloyo from gem’s land encroached in
to palenga clan members land and was taken to court and the right to hold the piece of
palenga land was taken permanently away from him and he was forced to relocate to palwo.

PART FOUR
5.

Landholding use and rights in the Clan customary land
Land Use and Development:
How do the following relate to or affect your customary land use, rights, or
management?(Jami magi tiyo onyor mako kit me tic ki ngomkwaro man nining?
i. Rocky outcrops, hills and mountains?(Got, Pata, Lela,Godi,cere)

RESPONDENT ONE:

Very fertile for farming, help to determine the clan land boundary, for grazing animal because of
sufficient pasture and earnings from quarrying of the rocks as well as tourism because of the
secret site for education and leisure purposes.
Prone to land erosion, land shortage for farming, harbors dangerous spices of wild snakes/
animals, demons and evils spirits linger in such a place that hinder settlement, government
interventions can also lead to permanently taking control and rights to such a rocky place.
ii. Rivers, streams, wetlands? (Kulu, Oora kidago,togo)

Determinant of boundary with other clans, use for grazing, recognition sites eg. Wang
ALANGA, help with other food supplements that is fishing,
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However, it hinders agriculture because of flood related dangers, government interest in holding
its rights for example the NEMA can take up to 100 meters which leads to encroachment into the
inter land of customary hence affecting rights of such a place.

iii. Sacred cultural/spiritual sites?(Katimokwer / wangayweya)

Has no effect with land use because it helps with the recognition of the social identity and
belonging of the clan because that is the place where the clans pray from in initiation of the
problems to the gods of their land.
Leads to tourism that might generate funds to the clan for example, AJABO rock has marks on it
like where stool stood (tok- tok latyene adek), where dog lay, where the spear was laid, keno tum
and foot marks. It has no effects to land use because it only safe guard the land.

iv. Inter-community boundaries? (wangngom/wangacorma I kin dano me kaka man)

It helps to determine the boundary between community members and harmonize farming and
settlement.
v. Boundaries with neighboring communities?(Wang acooki kaka mukenema cok)

This help to determine the social existence and the and in some cases are the major events
leading to loss of land and landlessness because it generate disputes when lost.
vi. Where relevant, government boundaries (sub-county, district, international) that are

part of your customary land boundaries?(Wangngom pa gamente ma tyer I
wangacorwu.)
Government should also follow the boundaries because it is always given to them by the locals
(clans) so they only hold rights, use and manage that portion only.

b. What are the various uses of your Clan customary land? (Kwayi tic ango ma
utimokingomkwarowuni?)
The communal customary land is used for;
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Farming
Grazing animals as olet,
Settlement as gang
Spiritual sites
Fishing sites
Hunting for other dietary supplements.
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c. What type or system of farming is practiced in this customary land?
(Ngomkwarowuniutiyokwedeningning me pur?) [refer to table for guide and tick
appropriately]
Farming System/Types
Yes
No
Est. Size of Land Utilized
Shifting Cultivation/Agriculture
✓
4-5 acres
(Pur ma kidireadirakwede)

✓

More than 40 acre

✓

Average of 5-10 acres

✓

More than 30 acres

Crop Rotation

✓

4-9 acres

Inter-cropping

✓

5 – 10 acres

Fallowing

✓

More than 40 acre

Animal husbandry

✓

Above 40 acres

Commercial agriculture

✓

Above 20 acres

Permanent Plots
(Okang)

Part Shifting/ Part Permanent
(Kiwireidweokang)

All permanent Plots
(WengOkang)

Agroecology

✓

Permaculture

✓

In what way do you consider your customary land ideal for sustainable and productive
use?
(e.g.
fertility,
forestry,
grazing,
hunting,
tourism
etc)
.
(Wutamoningomkwarowuniber me tic makelodongoloboningning?)
The sacred sites has unique features that can help attract tourist to study some of the social
norms and customs of Acholi
Large enough to be allocated for the development of business centers, schools, hospitals,
water supply for example drilling point in palenga land supply pajule.
Development of homes, farming on large scale, grazing grounds for animals amongst other.

How has the management and use of your customary land been affected by its proximity
with
respect
to:(Bedocokkijami
ma
pinyiokupeonyooyeloloyoki
tic
kingomkwarowuninining?
Trading centers or Urban sites; (Center me cat onyoboma)
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It leads to employment opportunities, buying and exchange of goods with other clans however it
can lead to loss to land and land shortages because land need to be developed and are sold off.
Heavy taxation because of the ground rents.
Roads; (Yoo)
It causes land shortages because it takes away 20-40 meters and is sometimes not compensated
for.
Massive accidents that take away lives, pollutions but,
It leads to market connection with other clans.
Other infrastructure that affected how the land is managed and used? (Jami
mukenecalogedomadongo?)
It caused land shortages and displacement leading to lose of land by the real owners who cannot
develop the land. For example, gang kal wangduku occupied away 15 acres and amoko P7
School took away 15 acres of land rights and use under government.
In all these, the rule to govern the place hinders you from holding any social rights to that land.

d. How would you use your customary land to contribute towards communal wealth
creation? (Uromo tic ki ngom kwaro wuni ningning wek okel lonyo bot lwak me
Kaka wuni?
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Use it for farming for business and food security,
Grazing animals
Forestation
Hire it to investors at a set agreement.
Development of school, hospital,

e. Has any piece of your customary land been sold? For what purpose?
How was the decision arrived at?
Lila land 60 by 30 through seeking everyone consent and sold to raise fees
Schools, hospital health center 30 acres (15 acres each)
How do you think your customary land might generate benefit the community? (Wutamo
ningomkwaro wuni romo kelokony maber bot Kaka ningning? [See examples below]
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You point out some examples to guide tease responses:a)

b)
c)
d)

e)
f)

Mechanized farming organized and controlled by your Clan group – e.g., young men of
the group (or a sub-group) clearing stumps and otherwise preparing the ground for
tractor plowing; group members with economic resources hiring the tractor; collective
planting, harvesting, storing; then selling with proceeds then in some agreed upon way
shared by the community);
Regulated charcoal burning and selling from wooded areas of your customary land;
Communal harvesting of shea nuts (yaa) or the oil (moo) produced from the nuts from
your land;
Tree planting on available piece of your customary land; different species for different
purposes – e.g., pine trees or others for poles or short-term commercial purposes;
hardwoods for long-term community benefit; trees for fuel (including on homestead plots
for homestead use; utilizing any other product from trees in the customary land;
Fruit trees plantations;
Fish farming.
What do you think about registering your Clan Customary Communal Land? Give
Reasons. (Wunwunenoningninglok me conokinongokaratac pi ngomkwarowuni?
Pingo?) [Probe the number of people for and against registering the land and reasons for
either decision]

DO NOT WANT:
Because it might come with taxation of land leading to loss of land if defaulted. If the
government wants to register our land then we first understand the need if there will be any
compensation in terms of the taxation and if we refuse what will happen?
Need to be sensitized before any activity of registration to make us not to enter into a deal
that will make us regret later. And that want to know if the land will be registered as
doggola or as a whole clan. Customary communal land constitution should favor land
owners at no cost for registration.
Fear for example Aruu, Angagura, Atanga, Acwar ranch, and in Palabek Kal, boundary
was pointed up to the big Tree in Palabek trading centre as boundary of Aswa Ranch that
means all these places in example are going to be taken away by the government selfish
interests rendering all the natives displaced and landless. This makes us loose trust in
holding our land to be registered.
Lack of trust in registration coz it is one way of rooting government hidden agenda that
will contaminate us, take away our home, putting us in quagmire conditions of nowhere to
run or seek refuge to.
YES REGISTRATION IS NECESSARY:
This will enable us to live in peace and harmony with clear boundary determination and
then the prevailed circumstance of land disputes will stop leading to full control, utilization
and development of our community while protecting our rights and hence compensation in
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case of any government interest of investment land can easily be hired to sustain
development and employment of youths and the jobless.
If the land is registered and the period expired and not renewed, it will remain like the
unregistered land. Remove fear that the government will take away the customary
communal land but only looking for the ways of protecting it.
The ways of register land involve those with knowledge of laws that abide the owners of
land and democracy will be ensured. There is no any future threats once the land is
registered because it follow steps like registrations, from LCI, LCII, LCIII, Sub-county,
District, letters will stop any threats to the land.
It leaves the right of to hold land to the people even if there will be any change in the land
policy and that no effects holding it. Example it is possible for aswa ranch not to be taken
away if it was registered.
Constitution of Uganda of 1995 confirms that the land is in the hand of the people and for
the people. If the land is registered, and say there is any wealth underground, it will lead to
a fair deal and that the children will not meet any other future problem because there is a
maximum security. For example, NWSCo would have been in the hand of Palenga clan
and reap tax from it annually.
It leaves the respect to the people full ownership for instance in Acholi, if you do not marry
your wife, any man can take away that woman and marry her as his own wife. If a man
marry a woman everyone notice that marriage the same thing with registration of land
which will be done openly with the right reasons and honor of the right of the people of
Palenga clan. This therefore means that once the land is registered, the DOCUMENTS
WILL FIGHT for you on its own.
No. Yes
Want Registration?

25

No. No
05

Are there any other ideas you want to share with the research with regard to strengthening
the protection of rights to customary land in general?
Customary communal land should be protected through group farming because what the
group get it will help when contributed as that group and saved to cater for important issues
as a clan for example when anyone is involved in the land disputes in court hearing, instead
of selling any piece of land to cater for the court fee, the money is already there and that
piece of land is saved.
People should be made to understand what the customary communal land is and what type
of land use was held in that land. This should include the sites of settlement following the
pattern of their migration until the final settled land.
How to manage and control customary communal land along the homesteads (DOGGOLA)
they should be allowed to hold such responsibility to research for example how the
customary communal land was used, got, divided, and the roles of the various members of
the clan.
Allowed to determine their agreeable boundary as it was before.
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People should be sensitized on extensive Agri-skills programs so that they involve in mass
production and fully utilize their available rich local resources land and reap from their
individual basic necessities followed by identified market and important of saving to help
them in case of any problem there is money available to solve instead of selling away that
piece of land.
The ministry of land and the organizations concerned with the registrations and act of
registration should extend their services to the nearest community with maximum, detailed
and understandable sensitization language that put them to a clearer vivid picture of what
the registration of the customary communal land benefit them with or any other available
conditions that might generate after registration and it should be locally done with the local
inhabitants not in a rush, not from kampala but from the local community with communal
customary land rights holding.
Government should first stop any intervention in customary land of Acholi instead allow
us to redefine ourselves after war, help us solve peacefully the aggravated regurgitated
conditions of land disputes so that maximum peace prevail in Acholi land then sensitize
the community on their activity involvement of customary land at agreeable conditions that
do not deter people off their land rights or creations of conditions that the land should be
held.
The rights holding should be put in TRUST to the RWODI MOO following the predefined
land holdings in Acholi with strict BY LAW of the clan land across all the land in Acholi
and if the government will want to do any initiative to the land, people should be contacted
first and in case of any change in the land rights or customary communal land policy, it
should first seek the opinion and consent of people (BOTTOM-UP approach) not TOPDOWN approach which brings a lot of confusions of government civilian rival/strikes.
Customary communal land MEDIATION TEAM should be held at KER KAL not HIGH
COURT because they are fast at resolving situations without initiating loss of land by the
rightful owner and the high court do not know the real place of disputes but Rwodi and
other mediation team do making it easier for them to resolve at no cost of loosing land to
be sold to finance high court or their Bias and expense tendencies.
Various clan members have different land sizes and if giving tax, it should be equal
regardless of land sizes or not at all.
LAWII RWODI should assemble all Rwodi of various clans sensitize them through clear
means of mediation and move round to see the boundary of their clan land with their
neighboring clans to eradicate land disputes in Acholi land. And if government wants to
enter to use they should seek for clear paths of entry through Rwodi not through force as
in Apar AMURU.
We do not refuse investors to bring development but should agree to negotiate with us the
land owners so that we know the kind of person we are entrusting with our lives just like
MADHVANI interest in Lakang Amuru. And that there should not be any government
interferences while needs arise for the registration of land. Registration should be free and
fair without any attached conditions of Government selfish interests.
Strengthen the Position of Elders of the KER KAL, Acholi Parliamentarians should do
their best to do what they were sent in parliament not just keep silent on the problems and
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issues that affects Acholi land. We were just from the most terrific and tragic situation that
hindered us and destroyed our homes, property and hope and as we again see what this
government does in respecting us in our homes destroyed by their greed and selfish
interests.
JASLF and other NGOs should strengthen sensitization position of Customary communal
land committees, including youths, elders, PWDs, women, how to use their customary
communal land to generate to then benefits not to be sold for reasons that make them regret
later.
QUESTIONS:
Following the research, how important is the result to us?
What changes will the research bring to us?
Is it the government who sent you to know if there is vacant land so that they claim its
authority?
Last year 2016 August same discussion was aired over the radio that if permanent plots
(OKANG) isn’t farmed for one year you pay tax. Isn’t this going to be a case of taxation
of our land?
Why your interests are over protecting the land now yet there has been ample time for you
to do this when we had not lost most of the elders who know? And why not involve most
of the clan member in this research work?

Wapyoyomatek !!
Olanya Levi Extus
And
Okot Goria.
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Annex 4. Tool 3(a): Example of a Youth Special Interest FGD Transcript – Ker Kal
Pawel
“Instituting Protection of Rights to Customary Land Ownership in Acholiland”

Field Research Component – Phase II (2017)
TOOL THREE (A):
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION WITH YOUTHS
[Carefully identify the Youth as a special category from the Chiefdom and mobilize them from adjacent
Parishes to participate in 3 separate FGDs of 12 respondents each. Work with the community mobilizerto
select and invite youths from the categories listed in B below. You may consider combining some
categories if in your judgment they are comfortable sharing information together.Note:remember that
even with Youth as a special interest group, they are not homogenous and have differences,and thus if
included in the same FGD one should ensure participation and voices of each category are heard and
noted.]
C. Definition of the Youth(NYP 2001): all persons; female and male aged 12 to 30 years. This is a period
of great emotional, physical and psychological changes that require societal support for a safe
passage from adolescent to full adulthood.
D. The categories of Youth respondents may include:▪ young men and women from indigenous, ethnic and minority groups;
▪ migrants;
▪ refugees and Internally Displaced Persons (IDP);
▪ Lesbian;
▪ Gay;
▪ Bisexual;
▪ Transgender and Intersex (LGBTI);
▪ Youth living with HIV;
▪ Youth with disabilities or living in conditions of poverty and/or conflict;
▪ Young religious discrimination, sex workers and drug users;
▪ those facing domestic and sexual violence;
▪ widowed young women;
▪ LRA returnees;
▪ Former child mothers;
▪ Young women entering into forced marriages or victims of human trafficking into slavery of sex
industry.

E. Seeking Consent:[It is best to think of consent as an ongoing process, in which you remind
respondents of the possible future uses of the information they give you as appropriate, and in which
respondents can opt out whenever they wish. Respondents should have a right to remain anonymous
and to have their rights to privacy and confidentiality respected. In this participatory work with
communities, it may not be realistic to undertake to protect the identities of those taking part, and so
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do not suggest that you could. Then respondents can decide for themselves what they say and what
they don’t say.] Once consent is verbally granted, proceed.
F. Start Time: ________________
G. End Time: _________________

H. Use a separate the sheetin the next page to register the participants.
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Guide Questions to be administered at Youth Special Interest
FGDs:
1. Opening Questions:
(i) What is your understanding of Customary Land? What is your understanding of Communal land? [I
ngec ma megwu, Ngom Kwaro obedo gin ango? Ngom alwak kono obedo ngo?
Y 1: Customary land is land for our fore father, that is, the dead, those alive and those yet to be born
while communal land is for the clan
Y 4: Customary land is land fathers inherited from their fore fathers and communal land is for the
members in that clan
Y 3: Communal land is land for everyone and customary land is land for our fathers

(ii) In your opinion, who controls, manages and administers customary and communal land and how is
this done?(Ka ingec wu, anga onyo ngo ma gwoko, loyo dok doro ngom kwaro ki ngom pa alwak?)
[probe for organizational structure in the land management and how this works in practice to their
knowledge]
Y 4: Fore fathers and elders of a particular clan
Y 3: Elders in that particular clan tells how it should be utilized
Y 2: Rwot Moo of that clan and elders of several sub clan
Y 1: Rwot Moo and elders in a particular homestead
(iii) What category of people have rights to settle in,utilize or own Customary and communal land?
[Probe for the categories of people who haverights to settle in, utilize, own and sell of land. Probe
further whether all these categories include the various categories of youth]
Y 4: A child born in that clan, but nephews and nieces have less powers as compared to a child born
in that clan.
Y 3: People born in that clan including nephews, nieces, widows, young children born and those yet
to be born

2. Key Questions
(i) As youths, how do you assess your rights to customary and communal land within your Chiefdom,
Clan or elsewhere? Give examples. (Macalo, bulu, wun uneno ningning kit ma twerowu tyer kwede
ingom Kwaro ma I Ker Kal eni, onyo Kaka wu onyo kamukene?Milabol)
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Y 4: We are apportioned land as decided by the elders. We are not involved in decision making
because we are considered as young people.
Y 6: We inherit land rights by birth but decisions on land is decided by the elders.
Y 2: Youth are simply shown where to cultivate by the elders and he or she does not have to complain.
Y 7: Youth have limited access to land rights because they are less involved in land affairs and are
considered to be young.

(ii) How is land allocated to you, by who?[Ngom kwaro unongo ningning? Anga ma poko/miyo]?
Y 7: As youth we acquire land from our parents.
Y 3: We inherit land from our fore fathers and elders of the clan reserve the rights of apportioning.
Y 1: We get land from our fathers

(iii) How do you use or utilize the customary communal land to which you have right and access? (Ngom
kwaro ki ngom alwak ma wu tyer iyer ki tweroni utiyo kwede ningning?)[Probe for cultivation,
animal husbandry, business activities, grazing, wood cutting, playground, hire out, commercial
farming, etc]
Y 4: We use land for farming.
Y 3: Rearing animals and farming.
Y 7: We use the forest in our customary land for fire wood, medicine and building materials.
Y 9: We use the land for farming.

(iv) As Youth, what do you consider are your involvement in internal problems or matters concerning
customary communal land? How do you do this? Give examples. [Kapeko me lok pa ngom tyer,
wun wudonyo iyer ningning. Mii labol]
Y 4: We simply follow elder’s decisions, elders occasionally accepts our involvement
Y 5: As youth, once involved in matters of land, we stick to the truth and disown dishonesty. A case in
point is we had a land wrangle with our neighbor and an elder who presided over the case, was bias
yet he was a respectable elder in the community.
Y3:We always try to inquire how the customary land was dug and how culturally land issues were
solved by our forefathers.

(v) Of all the things we have discussed today about customary communal land, what are the most
challenging to you as youth?
Y4:There has been more child birth right from the camp regime which has made land to be very small
since the population surpasses available land.
Y2: Youth are never involved in solving land issues.
Y7: Our children are not given land at our home especially daughters who came back home and yet at
our husband’s places we have been chased.
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Y8: We youth have no land rights and clan elders abuse us for bringing many wives and never tell us
what to do.
(vi) What recommendation(s) can you give to strengthen the security of customary and communal
land in Acholi land for your group?
Y1: Family planning so that population matches the available land, reduce animal keeping so that
cultivation land is increased, tree planting as an alternative source of income, plant food crops and
not only cash crops, buy more land somewhere else.
Y3: Chiefs set a by law to register all customary land in Acholi sub region.
Y4: Government to leave land rights to Acholi Chiefs since they know how to successfully solve
customary land issues, land should not be sold since it’s also for our children, carefully listen to our
elders’ advice of not marrying many women.
Y2: Have youth representatives at the chiefdom level who in turn sensitize other youth who tend to
be problem promoters.

3. What other comments or recommendationscan you give to strengthen the security of customary
communal land in Acholi land?
Y1: Equally share land to all people of Acholi. For example land in Apaa-Amuru District, protect the
land by planting seeds into the land, land be communally owned.
Y3: Chiefs (Rwodi moo) to register and put a mark stone on the customary land so that it is well known
to everyone.
Y4: All Rwodi Moo(Acholi) have one decision on how to handle cultural issues especially concerning
land, Government should respect the Acholi Rwodi as far as their (chiefdoms) are concerned since we
all listen and respect the Rwot’s voice, stop selling or renting land to foreign investors, false game
and forest reserves be scrapped off completely.

Thank You for your active participation!!
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Annex 5. Tool 3(b): Example of a People With Disabilities (PWD) Special
Interest FGD Transcript – Ker Kal Alero
“Instituting Protection of Rights to Customary Land Ownership in Acholiland”

Field Research Component – Phase II (2017)
TOOL THREE (B):
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION OFPEOPLE WITH
DISABILITIES
[Carefully identify people with disabilities in the Chiefdom as a special category and mobilize them from
adjacent Parishes to participate in 1 (one) FGD of 8 to 12 respondents. Work with the community
mobilizerto reach out and invite selected people with disabilitiesfrom the categories listed in B below. You
may consider combining some categories if in your judgment they are comfortable sharing information
together.Note:ensure participation and voices of each category are heard and noted.]
I.

Definition of the Persons with disability: those who have long-term physical, mental,
intellectual or sensory impairments which in interaction with various barriers may hinder their full
and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others. (UNCRPD, 2006).

J.

The categories ofPeople with disabilities may include:Disability
Sensory disabilities

Physical disabilities

Sub categories
1. Deaf with speech
2. Deaf without speech
3. Deaf-blind
4. Hard of hearing
5. Total blindness
6. Low vision (Nose readers)
Amputations
1. One arm
2. Both arms
3. One leg
4. Both legs
Amputations
5. One arm
6. Both arms
7. One leg
8. Both legs
Deformities
9. Lower limb
10. Upper limbs, shoulders, forearm and
hand
11. Club feet
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Other disabilities

12. Spina bifida
13. Spinal cord injuries
14. Rheumatism
15. Little persons
Albinos

K. Some suggested causes of the above conditions may have been: Congenital (from birth);
Illness/disease; Land Mine/UXO; Road accident; Trauma/Injuries; Wars and Civil strife;
Domestic violence; Life style (Drug abuse, poor health care, poor feeding etc.)
L. Seeking Consent:[It is best to think of consent as an ongoing process, in which you remind
respondents of the possible future uses of the information they give you as appropriate, and in which
respondents can opt out whenever they wish. Respondents should have a right to remain anonymous
and to have their rights to privacy and confidentiality respected. In this participatory work with
communities, it may not be realistic to undertake to protect the identities of those taking part, and so
do not suggest that you could. Then respondents can decide for themselves what they say and what
they don’t say.] Once consent is verbally granted, proceed.

M. Start Time: 12pm
N. End Time: 1pm

O. Use a separate the sheetin the next page to register the participants.
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Guide Questions to be administered at Special Interest FGD of
People with Disabilities:
4. Opening Questions:
(iv) What is your understanding of Customary Land? What is your understanding of Communal
land? [I ngecmamegwu, NgomKwaroobedo gin ango? Ngomalwakkonoobedongo?
Customary land is the land which is communally own and it is inherited from our grand ancestors which
is later passed to the next generation to come to farm, and settle on by same same clan members.
______________________________________________________________________________

(v) In your opinion, whocontrols, manages and administers customary and communal land and
how is this done?(Kaingecwu, angaonyongo ma gwoko, loyodokdorongomkwarokingom
pa alwak?) [probe for organizational structure in the land management and how this works
in practice to their knowledge]
Customary land within the chiefdom is managed and administered by the male elders and also each
household member (won ot).
There is no proper structure of land management though we have Rwot okoro and Rwot kweri but they
don’t have authority when it comes to management and land administration.
______________________________________________________________________________
(vi) What category of people have rights to settle in,utilizeor own Customary and communal
land? [Probe for the categories of people who haverights to settle in, utilize, own and sell of land.
Probe further whether all these categories include the various categories ofpeople with disabilities]
______________________________________________________________________________
Men in that chiefdom have the supreme rights over the land and can sell it, own it, settle on it and utilize
it.
Disabled women who are married to that clan are only allowed to settle and utilize but not own and sell
it.
Children who are born of disabled persons in that clan have rights over the land and can use the land but
not to own the land in clan.
People with disability are not allowed to sell land but they can settle and utilize land because they are
considered
to
be
weak
always
and
do
not
know
land
issues
_____________________________________________________________________________

5. Key Questions
(ii) As people with disabilities, how do you assess your rights to customary and communal land
within your Chiefdom, Clan or elsewhere? Give examples. (Macalo, bulu, wununenoningning
kit ma twerowutyerkwedeingomKwaro ma I Ker Kaleni, onyo Kaka wuonyokamukene?Milabol)
____________________________________________________________________________
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As people with disabilities our rights to customary land is not there completely many of us are chased
away from the land allocated to us. People without disabilities grab our land by force especially when they
release that their energy is going down, they are unable to dig as it was before.
Our land rights are not respected by the able people in the clan and the chiefdom which is evidenced
sometimes when our crops are uprooted and we are chased from the land latter
Many of us can not afford to take cases of land to court and as result their land are taken and nothing is
done latter.
The leaders who should support them to protect their rights over land issues are in most cases bias and
rule in favour of the able people especially the Rwot kweri are not supportive to their rights of land
ownership

______________________________________________________________________________

(vii) How is land allocated to you, by who?[Ngomkwarounongoningning? Anga ma
poko/miyo]?
Land is allocated to us by our parents and elders in the clan and chiefdom to settle and farm on for our
livelihood

(viii) How do you use or utilize theCustomary communal land to which you have right and
access ? (Ngomkwarokingomalwak ma wutyeriyerkitweroniutiyokwedeningning?)[Probe
for cultivation, animal husbandry, business activities, grazing, wood cutting, playground, hire out,
commercial farming, etc]
We utilize the land for cultivation, settlement, animal husbandry and hire out to others
______________________________________________________________________________
(ix) As people with disabilities, what do you consider are your involvement in internal problems

or matters concerning customary communal land? How do you do this? Give examples.
[Kapeko me lok pa ngomtyer, wunwudonyoiyerningning. Miilabol]
In the clan as people of disabilities are not given chance to get involve over any land issues.
We are not even inform and invited to mediate on land conflict in the chiefdom and in the clan as well.
Disable representatives at the Sub-county do not even coordinate and inform them. In case of any land
issues in most cases we are neglected and left uninformed
We don’t have clear structure upon which we can get involve over land issue and conflict resolution in the
community.

(x) Of all the things we have discussed today about customary communal land, what are the
most challenging to you as people with disabilities?
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Challenge of land grabbing by the able people from the disable persons
The challenge of resources to follow up cases of land conflicts which have been taken to court
Challenge of Rwot kweri being bias on them on land conflict resolution
The voice of the disable people are not considered over land ownership and in the decision making in the
community on land
There is also challenge of leadership gap among the disable persons to inform and coordinate them over
land issues like decision and ownership and utilization of land.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

(xi) What recommendation(s) can you give to strengthen the security of customary and
communal land in Acholiland for your group?
The disable people should be involved in decision making and also participate over land distribution and
ownership in the clan.
The disable people should be given full rights to own land and also trained on their land rights.
The land should be registered and title kept by the chief in the chiefdom on behalf of the disable people.
______________________________________________________________________________

6. What other comments or recommendationscan you give to strengthen the security of
customary communal land in Acholiland?
The community should also be trained on how to utilize their land on a commercially farming.
All the land within clan and chiefdom should be registered and mark-stone put and title issued so that
land are protected within the clan and chiefdom.
All the land within the chiefdom should also be managed by the chief and the elected committee from all
the clans who are under this chiefdom.
Thank You for your active participation!!
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Annex 6. Tool 3(c): Example of a Women’s Special Interest FGD Transcript –
Paboo Pakedo
“Instituting Protection of Rights to Customary Land Ownership in Acholiland”
Field Research Component – Phase II (2017)
TOOL THREE (C):
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION WITH WOMEN
[Carefully select various women representatives from the Chiefdom as a special
category and mobilize them from adjacent Parishes to participate in 1 (one) FGD of
8 to 12 respondents. Work with the community mobilizerto reach out and invite
selected womenfrom the categories listed in B below. You may consider combining
some categories if in your judgment they are comfortable sharing information
together.Note:ensure participation and voices of each category are heard and
noted.]
P. Definition of Gender: Gender is a socially and culturally constructed category
that refers to roles of women and men, girls and boys, within a certain society,
and relationships between them.
Q. Gender sensitivity: [is] a perspective which is mindful of the fact that women
occupy a lesser status and suffer from serious impediments as a result of
historic and universal sexual discrimination. It is a consciousness that goes
beyond the question of women, into the general arena of combating all forms
of stereotyping against ethnic groups, minorities and the underprivileged as a
whole....(gender sensitivity) is the ultimate mental liberation which stands
apart in strength and possibilities from the other base greed which laissez faire
promotes.” (ADATS, 1996: 1-2)
R. The categories ofwomen for the FGD may include women:▪ married in the Clan;
▪ born in the Clan;
▪ born in the Clan and married;

▪ married and returned;
▪ other tribe married to Clan;
▪ co- wives; young women;
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▪ born in the Clan and not
married;

▪ widows;divorced, etc.

S. Seeking Consent:[It is best to think of consent as an ongoing process, in which
you remind respondents of the possible future uses of the information they give
you as appropriate, and in which respondents can opt out whenever they wish.
Respondents should have a right to remain anonymous and to have their rights
to privacy and confidentiality respected. In this participatory work with
communities, it may not be realistic to undertake to protect the identities of
those taking part, and so do not suggest that you could. Then respondents can
decide for themselves what they say and what they don’t say.] Once consent is
verbally granted, proceed.
T. Start Time: 12:40pm

EndTime: 1:20pm

U. Usethe sheetin the next page to register the participants.
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Guide Questions to be administered at Special Interest FGD
with Women at Chiefdom Level
7. Opening Questions:
(vii) What is your understanding of Customary Land? What is your
understanding of Communal land? [I ngecmamegwu, NgomKwaroobedo
gin ango? Ngomalwakkonoobedongo?
✓ F1 when they say customary land it means your grandfather lived in
the land and gave birth to your father you’re
your father gave birth to you in it can be for three to four generations
and when people produce and the population becomes high then other
people will go to get land somewhere else then the sub clan will now
come in example pakwira, parina, pakebe and that is how the name
communal land starts .
✓ F2 To my understanding of customary land is those days the population
was not high so our grandparents use to go and acquire land or get
land in a particular place then he will produce his children and the
children will produce their children and the trend will continue and
now that is why we call this our customary land because we have
inherit the land from our grandparents who got this land long ago.
✓ F3 Communal land is like something for the group that does not
discriminate against the clan of the people example the people of
pugwang, pakedo, pakwira all come together to work for the group not
until when the when the planed activity is finished but however they
will also be doing things connected to their clan depending on the
group leader.
✓ F4 To me communal land is it mean that one man can produce six boy
and all these boys will sub clan and none of the boys can stop other
people from using the customary land and that is why it is called the
communal land because every member of the family has got to use it
without any segregation since we are all children from the same father
so our children and grandchildren should use the same customary land.
✓ F5 To me communal land is not so different from what the other mama
has said it is like a big plot of land like the hunting ground and it has no
owner and no one owns it and people from different clans can come to
use it, it is for public use that is how I understand it.
✓ F6 Communal land to me it is like going to hunt that any one from any
clan can use it without being stopped in other wards it is for public use
and people are called together as a group to come and use is for
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example tee got kilak so all the different clans come together to use it
that is how I see people use communal land..
(viii) In your opinion, whocontrols, manages and administers customary and
communal land and how is this done?(Kaingecwu, angaonyongo ma
gwoko, loyodokdorongomkwarokingom pa alwak?) [probe for
organizational structure in the land management and how this works in
practice to their knowledge. What the place of women are in these
structure]
✓ F2to me it is the elders who controls the customary land because they
are the people who got the plot of land and when they die their
children will take over the control of the land and they always tell
them that they should use the land peacefully without encroaching in
to the land of their brothers each child should use the land
apportioned to him while for the communal land there is always a
leader who is the mobilize of people to come and use the customary
land for example when people are going for hunting the leader will
mobilize the people with the help of other people to go for hunting but
for the clan the elders manages the use of the customary land and
when he dies then another child will take over to be the administrator
of the customary land.
✓ F5to me it is the male to control and old women who have been
married to the clan for a long period of time and they know much
about the customary land of the clan as pertains the issues of
management and control of the customary land that is how I see it.
✓ F3 to the elders who are there in the clan will tell their children on how
they can protect the customary land, we should not sale the we should
use it properly since some people sale off the land and this is not good
so when children are guided like that then the children will have the
land since if we sale then we shall be left with no land so when
children are guided by the elders then the land will be protected since
the customary land that is not protected people sale it off and it
becomes useless to the people .
✓ The ownership of customary land is the elders of the clan and the land
here is being controlled and managed well without any problem.
✓ F1 customary land how it is managed well without any problem since
they are directing the clan and their children in a good way
✓ To me is see no problem with how the customary land is being
managed since our grandparents never sold off land and they the
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elders who are now managing the customary land are not even selling
of the land so this is an indicators that they are controlling the
customary land well unless if the children who are growing up spoil it
in the future
✓ My idea is not different from the rest since I see no problem with the
way the customary land is managed since they are not selling of the
customary land and there is no serious land wrangles and we are living
peacefully in our customary land
✓ We are using our customary land well since we are following the
instructions that was given to use by our parents and we are passing
that to our children and there is no trespass on the customary land but
people from other clan different from palumini are the one bringing in
land wrangles.
✓ F1 women get involved on the control of the customary land when
there are wrangles with other clan that is when the women who have
been married to the clan for a long period of time will come in together
with the men of the clan since they know a lot about the boundaries of
the customary land and this will help in settling the problem , women
can also come in when there are internal land wrangles to come and
show the garden demarcations to the people and in that the woman
also has the rights to talk about the customary land.

(ix) What category of people have rights to settle in,utilizeor own
Customary and communal land? [Probe for the categories of people who
haverights to settle in, utilize, own and sell of land. Probe further whether
all these categories include the various categories of women]
✓ F2 any child who is a child of the clan has the rights to own and live in
the customary land but has no rights to sale off the land because it is
for the generation if our elders had sold the land we would not be
having any more customary land .
✓ F1 if you are a trustworthy child that is when they say that the
ownership to the customary land be entrusted in your hands and the
people will elect that child and he will control the youth and acts as a
link between the youth and the elders ,if there is a problem that will
need an intervention the they will go through that person for instance
if part of the customary land is to be sold then the clan will have to
seat and decide on the selling but it is not only decided by one person.
✓ F4 to me I see that women are also supposed to have that right since
by the time your husband was marring you he showed you’re the part
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of the customary land that you were using and when the man dies
then you will have control over that land which you were using with
your husband and your in-laws should not stop you from using the
land, however you will only have rights over the customary land that
you are using only not for the whole clan.
✓ For me as a daughter of the home I also have that rights since when I
get married and I come back home may be my husband has divorced
me or he has died then am also supposed to be given some part of the
customary land in order for me to use it since am also a child born in
that clan.
✓ To me I see that if you are a daughter of the home a now you marry
and come back home you can be given land but at the mercy of your
brother since you completely have no rights over the land since the
land is for the boys so they can decide to give you to just use it because
you now have nowhere to go.
8. Key Questions
(iii) As women, how do you assess your rights to customary and communal
land within your Chiefdom, Clan or elsewhere? Give examples. (Macalo,
mon, wununenoningning kit ma twerowutyerkwedeingomKwaro ma I Ker
Kaleni, onyo Kaka wuonyokamukene?Milabol)
✓ F3to me I see that us the women have no problem since when a man
marries you then you have come to take care of the home and all other
things including the customary land of your husband so that incase of
the death of your husband then you will become the administrator of
the estate of the late so to me I see that us the women have the rights
over the customary land.
✓ F2 to me I see that for us the women in this clan has no problems at all
since incase of any issues concerning the customary land they the men
also involve us even if you are a widow or not so we are okay in this
clan.
✓ To me the way I see us who are here we have no problem since if there
is any problem we are all called to come and settle the problem
together with the men.
✓ F4 me am talking as a daughter of the clan we the girls have no
problems completely since we are all using the land as the men too
since we are all using this customary without any problem since some
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of us have even built on this land and we are not sent away from this
customary land

(xii) How is land allocated to you, by who?[Ngomkwarounongoningning?
Anga ma poko/miyo]?
✓ F1 customary land is not just given to by any one for example like in
apaa that the land is still unoccupied by people you go to such a place
and get a plot of land and you start staying in it then yo produce your
children then they will say that this is our fathers land and they too will
produce their children and the children will then call that land their
customary land.
✓ F3 to me as a woman who is married to this clan my father in-law will
allocate for me a plot of land to cultivate it and then I will show my
children when they grow up even my father in-law was given to him by
his father so our children get the customary land from our grand
parents and parents
✓ To me I look at it this way that from the day you get in to the clan and
they show you or give you a garden to dig that will be the beginning of
you getting your customary land and you’re your husband is given a
place to put a house for you then that is already allocation of the
customary land
(xiii) How do you use or utilize theCustomary communal land to which you
have right and access? (Ngomkwarokingomalwak ma
wutyeriyerkitweroniutiyokwedeningning?)[Probe for cultivation, animal
husbandry, business activities, grazing, wood cutting, playground, hire out,
commercial farming, etc]
✓ f2 for us we are grazing our animals ,cultivating of rice and millet and it
is helping us however we are getting challenges in getting seedlings
like for pines so we are doing small scale farming and it is helping us
✓ To me I see that the most important thing it is helping us a lot in that
we have built houses in the center that people are renting and using it
as shop ,we are also keeping and grazing our animals in our customary
alnd ans some of the fruits that we have planted like paupa
✓ To me when you build a house in the center or you heir our the
customary that that is at the center then when you get the rent then
the money is going to help the family
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✓ We get firewood from here those days we use to have a lot of trees but
now days we do not have trees since when people went to the camp
we use to get firewood from here and the trees got depleted and now
we use the stems of peas that we plant but we can get from other
people but the burning of charcoal has finished the trees so we ask the
government to help us with some of the seedlings so that we can re
plant the trees.
(xiv) As women, what do you consider are your involvement in internal
problems or matters concerning customary communal land? How do you do
this? Give examples. [Kapeko me lok pa ngomtyer,
wunwudonyoiyerningningmacalo mon. Miilabol]
✓ For us the women we come in that if am the first woman to come to
the clan and they know that you have been married to this family for a
long time and know who the rightful owner of a particular customary
land is and you are asked as a witness who knows who the owner for
the land is example my sister in-law who is in gulu was called to come
and help in the settlement of land dispute and she came because she
knew more about the customary land of the family.

(xv) Of all the things we have discussed today about customary communal
land, what are the most challenging to you as women?
✓ To me the problems to us the women is that if there is some issues
concerning customary land the men will shut you dawn saying that you
are just a mere woman who have just come in to the clan so my appeal
is to men to also let us have some rights over the customary land
✓ To me my idea is not different from the previous speaker is that men
then to under mind the women when it comes to land related issues
they say that you are just a mere woman and yet some of the views of
women may be so important but men say that women have no rights
over customary land and they are excluded from land matters.
✓ To me I see that to us the women are not called for the meeting
related to customary land and you just see them for the meeting and
when you go for that meeting you are sent away and they will say that
you do not have a right over their customary land and you can say
nothing about it you can say something about the customary land in
your clan, they only allow the women who have been married to the
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clan for a long time to attain their meeting but not the newly married
women.
✓ This customary land that the men gave out for rentals they did not call
us the women for that meetings but for us the women have no idea
about the amount of money that is kept.
(xvi) What recommendation(s) can you give to strengthen the security of
customary and communal land in Acholiland for your group?
✓ To me I want the government should help the women to have equal
rights over the customary land and when you talk the men should also
listen to you instead of despising you that is what I want
✓ To me I see it as it is good and there are times when they say that
women also have a rights over land but that is just in paper but the
men here still say that women do not have rights over customary land
so you need to help the women to have rights as men over customary
land. Secondly selling of land is bringing a lot of problems to the people
since after selling your land to someone you will become a slave to
work for that person so we should stop selling of the customary land
and that person may be a witch.
✓ To me selling of the land people should help us in since after the other
person can also grab your customary land and you will not have any
thing.
✓ To me there is no need to sale off the customary land so people should
just hire out the land to the people since the land will still belong to
the people but when sold you will never have it again
9. What other comments or recommendationscan you give to strengthen the
security of customary communal land in Acholiland?
✓ My last remark am ataro rose a woman married to the clan of pakedo
palumini for a long time I advise the people to use our customary land
to plant trees to help us and not sale off the land and the government
has to come in to help us the people of this clan.
✓ To me we should look for ways of mediating the customary land
wrangle should be settled out of court since the court process is long
and costly so instate of wasting money and time in court we should use
the cultural structure to settle land conflict like for the rwot moo and
some of the elders in the clan can help sort out the problems
✓ To a say that we are not to take issues of the customary land to court is
because they do not know how the people have been living in the
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community since we have the rwot okoro and rwot kweri and the rwot
moo will come to settle the problems since in court they just want
money without ant justice and if you do not have money then you lose
your land to the person who has money to pay the court
✓ To me for instance then they said that the issues is not supposed to be
taken to court since the people in the conflict was a nephews then the
community leaders were called and the problem was resolved.
Thank You for your active participation!!
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Annex 7. Tool 4: Example of a Key Informant Interview (KII) Transcript –
Ongiya Clan Leader (Ladit Kaka,) Ker Kal Bwobo Manam
“Instituting Protection of Rights to Customary Land Ownership in Acholiland”
Field Research Component – Phase II (2017)
TOOL FOUR:
KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE
[After identifying resourceful persons using purposeful sampling or by snowballing technique, who
you think can offer more useful information, or those who have been referred, make an appointment
in an appropriate venue and keep time. Make sure you have with you a notebook for recording and a
voice recorder]

Venue:_Kinene B
1.0

Date: 31/5/2017

Start time: 1:10 PM End Time: 2:10 PM

INTRODUCTION

Welcome—Explain purpose of the interview
Good morning/afternoon. My name is [interviewer’s name], I my colleague is [introduce companion].
Thank you for taking your busy day to speak with us. We’ll try to keep our time to 60 minutes, but may
find that we run over once we get into the interview. [Check to see if this is okay]
The Joint Acholi Sub-regional Leaders Forum working in partnership with Trocaire Uganda, have
commissioned a project on “Piloting the Protection of Rights to Customary Land Ownership in
Acholiland”, supported by the Democratic Governance Facility (DGF).
The overall goal of the project is ‘to strengthen the security of customary and communal land tenure
in Acholiland through research, consultation, and advocacy’.
You have been selected as a respondent to our key informant interview because of your knowledge,
insight and familiarity with Acholi community and matters to do with land. It would be quite helpful if
in this interview today, we can learn from your experiences more about customary and communal
land and elicit your informed recommendations on how to protect the rights to customary land
ownership and its productive use for the people of Acholi.
Ground Rules
The themes that emerge from this research will be summarized and made available to the public;
however, individual interviews will be kept strictly confidential, unless you so wish that you be quoted
on some points.
At any time during our conversation, please feel free to let us know if you have any questions or if you
would rather not answer any specific question. You can also stop the interview at any time for any
reason.
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Please remember that we want to know what you think and feel and that there are no right or wrong
answers.
Is it OK then to proceed with this interview, and may werequest that we record our conversation to
help us capture the right information?
Thank you.
[Turn on recording equipment.]
Next, we’ll be asking you a series of questions about customary and communal land. But first, we'd
like to begin by asking you some questions about yourself.
1.0

Biodata

(Fill in the table below)
Okello Inyasio Agara
Male
Full Name:
✓
Designation /
Clan leader
Organization
Ongiya
Place of
Ongiya clan originally were the descendants Are you
Origin
of okutu oyuru who gave birth to Owner?
ongiya as his son they came from
puranga and to got okiga before
moving to Te- got Atoo in Gulu
district

Female

75
Age:

a

Land

Yes
✓

No

Key Informant Interview Guide Questions
1) We would like to get your opinions about the concept of Customary and Communal Land. How
would you describe them in your own words?
Respond
1. Customary land is the land which is occupied by our ancestors and later multiplied his
descendants who later now stay in it
2. Communal land is the land which is under the control of the clan members for example
"ngom dwar.olet
2) Could you in your understanding describe to us how Customary and Communal land are
acquired?[Probe if any women acquire customary or communal land and if yes how?]
Respond
By History our customary land was acquired by the our ancestors they came to an empty land by
then and the men went to the jungle and put an egg on a certain spot later in the morning they went
to check for the egg if they had got the egg not there means the place was not safe for human
settlement and they got the egg there means the place was safe for human settlement and that was
how our customary land in ongiya was acquired
women were in the group during migration but they did not play role in acquiring the land, their
roles was to basically putting temporary shelters for settlement while the men were the ones who
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used to go the jungle to look for better place for settlement through putting of the eggs after they
go to check for before they moved to settle thereafter with women
3) What elements (if any) of Acholicultural organizational set-up facilitate or challenge customary
land acquisition and rights to ownership?
Respond
1. The traditional laws(norms) which relates to different activities for example
Dwar,Lweny,cik pa mon all these are constituted with the chief and everybody follows it
as traditions and no goes against it if you go against it will become "kir" which require
cleansing by slaughtering a goat or a lamb therefore these tradition challenge the
acquisition of the customary land
2. When someone kills another person in most cases he goes away leaving the land he was
currently using and seek asylum in some clan for his or her safety and in that way he
acquired another land to settle in but also he is denied a place to settle where he
previously killed someone
3. Those days there were a number of fighting among clans and another clan over dominion
of others so by that many found themselves chased away by powerful tribe which later
made them to go and acquire another piece of empty land to become theirs
4) Who are entitled to or have rights to ownership and utilization of customary land? What about
communal land?
Respond
1. Ladit kaka has all the right to ownership and utilization of the customary land and
communal land because they rights have been granted to him by the clan members by
putting him as ladit kaka
2. The clan members also have all the rights to own and utilize the customary land and the
communal land and this right is only limited to using it in terms of cultivation and
settlement but not to sell it because the customary land is not for sale
3. Women have only right to cultivate, and settle in it but not to own it in ongiya clan and the
youth and people with disability also have the rights to use the customary land and the
communal land in ongiya clan
[Probe for triangulation on women, and the vulnerablecategories of people, the youth and people
with disabilities]
a. Do women/ youth/people with disabilities have the customary and socially accepted
right to own land or control land? Explain.
Respond
1. Women have right to use and access land but no ownership because culturally land
belongs to men and they are not allowed to sell it Youth have rights and access land
allocated to their parents. A youth who gets married will be allocated land by his
grandfather when he is still alive or the father to start a family.
2. People with disabilities are given land to use and settle in that is when he /she is able to
cultivate but he/she is unable to carry any cultivation the clan place such an individual
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under a household and allocate land for such people BUT for some disable people who do
not have any energy to carry out any productive activities are always taken care of by the
family members through cultivating that customary land on their behalf

b. Do women's legal property rights make sense, given the culture in which they live?
Could or would the majority claim their legal rights? How?
Respond
1. YES, it makes sense in Acholi and it and in ongiya all the house property belongs to a
women but for the sake of administration she always informs the husband in-case she
wants to use certain property that is why in most of the property is referred to feminist
ownership title for example the garden of min Apiyo, literally in acholi we can put it like
"poto pa min Apiyo"
2. WOMEN BY virtue of being married to another clan has all the right to property in that
clan to use and to own them, they can claim through marriage in the family and in the clan
by a man

c. Do the answers to the above questions change if women are married, single, divorced,
widowed or in a polygamous relationship? Elucidate.
1. A married woman can access land belonging to the husband. She will continue to use the
husband land even when the husband passes on that land she was given belongs to her
and her children.
2. A single woman uses her land belonging to their mothers or fathers but this land is
attached to the brother such that when she gets married the land will return back to the
brother.
3. A divorced woman with children and has remained in the clan will continue to the use the
land given to her husband. When a divorced woman has no child and she is staying in the
clan will use the land as well but when she decides to leave and gets married to another
clan her rights to use land where she was married before ceases to be there. it applies to a
divorced woman with children who decides to leave the clan with her children the land is
given back to clan who later gives it another clan member.
4. In Acoli polygamous relation does not matter the rights of women to use land is not
determined by the Number you got married all women are taken to be the same
irrespective of the first woman, second woman or third woman when it comes to
customary land access, all these women are allocated land to use equally

d. In your reckoning, do you think indigenous people know and understand their rights,
and what would be the means to enforce their rights?
1. YES, the indigenous people knew their rights very well and that is why they were
separation of power and responsibilities between women and men, boys and girls and to
enforce some of these rights they had in place norms and customs to be followed and it
should be noted that these norms and customs are unwritten but people would followed
them strictly, they are passed on to the next generation through stories telling, Riddles
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2. YES, the indigenous people are well aware of their rights and understand much better
their rights because land allocated to dog gang always remains for the people in that dog
gang. No one from another clan can come and starts to use the land without requesting
and permission from the clan elders and they would fight for such rights to defend their
position in the society incase another clan or intruders would want to deny such rights for
example rights to own land.

5) How are customary communal land sub-divided or categorized in all its varieties?
1. We have land which is located at onywage,Agocira and Lungulu which are used for grazing
animals
2. We used to have also tim dwar at Nyamukino, Alingi,Got ojwang,Denga which was taken
by government and gazetted them to become game reserves
3. Our customary land is categorized for cultivation but this are land which are fertile for
cultivation and some places are for settlement of people
6) In your opinion, who controls and manages customary and communal land? How?
Explain.[Probe whether there are any women involved in control and management of land and
how? Probe further any changing roles of women especially after the war. How have these
norms changed?]
1. Ladit kaka who is elected by the clan members and for us ongiya we have ladit Okello
Ignatius Agara is the one who controls and manages customary land and the communual
land as well
2. Senior women in the clan are also involve in the land control and management in ongiya
clan and they are elected to be representative in the organization of ongiya clan
3. There are a number of changes as result to the current situation in the past women were
not allowed to own land but these days women can own land

7) In your opinion, who are the culturally accepted claimants to right of ownership to customary
land? Why?
1. Ladit kaka and the Elders in the clan, male children born of the clan BECAUSE they would
be real inheritance of the customary land in the clan but not girls because they are
considered to be home temporary before they get married away by another clan.
8) Whenever there are challenges, issues or problems related to customary land, how are
thesecustomarily and culturally handled? What roles do women & men play?
Respond
1. Women becomes witness tom tell the truth about the boundary incase issue is of land
boundaries such that it is settled
2. We report the case to the Lc1,Rwot kwer, rwot okoro,sub-county leaders and the clan
leader so that the problem related to the customary land and communal land is settled
but the customary land is not to be taken to the civil courts
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3. In case of land disputes within dog gang, Ladit of Dog gang sit down together to settles
the disputes but when the case isn’t resolve the matter is referred to Rwot Moo to handle.
A land matter between two clans Rwot moo and his structure of Rwot Kweri and Okoro
handle the matter. When a foreigner is involves the issue is taken to ker kal

9) Culturally, how is the authority to manage customary land determined and by whom?
Respond
1. The authority to manage customary land is determine through election by the clan
members and they are chosen and elected from among the elders in the clan according to
ongiya clan for example ladit kaka Okello ignatio Agara was elected by the clan members
to lead the ongiya clan
10) How are pertinent decisions about land arrived at? Give example. [Probe for implications of
decisions made to men, women, girls, boys, vulnerable i.e. widows?]
Respond
1. The issue is supposed to be debated by the chief and ladit kaka before it's taken up for the
clan members to contribute towards the decision so it's done so that each members
participate in decision that will later affect them all both positively and negatively but its
participatory in nature such that the bad implication of the decision to be take id
minimized and everybody in the clan benefits from such
2. The elder both men and women at dog ot or kaka sit down to consult and discuss the
issues before any decision is made for example a nephew or niece or a woman who has
come back home and there is need to be given land to settle and cultivate.
3. The vulnerable persons are also much considered when it comes to decision to allocation
of land for settlement, cultivation, he or she is attached to a family but the land is not
given to him as individual but is given to a household to take care of such a person

11) In your opinion, how should external influences and/or problems targeting customary land be
handled? E.g. giving of land to investors, grabbing by the army etc.
Respond
1. Land conflict between Lupaibwor and Lupayira was mediated by Rwot Acana sometimes
back so when such a situation arise the chief , clan leader, and clan members come and sit
together to find a way forward to handle the problem.
2. Under investment there is need to understand the social benefits of the investment then
negotiate when the terms are not favorable and this can be done by the elders and the
clan leader of obonyo
3. Grabbing land is referred to sub-county leaders, District leaders like the LCV and RDC and
also to civil court to handle
12) How do think the following fit into, or hold rights to, the various categories of customary land
and with what roles:-
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ii) Household/household head born into the Clan?
He plays an important role in managing and controlling the customary land and communal land so
they are not sold at the household level

iii) Head of the Clan (or doggola kaka, dog gang)?
He makes sure that all the Doggola members has a piece of the customary land to use and settle in
and he manages the land on behalf of the ladit kaka of ongiya

iv) Elders of the Clan (or doggola kaka, dog gang)?
They are chief advisor to the clan leader and always work together to make sure the customary land
is protected and the children do not sell it away for money
v) Women married to men in a particularkaka?
Women who are married make sure the customary land is manage well and use well by the children
and also she participate in decision making process which regards the customary land in ongiya clan

a) What is the difference, if any, between women whose bride wealth has been
paid, and those for whom it has not?
A woman married has more rights because she has been officially accepted in the clan while a
woman who is not married she is like a visitor thus she can leave any time, but in terms of customary
land they are all the same and are allocated the land equally
b) If the woman is an Acholi or not?
A woman who is an Acholi and the non Acholi are all the same all have been brought here in ongiya
clan as wives and they have the same role among which is to produce descendants of ongiya
therefore, there is no difference between them at all in ongiya clan they are taken the same in terms
of customary land access..

vi) Daughters of the Clan (doggola, dog gang)?
Daughters of the clan have rights to use and ownership of the customary land unless she is married
to anther clan then she will get another place and land to use which belongs to the husband but
when she return home she has all the rights to be given a piece of land to use and settle in her clan
here in ongiya
vii) Male orphans born into the Clan?
Male orphans born in the clan have rights to customary land in the clan and he will continue to use
the land that use to belong to their parents and no one chases them away in ongiya clan

viii) Female orphans born into the Clan?
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They both all have rights to customary land being orphans does not limit their rights to own land _
ix) Widows?
Her state of being widow does not limit her the rights through the children born
x) Divorced women?
Divorced women can either use the land left by her husband if she is still in the clan but when
she leaves the clan her rights over the land ceased to exist.
xi) Woman separated from her husband?
A separated Woman looses the rights over the customary land in her husband place if she gets
married to another man then she gets another rights which she got from the new husband over the
customary land of the new husband

xii) Second or subsequent wives?
All are the women of the clan she is producing the children of ongiya clan for example even the chief
had many wives and they were not discriminated
xiii) Nephews and Nieces?
Okeyo /lakey are who grew up in the clan are taken to be son and daughters of the clan and are
given land to use but their rights are limited to ownership of the customary land, they also don't
have so much voice on the customary land and they don t participate in any ritual of the clan

xiv) In-laws?
They are given a place to stay in the customary land but has no voice and ownership in the
customary land because they are considered to be temporary on the land
xv) Friend(s)?
They used to be given land by their friends those days but with situation of these days over land
grabbing by even friends who have been given land in ongiya clan we no longer encourage such
people to be given land in our clan
xvi) Non-Acholi migrants?
He or she goes to individual land and will be given a land to use temporary but has rights to
ownership of the customary land and has no voice to decide anything related to our land
xvii)

Refugees?

Use government land not customary land in case they settle and use the land it means the
government has negotiated with the clan elders and not given land these days it’s the responsibility
of the government
xviii)

Institutional land gifts (schools, health centers, churches etc.)?
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The various institutions own the land and use the land given to them by clan so the ownership
remains now with the institution for which the land was given to them
13) How do the following relate to or affect your customary communal land use, rights, or
management?
i. Rock outcrops, hills and mountains?
Godi can be use as wang jok/cere,a place where got ki "tedo" for rain formation which help the
crops in the garden, in ongiya we have Cambedo,Got Guku, and Agucira where lela is found is use
for drying harvest from the garden
ii. Rivers, streams, wetlands?
Kulu helps to provides water for drinking for human being and also for animals grazing, for example
we have Aswa
iii. Sacred cultural/spiritual sites?
These are garzetted places for bad spirits t are chased away and the spirit of the ancestors are kept
such that the children and the clan members continue to have blessings and not attack by these bad
spirits in Ongiya we have them in KULU Ayenyeng ,Agucira, kulu ASwa
iv. Inter-community boundaries?
We have Agocira river and Ayeng-yeng river which is a boundary between ongiya and olila clan
v. Boundaries with neighboring communities?
Agocira River is also a boundary between us and piabwor chiefdom

vi. Where relevant, government boundaries (sub-county, district, international) that are
part of customary land boundaries?
Kuku Agocira is the boundary between Alero sub-county and Lungulu sub-county
Kulu Ayago is the boundary between ALERO Sub-county and lungulu sub-county, Bwobomanam and
Piabwor
14) Do you consider customary communal land ideal for sustainable and productive use? In what
way might it generate benefit to the community?
It can use for commercial farming g as ongiya clan coming together in a group but not by any
investors
It can be given for some development project like schools, health centers and market
It can also be leased out with clear terms and conditions to the investors between the clan members
and the clan and the investors.
Closing
15) What is the most important message that you want us to take away from this interview?
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1. Land conflicts should not be taken to civil court it should be handle by the community
structure like the Rwot kweri and the chiefdom structure to handle it
2. The constitution on how the Acholi manage the customary land in generally should be
developed for the Acholi people
3. Land registration should be taken as top priority of the Acholi leaders at this time and the
community should be helped to register the land.
16) Is there anything else that you would like to add about any of the topics that we've discussed or
other areas that we didn't discuss but you think are important?
1. The investors who want land for investment should come to the community not through
government
2. The chiefdom within the Acholi should be empowered to control and manage the
customary land on behalf of the clans
17) Your final comment please!
1. The study should be discussed with the all clan members not only selected and they
should be sensitized before land registration
2. This project that the Acholi leaders have started is very important and it must meet its
target of registering the land in Acholi such that our land is protected and some
developmental project can be carried on the land
Thank you once again for your time and participation in this interview. The information that you
provided to us will be very helpful in this project.
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